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BPI

meeting

chart

hype

AN EMERGENCY council meeting
of the BPI was being held in London
this week following the new
allegations of chart hyping revealed
in tour national newspapers during
the past six days. And director
general Geoffrey Bridge was inviting
the newspapers concerned to send
him documentary evidence of their
allegations, which would then be
studied by lawyers.
"Depending on the strength of
thai evidence we will then take legal
advice on what further action may
be necessary," added Mr Bridge. If
the BPI lawyers feel that there is
Queen, Dee,
Reid split
confirmed
by VAL FALLOON
JOHN REID has now confirmed his
management split with Queen and
Kiki Dee, and his intention to build
up the Rocket Record label.
Reid this week issued a statement
which said, "John Reid and Queen
announced that they have amicably
agreed to terminate their
management contract, as from the
beginning of February.''
The group has been managed by
Reid since September 1975. and he
told Music Week. "Queen will now
be taking over their own
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evidence that the law has been
broken then the papers will be
forwarded to the Director of Public
Prosecutions.
The Sun, Daily Mirror, Daily
Express and Sunday Times all
carried stories alleging that various
records on various labels during the
past year have entered the BMRB
singles chart as a result of hyping —
either through teams of people
buying reocrds out of known chart
return shops or by record company
salesmen "ticking up" extra sales on
certain shops' chart return books
(falsifying sales returns).
The Sunday Times claimed to
have documents showing how three
specific singles were "bought" into
the charts and they name two
companies. "Our investigation
shows that Campus General Trading
in the Fulham Road in conjunction
with Marketforce, in Dalston Lane,
El, have posted records to 375
'chart return shops' and have
themselves bought them back using
a nationwide network of housewives
and students." wrote the Sunday
Times.
The three records claimed by the
Sunday Times to have been
successfully "hyped" into the chart
were: The Crunch by the Rah Band
on the Good Earth label, You Don't
Have To Be A Star by Marilyn
McCoo and Billy Davis on Anchor
and Reaching For The World by
Harold Mclvin and the Blue Notes
on ABC.
The Daily Mirror's series of
articles began on Monday with
TO PAGE 4
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Dooley cheque
for charities
MUSIC WEEK'S first Dooley
Awards presentation and dinner at
the Savoy Hotel last week was a
resounding success and already a
bigger venue has been booked for
next year's event in view of the large
number of people who were unable
to obtain tickets this year. Although
unable to attend the dinner, Abba
were in London later in the week for
the premiere of Abba The Movie
and took the opportunity to accept
their awards (above) from MW
editor Rodney Burbeck. Abba
scooped three of the awards: for top
group in the album chart
performance section, for number
one album, Arrival, and Benni
Anderson and Bjorn Ulvaeus shared
a Dooley for top album producers of
the year. Proceeds from the event

were donated to charity (sec photo,
right) and MW publishing director
Peter Wilkinson (right) is pictured
presenting a cheque for £1,000 to
Steve Gottlieb on behalf of the

Variety Club of Great Britain.
Martin Williams (centre) accepted a
cheque for £500 for the Musicians'
Benevolent Club, (more photos pp
10 + 12).

industry caution over TV albums
by CHRIS WHITE and TERRI ANDERSON
featuring pianists all being promoted
IN DIRECT contrast to last year's
promotion before Christmas. Only
on television. Obviously it meant
post-Christmas television album
five have had their first television
that everyone lost out in the end,
market, when both the tv
push since the New Year.
and people have learnt from those
merchandisers and major record
These include the Beatles' Love
mistakes. At the moment the only
companies used the period to take
Songs 2LP set (released last
LP with shich we arc going all-out is
full advantage of the record token
autumn); Andy Williams'
Disco Stars, and we arc testing Vince
trade, companies this Spring
Reflections; Country Boy Meets
Hill's That Loving Feeling (a
appear to have been keeping a low
Country Girl on Warwick, and
compilation of 20 love songs) in
profile on tv promotion.
Crystal Gayle's We Must Believe In
certain areas."
This week's Music Week Top 50
Magic; which was given a regional
MSD chief Ian Miles agreed that
includes 12 albums which have
push by United Artists.
companies were exercising some
received small-screen advertising,
K-Tel is leading the way so far as
degree of caution. "Since Christmas
compared with 18 albums the same
the tv merchandisers are concerned,
the market hasn't been too bad and
week last year; and it is significant
with
four
albums
—
Disco
Fever,
back catalogue items have sold
that most of the LPs in the current
Feelings,
40
Number
One
Hits
and
particularly well. However rate
chart received their initial tv
Gladys Knight's 30 Greatest — in
cards are very much at the top end at
the Top 50; rival Arcade is
the moment with the result that
conspicuous by its absence; while
companies are holding back on their
Ronco has one just outside the Top
Contents
releases. Costs are unbelievably
50 with Black Joy.
Dooley Awards presentation:
high, and they are going to have to
The
general
mood
among
record
level out, otherwise companies will
photographs 10 & 12.
companies
is
one
of
caution,
and
the
be
driven off the tube." He added
InternafionaTrieAvs'S. Tip sheet 14.
policy of selectivity is likely to
Retailing: dealers' queries and the
that
he had three LPs planned for
continue between now and spring. In
tv mail-order market 16
between
now and April. The
the words of Tony Johnson,
company
has
just released The Fonz
CHARTS: Top 50 57. Top albums
managing director of K-Tcl: "We're
album {Music Week, February 18)
55. Pull-out charts: centre.
all treading very carefully." He felt
will be going ahead with one
We apologise for the late arrival of
that the tv market is very flat at the/ apd
national campaign featuring a major
this week's paper. Apart from
moment. "I think that maybe one
star, and two test campaigns.
staff shortages at our printers
reason is because everyone js
Ronco has two tv albums lined up
caused by the heavy snow,
determined
that
there
shouldn't
be
a
for release — a disco hits package
engineers were unable to reach the
repetition
of
last
year's
events
when
called Boogie Nights featuring
plant to service ^ essential
there were many clashing tv albums
recordings licensed from CBS, Epic
equipment in time to'incet GPO
around
—
at
one
lime
there
was
deadlines.
C
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HERE YOU COME ACAIN
10 super bocks to give you o great
start to1978.
PL 12544
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Dealer offer in CBS masterplans
^cci v fdi
i nwir
CLOSELY
FOLLOWING
the
SPECIAL RATES of discouni arc
signing of rock band Window, Rtva
being offered to dealers who
Records has now made its third
participate in the new CBS
signing, American rock singer
Masterplan campaign, which will
Johnny Cougar. Until recently, the
promote best-sellers from CBS
only artist recording for the label
plan.
classical catalogue. It includes 60 dealer's
was Rod Stewart, but the recent
Supporting the campaign will be
mid-price titles. 60 full-price titles,
signings indicate that Riva is
continuous national advertising, and
25 boxed-sets and 35 cassette
planning steady expansion.
point-of-salc material. Dealers will
releases.
Cougar's debut single will be I
also
be
provided
with
a
special
kit
Dealers will be able to choose any
Need
A Love (Riva 14), released this
which
will
include
categorised
one of three plans, and can also
Friday.
The first 10,000 copies will
browser
cards,
a
display
centerpiece,
order any title that they require.
be issued in a colour bag, and an
stickers, full colour poster and
Plan A involves 50 mid-price door
album called A Biography will
full colour consumer leaflets.
releases, 50 full-price and 10 boxedfollow on March 3. The LP was
A CBS spokesman said: "We
set, with an option of 25 tape titles;
recorded in the UK with producer
have examined in detail the recent
rate of discount will be 12'/: per
John Punter and features Cougar's
history of every record in the
cent. Plan B features again 50 mid- sales
backing band, Streelhan. Riva's
and have selected the
price, 25 full-price and an option of catalogue
promotion campaign includes a
Masterplan titles on the basis of this
15 tapes, and 7.5 per cent discount,
teaser campaign for the LP which
information. They have been chosen
while the third plan — which offers because
will utilise 1.000 London
they arc the cream of the
the same discouni — involves 25
Underground sites. There will also
CBS classical catalogue, both
mid-price, 50 full-price and 15 tapes.
be 15-minute commercials on
artistically and in terms of genuine
Titles will be revised at regular
Capital. B.RMB, Piccadilly and
intervals, whenever new releases arc sales promotion." He added: "The
Clyde.
added, and the CBS/dealer packs of tape titles have been built
On the day of the single's release,
agreement includes an undertaking into the plan as 'optional extras'
there will be full-page adverts in all
because we recognise that some
by the retailer to carry in stock
the
music press and these will be
dealers do not want to specialise in
Masterplan titles for a period of one
repeated the following week.
classical tape, though we arc anxious
year. Rates of discouni will apply on
Additional promotion includes
to support those who do."
the initial order and on all repeat
1,000 window displays featuring the
• CBS is also offering cuts on its
orders of any of the Masterplan
album sleeve and cut-outs of the
titles, not just those selected in the Embassy series. See story, this page.
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„ , r, ZZek-s No 3 with Yvonne Keetey on ,/,e
,,,,,FITZGERALD,
'f''
ecen,iy visited the factory girls a! BMrs
Pepper Records hit If1^"
,' which is marketed by United Artists, ^
Hayes pressing plant- The rec ^ ^ ^ ^ and in Holland, i, has bem
currently heading fo 8
and hasr already won a gold disc,
number one for three weeks, and I
f(5
album, which features
the new
Garfunkel/Paul Simon/James
arris.; all dealers -ill.be
"'Pgf
w,n 0
with posters and a t0lin? \,hh tjK Taylor single (What A) Wonderful
Cougar will soon be
"?1 ~nf, World, will also be the subject of a
as support act to John M.les, and national press campaign.
Riva is taking additional radio sp
on all the local radio stat.o^ m AS PART of the promotion for the
towns where he is appearing. These reactivatidn of CBS' mid-price
include Pennine. Victory, Me ro. album series Embassy (Music Week,
Trent, Orwell, Hallam and Tees.
Feb. U), dealers are being offered
There will also be extensive regional special incentives of either discounts
press advertising.
or gifts. The offers apply for either
THE FIRST 18,000 copies of album or tape, and any retailer
Tavares' new single, The Ghost Ot
ordering 25 units will be given a five
Love (Capitol CL 15968) will be per cent discount or gift. Similarly,
pressed on green vinyl and the 50 units will guarantee a 7.5 per cent
record packaged in a specially discouni or equivalent gift, and 75
printed bag retails at 80p.
units a ten per cent discouni. The
The Ghost of Love, which runs gifts include a kitchen carver,
for six minutes, has been released in writing sets, a travel alarm, and a
the US as parts one and two, but the silver pan. Sales aids available to the
UK release features a full-length
dealer include pre-printed order
version on the A-side. The B-side,
forms, pictures of the LP sleeves of
Being With You, has been taken
the Top 25 selling titles, a catalogue
from the album. Best Ol Tavares.
sales presenter. The dealer may
Because of the length of the disc, an and
any title that he wishes and he
edited version has been cut for radio order
also be supplied with a fourdjs. Additional promotion for the will
record comes in the form of Tavares colour poster and leaflets.
themselves who will be louring
THE NEW Manfred Mann album
Britain throughout March.
on Bronze Records, Watch, which
NEW SINGLE from Genesis,
also features the Earth Band's new
Follow You Follow Me (Charisma
single, a re-working of the ten year
CB 309), is released this Friday (24)
old hit Mighty Quinn, is to be the
and the first 50,000 copies will be in
subject of a fly-posting campaign.
a presentation sleeve. The track is The promotion was kicked off two
taken from the band's forthcoming
weeks ago when the LP was
album, And Then There Were Three
extensively advertised at the Chelsea
(CBS 4010) released at the end of- versus- Manchester United -football
March.
match. Dealers are being supplied
PROMOTION for the Art
with large full colour posters, shop
Garfunkel album on CBS,
displays and other points of sale
Watermark (CBS 86054), will
material. A special promotion
include radio spots on most of the
cassette has also been sent out to key
leading stations throughout the UK.
media people, and there will be
In addition there will be a major
advertising in some newspapers and
poster campaign, poim-of-sale
magazines as Time Out, TheSunda*
material and display back-ups; the
Times and Private Eye.
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February 28,1968

MTA CONFERENCE will focus on
problems of the small dealer
NEMS plans launch of two labels by
April — NEMS and Oval, with Billy
J. Kramer first artist on (he NEMS
Record Retailer chart this
week features full-price albums only
RR plans to introduce second
chart for budget (ides
EMI
ready for Dot label launch
Philips set own record with over a
million singles sold in one month
one quarter of which were Esther
and Abi Ofarim's Cinderella
Rockefeller, firs. Number One disc
trom a German company
6137
reSi
Dor<,,h
MGM
s, n
Mr-M iSnS
>' S<|uir«
K s dj Jimmv
Young
■
companies backing rock V
roll as industry convinced a revival is
immment and Beatles release Lady
Ee*
Madonna -- but The Sound Of
for automatic sales
Records Music soundtrack is Number 2 in (he
album Top 40. and RCA plan a
Order from CBS Order Desk, Tel: 01 -960 21 55 CBS Distribution Centre, Barlby Road, London W10 country music drive.
PAGE 2

February 24,1973
Music Week office flooded by Ictte ■
from dealers complaining abou
faulty records
while GR||
conference plans to air problems
supply of tv albums, and 1
"exclusive" deals by some rcco
companies with Woolworths •••••'
CBS operations manager N .
Hampton joins Pye is director
operations, replacing sales direc
Colin Hadiey — md Louis Bcnja'3
claims Pyc's February busme
quadruple sales in cqui
fortnight (he previous year •••■•*
Island signs Byron Lee's
label and announces first ot
releases
Tamla ^ Tr
planning biggest UK camflpgn
Diana Ross' Lady Sings ThesflniP
»
soundtrack LP including
|V
LP pressed for ABC cinemas3o ■
Radio 1 dj Johnnie >> 'Jcll
loses case brought by the sc
manufacturers over use of u j,y
for the dj's promotion and P 0ff
companies
BMRB kicks
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National TV for BASF blank tape line
A LEADING
LEADlNr, hlnnlblank tape
...
. commercials will be
■
theme of. the
A BASF spokesman claimed:
manufacturer is to promote its
'the
superiority
of
BASF
"The
spring
campaign will cost the
product via a nationwide television
Chromdioxid cassettes' while press
company more than was collectively
advertising campaign. BASF UK.
advertisements will promote the
spent on above the line advertising
which will be promoting its
complete blank cassette range under
by all the blank tape companies
Chromdioxid cassettes on TV for a
the headline. Spot-on Sound,
during the last quarter of 1977."
four week period, claims that it is
the first time tape has received such
intensive promotion.
BASF's move comes in the face of
EMI halves price of
much record industry unrest about
the el lects of blank tape sales on the
sales of pre-recorded software.
Recently it has been suggested that
Ideal Home cassettes
cither consumers or blank tape
manufacturers should pay some
EMI CASSETTES will reduce the
cassettes as well as its line of tape
form of levy, to compensate for the
recommended retail price of its
care products .including an editing
loss of revenue to recording
blank cassettes by 50 per cent at the
kit, headclcaner and headdeaning
companies from declining album
stand it is taking at this year's Ideal
fluid.
sales. The market for blank tape has
Home Exhibition at the Empire
It has released statistics unlikely to
been constantly on the increase
Hall, Olympia, from March 7 to
amuse BPI members concerned
however, and BASF's campaign can
April 1.
about illegal home taping on the
only bring more attention to that
Further measures in what the
1977 sales of blank cassettes. Over
market.
company terms "truly knock-down
30 million were purchased, and 36
The promotion will start this
prices" arc a third off reel-to-recl
per cent of them were bought by
Saturday (25) and the TV campaign
tapes and 25 per cent off its
women. More than half the tapes
will consist of 30-second spots
Audiocare range of accessories. All
sold were bought by people aged
featuring singer Jenny Haarn
purchasers will have the opportunity
between 19 and 44 years.
performing one of her own songs.
to win further tapes by entering a
Forgotten Dreams. In addition there
simple free competition on the EMI
will be extensive national press
Cassettes stand.
advertising, and double-page
The company's range includes the
spreads in the specialist consumer
recently launched new Standard,
press during March and April. The
Super and Hi-Fidelity blank
COMPLETION of the move of the
Dick James Organisation, including
DJM Records, This Record Co. and
a
Dick James Music, from Dick James
House in New Oxford Street to the
company's recently completed new
headquarters has now taken place.
The address is now James House, 5
o
Theobalds Road, London W.C.I,
02
(telephone 01-242 6886).
C

James wins

PHONOGRAM HAS presented a silver disc for sales of more than £150,000
on the Steve Miller Band album Book Of Dreams. The awards went to Miller's
attorney arid business affairs manager Gregory Fischbach, standing, in for
Miller, currently in the studios in America. Pictured: Alan Phillips.
Phonogram product manager; Fischbach; Geoffrey Heath, of Heath-Levy
Music, Miller's publishers; Ken Maliphant, Phonogram managing director;
Eddie Levy; and Phonogram a&r executive Hedley Ley ton.
Musexpo '77
MUSEXPO '78 will be held for the
second year running in Miami Beach
from November 4 till 8, but at a
different venue. To accommodate
what Musexpo president Roddy
Shashoua describes as "the growing
number of participants", the event
will be housed at the Konover
(Hyatt) Hotel instead of the Doral
Hotel, scene of the 1977 convention.
The Konover has a 1,000-seat
theatre, several ballrooms and
meeting rooms with seating capacity
ranging from 50 to 2,000, which will
be made available to companies and
managers wishing to showcase their
artists at Musexpo.
The hotel will house all the office

venue set
booths, workshop seminars and gala
occasions as well as accommodating
early registrants. An additional
3,000 rooms will be available at
nearby Miami Beach hotels such as
the Carriage House, Hampshire
Towers, Flamingo, Doral, Eden
Roc, Fountainbleau, Jockey Club
and Ocean Pavilion for booking by
Musexpo participants at special
reduced rates.
To tighten up the marketplace
activities and traffic at Musexpo '78,
open booths in the ballroom areas
are being dropped in favour of an
additional 100 office booths on the
expanded five levels of exhibit room
floors.

name case
JIMMY JAMES was granted a High
Court injunction last Thursday
banning three former members of
his back-up group from using the
group's name The Vagabonds.
The Jamaican-born singer, of
Ret ford, Notts., was granted the ban
against Sheffield-based musicians
Russell Courtenay, Christopher
Garfield and Alan Kirk. But Mr
Justice Tcmpleman ruled that, since
they had found fame under the title
Jimmy James and the Vagabonds,
they would be entitled, when they
chose a new name, to add "formerly
The Vagabonds".
Mr Robert Englehart, counsel for
Mr James, had told the judge that
the singer came to England 12 years
ago and built up a reputation as
Jimmy James and the Vagabonds.
He loured the major venues
throughout the country, and had a
number of hit records including
Now Is The Time and I Will Go
Where The Music Takes Me.
At the end of 1976 he severed his
connection with the trio, who acted
as his backing group.
Since then, he complained, they
had been styling themselves The
Vagabonds to which he claimed title.

Ml
ACCORDING TO Fleet Street grapevine Sunday Times had been
working on chart story since last August and were precipatcd into
print by Daily Mirror's announcement of its scries but the Sun
got in first with a hastily cobbled together piece last Friday.
Mirror series also took by surprise the Daily Express which had
been preparing its own investigation since last December, and
sources close to El Vino's tell us Mirror paid out up to £30,000
for its information while Express got its for nothing . . . Abba's
London press conference almost as banal as the one in the film
they were promoting, with questions ranging from "Do you
make as much money as Volvo?" (Abba the car?) to "Why do
you think you were not one-hit wonders?" . . . later the same dav
Abba's post-premiere party at Cafe Royal swung into the small
hours, but guests Angie Bowie and Dana Gillcspie seemed a little
out of place . . . Leslie Grade, Louis Benjamin and both Pye mds
Walter Woyda and Derek Honey all turned out to lunch in
honour of singer Kelly Marie who is a star in France and has sold
over one million copies of her single Who's That Lady With My
Man worldwide . . .Ann Miles of Warwick Records producing a
new pop music-and-movement slimming album!
SHAKIN' STEVENS' acoustic guitar among studio equipment
stolen from Track Records . . . Peter Waterman, formerly
assistant a&r head at Magnet, now consultant a&r and promo
man for Creole in Midlands . . . creative services consultant
John Dyer escaped serious injuries when he turned over his softtop sports car at weekend . . . silver disc for Andrew Lloyd
Webber's Variations album . . . expect Ron White to announce
three major publishing deals for EMI Music . . . death at 52 of
Rev. Alex Bradford, composer, gospel singer and actor who
brought Black Nativity show to London in 1962 ... St.
Valentine's Day engagement announcement by Decca a&r head
Mike Smith who will marry Sally James of Tiswas in June . . .
street opposite new James House HQ of DJM is called Great
James Street.
ROBIN TAYLOR, ex-Pye general manager, for Spanish-type
White House in London? . . . longest running single now
claimed to be 12-inch French pressing of Patti Smith's Radio
Ethiopia which lasts 15 minutes 40 seconds. . . visit to Bubbling
Brown Sugar inspired EMI archivist Chris Ellis to compile World
Records March LP release Harlem Comes to London . . . new
EMI md Ramon Lopez an early morning jogger around streets
near his Battersea home . . . BBC TV's Richard Baker
broadcasting an appeal on behalf of Music Therapy charity this
Sunday (26) ... is Utopia's Phil Wainman preparing a world's
first? . . . special Dooley St. Bernard award to MWs printers,
Pensord Press, surrounded by 10-foot snowdrifts after worst
South Wales blizzard for 30 years, but determined to get paper
out, with one man clearing path down a hillside, over hedges and
around snowdrifts to the plant before excavating md Brian
Allen, whose car was trapped. We ask the indulgence of those
readers whose copies may be late this week.
^
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A LONG WAY TO GO
The New SMASH single from
THE EMOTIONS
available NOW on CBS 6118
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Imaginative UK launch for label
A NEW record and publishing
group musicians, who will work
Motion, Spike and the newlyenterprise called Imagination is set
under the aegis of the firm's
formed Heroes, all of whom are
to make its debut on both sides of
subsidiary company to be called
active in the southern states.
the Atlantic in March. The UK
Imaginative Musicians. Their debut
Explaining his reasons for
operation is headed by managing
album is being completed at Eden
establishing the Imagination
director Stephen Bankler-Dukes,
Studios, and will act as
companies,
Bankler-Dukes
who has worked in press and
Imagination's launch release next
commented:
"I
was
convinced that
promotion with RCA, Elektra,
month. Pressing and distribution
there is a vast number of unheard
Atlantic and B&C as well as for BBC
arrangements for the label are
groups in both the UK and the US,
TV. General manager of
currently under discussion.
musicians with a great amount of
Imagination Music is Fred Parsons,
Imagination's UK headquarters is
talent and experience, which the
a founder member of B&C who has
at 1-2 Berners Street, London, W.l.
present business insistence on
also worked here for Screen
and its American base is PO Box
'marketability' has left in the cold.
Gems/Columbia Music.
404, Sausalito 94965, California.
Market research shows fairly
Imagination has also acquired an
Brendan O'Regan heads the
convincingly that the majority of
interest in a 24-track recording
American office, which has recently
album buyers are not interested in
studio in north London which will
concluded a deal with Earl Tennent
painfully aggressive walls of harsh
be operative by mid-March. The
of the TMT Agency, Atlanta, which
noise, nor overly impressed by kids
studio will be the base of a cogives Imagination access for UK
with staples through their
recording of transatlantic groups
operative nucleus of 15 well-known
foreheads."
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SCREEN GEMS-EMI MUSIC | EMI | OO"
21 Denma'k
London WC2 T«l ttl 836 6699
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Chart
GUY SUTCLIFFE of the British Market
Research Bureau stated: ''We receive a
great deal of information from many
sources including retailers so we know a
great deal about a variety of activities and
attempted activities (some of which may be
described as 'hyping'). Also many names
come to our attention. But it is important to
realise that we do not have specific names
which can be connected with specific events
in a legal sense.
From the point of view of the validity of
providing a chart which accurately reflects
overall sales this is not a problem because
with the knowledge of that activity we can,
and do. take specific action to negate its
effects. Sales that are believed to be genuine
arc not affected so that as far as possible we
take all steps to ensure (hat the sales which
decide a place in (he charts are correctly
represented.
When we do this we are left with
someone saying or thinking that he has
taken 'action' (which indeed he has) and
concluding (hat it has had an effect (if it is
in the chart). What he does not know is that
the effect of his action has been removed by
BMRB and that the record's position is
based on genuine sales. In this way we make
every effort to ensure that the chart
positions arc based upon a true
representation of the total picture."
DEREK GREEN, Managing director of
A&M Records stated: "We have been asked
to respond to an article in the Daily Mirror.
As a competitive record company we

hyping:

employ record salesmen to visit record
retailers to ensure that our singles arc
readily available for purchase, prominently
displayed and when possible played in
store. Their store activities are in line with
what is normal practice for record
companies and is accepted by the retail
trade. The Dai/y Mirror article does not
make clear that A&M do not use marketing
companies who specialise in chart rigging
— we have not, would not and do not
employ such services as arc described. We
are surprised at the allegations of a fewisolated cases of individual sales
representatives buying up records and
accordingly we shall be conducting internal
investigations in to this matter— this is not
and never has been our company's policy.
We are a label dependent upon (he success
of the sales of albums and as such view the
activities of promoting singles with some
concern and would therefore welcome a
change in the commonplace trade practises
of how singles are sold, promoted and
marketed. We are a music company and
require only outlets to expose our music
and to be able to compete with our market
rivals on equal terms."
AN RCA spokesman commented: "RCA is
aware of the way in which the BMRB
Charts are compiled, and of methods, some
illegal and some fringe of (he law, which
can be used by unscrupulous people to
distort these charts.
"As a major international record
company RCA recognises its responsibility

Caution over TV IPs
A NEWS story in the Sun newspaper
documentary on the casino.
last Friday about a record which was
Ticket holders at the Casino were
dropped from the BMRB chart,
given vouchers redeemable for the
adjacent to the article on chart
maxi record at any record shop.
hyping, has led to a strong protest to
"We actually checked with BPI that
the BPI and BMRB by RK Records
we could do this and not be violating
managing director Bob Kingston.
any chart rules," says Kingston.
Kingston's maxi single of three
"The TV exposure and the
northern soul tracks released on RK
voucher scheme meant that we
on February 3 entered the
achieved
heavy sales in the week of
provisional chart last Tuesday
release and gave us our chart entry.
morning but was then deleted
But we couldn't believe it when we
following the telephone check
were told that BMRB had dropped
carried out by the chart researchers.
the record from the chart."
"I object strongly to the
A BMRB spokesman commented:
implications that this record was
"New entries are submitted to our
hyped," said Kingston, "But what
normal telephone check on Tuesday
offends mc more than anything is
morning and some do not qualify on
the fact that the record was taken
the basis that sales are not national.
out of the chart entirely and not
There is no implication that a record
given a lower position."
dropped
from the provisional list
Kingston says that the single
has been hyped. But it is well known
achieved 10,000 sales in the first
in the record industry that we
week of release but acknowledges
produce a chart which reflects
that these sales may have been
national sales and this does mean
restricted to the areas specialising in
that a record selling in a small
northern soul.
regional area may not qualify
The record features three songs by
following our telephone check
Toby Legend, Dean Parrish and
around the country. The industry is
Jimmy Radcliffe which are played at
also aware that the provisional chart
the Wigan Casino at the end of their
is only provisional and may charge
famous all-night sessions and were
after our telephone checks."
featured in the Tony Palmer TV
RK Records protest
on 'chart' 45 drop
FROM PAGE 1
and GTO; and the soundtrack
album for the new film. The Stud,
which goes on release in April.
Md Barry Collier said; "We have
a couple of other artist concepts
planned, but the market is rather
soft at the moment. It is really all
down to the product in the end."
One record company has chosen
now however for its first stab at the tv
market — Chrysalis enters the
campaign ring with a test in the
Granada area, aimed at boosting
sales of the Mary O'Hara Live At
The Festival Hall LP. It has
already sold 50,000 copies although
the lack of full charts for the
PAGE 4

the

Christmas period has prevented
these sales being reflected in chart
positions. The test is this week —
February 23 and 24 — and if it is
successful the campaign will roll to
other areas.
Shops in the Granada area will be
serviced with window displays and a
stock push — the dealer margin on
the album will not be affected by the
promotion.
Another company. United Artists,
is doing a campaign at the end of
March for the LP Ol' Blue Suede Is
Back by Carl Perkins; the
promotion will last for two weeks
with 30-second adverts in Granada,
Trident and London areas.

industry

reaction
Records is concemrd I
to ensure that all areas of its business arc
conducted with a high standard of integrity.
Therefore, RCA executives and staff have
clear instructions about company policy in
this regard, and every possible step is taken
he had conducted his own internal inquiry
to ensure that third parties with whom RCA
at his company but he had not tur" .P
deals act in a similarly reputable way. The
anv evidence to show that an
involvement of RCA with the Good Earth
emplovce had been involved in any »>?»"&•
record label was a licensing deal giving
He said that he had "certain suspKions
RCA manufacturing, distribution and
about (he entry at the bottom of the ehar
selling responsibilities. Once RCA has
of the Billy Davis and Marilyn McCoo
acquired product for distribution in this
record and he had called the BPI and (old K
way there can be little direct control over
about his suspicions).
the actions of third parties, although every
effort is made to influence them to act with
ELKIE BROOKS' management statement:
integrity. On the other hand the latter does
"Music Lore on behalf of their exclusive
not allow a company to terminate any
artist Elkie Brooks wish to make it clear
contract purely on grounds of suspicion.
that with reference to the allegations in
RCA became concerned and disturbed
todays Daily Mirror, they and Miss Brooks
about certain promotional methods which
were
totally unaware of any so called
RCA suspected Good Earth was using and
hyping of her record "Saved" or indeed of
expressed these concerns in strong terms.
any other record issued by A&M Records at
Later the licensing deal was terminated by
any time during the period that Miss
agreement.
Brooks has been signed to A&M.
"RCA has never done business with any
Furthermore Music Lore wish to make it
individual or organisation concerned with
clear that it stands fully behind A&M
the buying back of records or similar
Records and believes it to be the finest
practices designed to gain unjustified chart
record company in this country.
entry of any RCA product. The company
Elkie Brooks is in Music Lore's opinion
deplores such tactics and in the case of its
the leading British female singer at this time
own product regards them as not only
and this belief has been endorsed by the
intolerable, but unnecessary to the natural
total sell-out success of all her concerts last
success of its artists and potentially most
year and was further endorsed by the
damaging to individual careers."
readers of the Daily Mirror who voted Miss
Brooks the Top British Female Singer of
ANCHOR RECORDS' Managing director
1977."
Ian Ralfini said: "As far as Anchor

Reid trims artists.

BPI
on

and builds up Rocket
management relationship with Kiki
FROM PAGE 1
Dee," he continued "though she
management, but will for the present
will continue to release product on
continue to operate from the Reid
Rocket." The singer, now resident
offices in London and LA."
in
LA, is currently recording
The Queen contract was due to
material
for a new album.
expire in September this year.
One of the reasons for trimming
"I have also dissolved my
his management responsibilities was,
Reid said, to allow him more lime to
build up Rocket. "I'm taking a more
DLT to Radio 1
active pan in the running of the
label here and in the Slates," he
explained, "and am happy to have
breakfast slot
less time taken up by management."
DAVE LEE TRAVIS has been
Rocket has recently added to its
selected to succeed Noel Edmonds in
executive staff Arthur Sherriff
the plum post of Radio 1 breakfast
joined recently as marketing and
show presenter at the end of April.
promotions chief, and there is a new
The programme commands the
head of a&r. The publishing side is
largest regular national radio
also being developed, the newest
audience — eight million — and was
addition to the stable being Gary
hosted for the first five years of
Osborne.
Radio 1 by Tony Blackburn.
Though no new signings will be
Edmonds who look over the spot in
announced yet, Reid is currently
1973, is leaving to concentrate on tv
changing Rocket's US distribution,
work, but will return to the station
as the contract with MCA expires
at weekends in the autumn.
shortly. "We are putting our own
"We have the top team of disc
house in order before announcing
jockeys in the country on Radio 1,"
any new signing," he said, "But
commented network head Derek
meanwhile we have plenty of good
Chinnery, "and many of them could
product lined up,for this year which
do a great job on the breakfast
will
require my attention." Artists
show. Dave Lee Travis has been
signed
to Rocket arc Dee, Elton
chosen because he is not only one of
John,
Blue
and the Foster Brothers.
our most experienced disc jockeys,
but is also a complete contrast to
Tony and Noel,"
New directors
Travis. 32, was lipped for the post
along with Kid Jensen and Peter
at Chrysalis
Powell. He began his broadcasting
career with the pirate Radio
Caroline, and made his Radio 1
debut in 1967. In May 1976 tie
Roy
E'dridge and Christ
recorded Convoy GB with colleague
;
"ppoi
Paul Burnett under the pseudonym
arc
elfecuve
from
March
of Laurie Lingo and the Dipsticks
Hldridge
becomes
a
director
r»f
ru
and made the chart.
Chrysalis
His present drive lime show DLT
OK, aired between 4.30 and 7pm
will be taken over by Kid Jensen,
who has been deputising in the
slot recently while Travis recovered
from a cartilage operation. Jensen's
Saturday morning spot will be used
sx i xris!
during the summer months to give
lhc
presem gc4rT 'r"0"' or Al1
broadcasting opportunities to one or
Munday,
fo
head
"
more disc jockeys new to Radio 1.

meet

chart

hype

row

FROM PAGE 1
allegations by a former A&M
Records salesman "who admits
hyping records at chart return dealer
shops". The Mirror also claimed to
have "documents and a statement"
from a director of Campus General
Trading. "He has admitted that he
hyped 29 records on ten different
labels," added \\\qMirror.
The Daily Mirror said that three
executives of A&M Records "knew
that hyping was going on" and the
newspaper alleges that records by
Peter Frampton, Andy Fairweather
Low, Rita Coolidge, The
Carpenters, Alessi, Supenramp and
Elkie Brooks were "hyped".
"Britain's pop record charts have
been systematically rigged over the
past year," says the Mirror.*' . ■ ■
attempts were made to fiddle 38
records into the Top 50 chart."
The Fleet Street revelealions come
six weeks after the BPI's own
declared intention to employ private
detectives to hunt out chart hypers
(see Music Week, January 14) and to
"pursue one or more of the criminal
remedies available ... to eradicate
these illegal practices,"
Persons accused of chart hyping
activities could be prosecuted under
the Trade Descriptions Act, the
Theft Act, and/or conspiracy to
defraud the public.
M " WCBk—
mj L
MllSIC
policy statement
A MUSIC WEEK spokesman said at
press time: "Music ^eek
refraining from commenting 0,1 lxr
eurrem national newspaP u
allegations of chart hyping nnm _.
the evidence has been published a ^
our editorial management has ha
chance to consider and cvahian-' [
evidence, A major policy statcn
will be published in next VSLL
issue".
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AMOTO

IIGONE

Now, for the firsttime, Motown brings you 12 inches of
the best. THE COMMODORES' sensational singles
'ZOOM'and 'TOO HOT TA TROT' over 111/2 minutes

>

of pure soul, all for 99p* Now Motown brings
you not only the best, but also the biggest.

12TMG1096

*Recommended Retail Price
LICENSED REPERTOIRE DIVISION. EMI Records Limited. 1-3. Uxbndge Road. Hayes. Middlesex. Tel; (01) 7594532,4611 &8489811.

MOTOWN
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Galaxy label signs up with CBS
"
oi
Acnr FANTASTIC Records
PI AST1C
PHIL SOLOMON'S Galaxy label,
has signed the reggae Venture label
which includes such names as Lena
for UK distribution. The new deal is
Zavaroni. comedian Frank Carson
for three years and covers the whole
and Irish singer Danny Doyle on iis
catalogue". First three releases will be
artisi rosier, has signed a
an album. Movin' On, by Tradition
distribution deal with CBS alter two
(PFULP 3001) and singles Don't It
I
and a half years with President.
Make Mv Brown Eyes Blue by
Under the new arrangement, revealed
Aurora York (PFU 2003) and I Will,
at CBS" mini-sales conference last
by Paulctte Walker (PFU 2005).
week, most of the Galaxy backThere will also be a 12-inch
musical Ipi-Tombi will also go
Catalogue will switch to CBS
discotheque single, Dennis The
through CBS.
distribution, and new product is
Menace (PFU 2002) by Dennis
Soloman
added:
"We
have
high
currently being lined upPinnock.
hopes
for
Danny
Doyle
who
is
First release on March 17 w ill be a
HAWK RECORDS of Ireland has
currently
number
one
in
the
Irish
single by Lena Zavaroni. Should
opened a London office and will
charts, and who guested on Pain
Have Listened To Mama, written by
Operate from it as Hawk
Ay res recent TV series. The last
Don Black. It will be followed by an
International: ex-Nems managing
three years with President have been
album in April, and the young singer
director Peter Knight will covery satisfactory, and there has
will be undertaking several tv
ordinate and supervise affairs.
always been a healthy relationship
appearances including her own
Hawk managing director Brian
between the two companies —
hour-long show. Product will also be
however 1 realised that artist's
Molloy. who finalised the deal at
released by Margaret Singana, Etta
Midem.
said; "We feel thai this is a
careers are very important and so
Cameron, Raymond Lcfevrc (the
positive step towards our eventual
CBS was the only company to go to.
French orchestra leader) and West
breakthrough into the international
because it cares about building up
Country comedian Tony Beard, The
market."
people's careers."
cast-album from the West End black
Rise and rise
FROM BEING an EMI salesman a
little over a year ago Bill Rogan has
moved through the positions of sales
training manager, multiples sales
manager to his new appointment as
field sales manager of 1PD,
maintaining his involvement with
the multiples.
PAULINE CLARK has joined
Private Stock as production
manager, reponsible for worldwide
exports and production, and
delivery of product from the
factory. She previously worked as
production co-ordinator at Chrysalis
for 18 months and tape production

of Rogan
manager at Island for five years.
Martin Darwood has been appointed
head of marketing and art director.
He has come to Private Stock after
running his own design and
marketing consultancy for eight
years.
RAINBOW RECORDS has
appointed Phillip Foster promotions
manager, based at the recentlyformed label's address at 24
Hanover Square, London W.l.
RCA HAS re-aligned responsibilities
in its promotion department with
Phil Patterson moving from the
North East region to London to be

South of England promotion
representative. Metro Radio is now
being covered by Eamon Lea from
Glasgow, and Radio Tecs by
Richard Scarling in Manchester,
John Lloyd, who has been covering
the South has moved to the tv
department as assistant to tv
promotion manager Dave Aspdcn,
as well as being responsible for
Radio Orwell, and Thames Valley.

DESCRIBED AS a 'new vwrvf
nlS to'wtog.
been signed by CBS
JZrlln
and La.rcnce Beedle,
Pica,red left to nglu are ins
Maurice Obersiein. Standing is Nicky
Chirk, and CBS managing director Maura l
Graham, senior CBS UK producer
Zack Laurence, to form a
ARNAKATA; THE UK-bascd
publishing and recording company
management company, nas
to record and market songs they
established an independent New
have written. Amongst the first
York office. Amongst the artists
results arc a new version of the
manaeed by Arnakata in the US are
Howard/Blaikley past hit Hold
Be Bop Deluxe, the Strawbs, Pat
Tight, recorded by Welsh singer
Travers. Judas Priest and HudsonBryan Evans and released on Pye.
Ford. Debra Shemesh has been
Also released shortly is a single
appointed director of management
Santa Fe by a group called Eden
co-ordination and will operate from
and another artist connected with
the new offices at 211 West 56ih
the venture is Australian singer Greg
Street. Suite 15L, New York. NY
Bonham. The new company. Telcny
10019. David Hcmmings, a UK
Music, will be based at 1 Glamleem
director, will assume executive
Road. Stanmore, Middlesex (954responsibility for the US operation
2025). Teleny already has a suband will in future divide his time
publishing deal with Claude Pascal
between the UK and US companies,
for France.
UP Records of Manchester
THE MANCHESTER-based Valer WYND
month concluded a deal to
Records has signed Manchester new- this
distribute
the Sweet Folk All
wave band Fly on a one-ol f deal and
catalogue, which includes such
the first single will be released soon.
artists as Bob Williamson, Jeremy
Tavlor and Shag Connors. The
COMPOSERS KEN Howard and
specialist Folk Heritage label has
Alan Blaikley, responsible for many
also now been taken on by Wynd
Top Ten hits during the Sixties have
Up.
teamed up w-ith another songwriter

PHQ
i\\in
Queen's trip
Radiol

to make seven

day foray to Scotland
BBC RADIO 1 is invading Scotland
for a week beginning on March 12
with a full commando force of disc
jockeys and producers who will be
based at the Centre Hotel. Glasgow ,
for the seven-day foray.
Rl's regular shows will be
presented from north of the border
for the week, and the disc jockeys
will participate in a crowded
calendar of personal appearances in
Glasgow. Edinburgh and
surrounding areas. The BBC is
renting a shop window in Glasgow's
Sauchichall Street for the
presentation of a daily show.
The week commences with Ed
Stewart's Junior Choice from
Glasgow on the Sunday morning,
followed by Peter Powell's show.
The R1 disc jockeys will play in a
charily football match in the
afternoon at Grangemouth to raise
more funds for the Variety Club of
Great Britain's sunshine coaches for
handicapped children.
Noel Edmonds. Simon Bates.
Paul Burnett. Tony Blackburn and
Dave Lee Travis will present their
shows for the week from Scotland.
Edmonds* Monday morning showwill be broadcast from the paddle

* -v-

h says ring Musu; Wcok for a colour ud
So why don'i you? thai 01 836 1522
PAGE 6

Edited by
NIGEL HUNTER

steamer Waver ley on the Clyde with
all his colleagues present and an
invited Scottish audience, and Travis
will present his Monday show from
Straihclyde University.
Burnett will introduce his
Thursday lunchtime show from the
Lewis store w orks canteen, and there
will be two Radio 1 disco shows at
Tiffany's in Glasgow on the Tuesday
and the same venue in Edinburgh on
Thursday. R1 producer Johnny
Beerling will be supervising the
Radio i Road Show from different
locations each day. including
Rutherglen. Paisley, Kirkimilloch
and East Kilbride.
"Some people will probablv think
we're doing this because Radio
Clyde is strong in the area". Rl's
Dorcen Da vies told Music Week.
"Actually we do these weeks in
various parts of the UK because
we're a national network and we
believe in visiting every big block
area of population to give people the
chance of meeting the disc jockeys in
person. This visit has taken six
months in the planning and
preparation, but the reaction and
appreciation we get on these trips
makes it well worthwhile, and the
djs make the iourncy without any
extra money."
Previous Radio 1 Weeks have
been held in Manchester last March
and Newcastle last October.

to Radio 210
THE QUEEN will visit Radio 210
Thames Valley at Reading in
Berkshire on March 17, which will
be the first occasion she has been to
any of the 19 1LR stations.
Accompanied by Prince Philip,
she will be on the premises for 30
minutes to watch the Mike Matthews
programme being transmitted live, a
Vcommercial being made, and to meet
the 210 presenters, including former
BBC man Paul Hollingdale and the
latest recruit. Bob Harris of Old
Grey Whistle Test fame.
The station plans to present the
Queen with a copy of the Radio 210
Jubilee Cantata, a short work
MILLIE JACKSON has been doing (he provincial rounds ai radio and TV Silver
in honour of her Silver
stations promoting her current Polydor single If You're Not Back In Love By composed
by Kenneth Plans and
Monday, and is seen here at the Birmingham Holiday Inn reception in her Jubilee
recorded by 210.
honour with A TV Tiz Was presenters Sally James and Trevor East.
"We feel very honoured to be the
first 1LR station to be visited by the
Queen," commented programme
Hallam's talent search controller Neil ffrench Blake. "In 3
sense it puts the seal of approval on
RADIO HALL AM is holding an
"With the number of clubs in this the whole independent local radio
Audition Day at its Sheffield studios
area, 1 m finding it increasinglv system, and 1 hope that everbody
on March 5 in an attempt to find
difficult to get around to all of them working in our new young industry
"some of the hidden musical talent
to find out what son of talent there will share our own sense of
in south Yorkshire and the north
is," said Beverley Chubb. •'It
pleasure."
Midlands".
doesn't mailer if it's pop, jazz, folk,
After visiting the station, die
Music producer Beverley Chubb is
soul or even classical music. We Queen
will inspect the Hcxagom
using t he day as a means of sampling
need to be able to call on musicians Reading's
new concert hall ^kere
the talents of the solo acts and duos
Irom all walks of life, and I think
Radio 210 plans a series of six
who apply without recording them
that this first audition will prove that
concerts during the spring.
on this occasion. The invitation is
this area is rich with musical talent "
restricted to solo or duo artists
On February 10 R:lcii0 Hallam
because of the limited space in
nroadcasi a conccn by ihe Plcascrs
Fourie resigns
Hallam's Studio B, and also because
wbo arc signed to Arista'
LEON
FOURIE, commercial
she has what she calls "a fairly
Ihey were appearing at ShclTield
comprehensive list" already of the
producer at Radio Orwell. ^
University,
and
the
concert
was
a
electric bands working in the Hallam
resigned from the station after- ^
transmission area.
m l' 7
,"Va
'•:,0n which years, which included two monU
attending
for
the
performance
The talent search is in preparation
before it went on air.
was on a,r hve for an hour from II
lor the station's anticipated
He leaves at the end of March1 u
Cr 1 s cal
extension of broadcasting hours
®
,
,
""
'
to
he
freelance on voice and prograin '
recorded hy the station in cominu
later this year, and it is hoped that
work and commercial produci1^'*
all kinds of music will be represented
months mdude a Uilhen CVSullivan
but hopes to continue presenl'rC1vat the auditions.
Radio Orwell's twice weekly
show Innovations.
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sales alive
Orders To; Pye Records (Sales) Ltd.. 132 Western Road. Mitcham. Surrey CR4 3UT. Telephone: 01-640 3344.
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U
Dureco rides Stiff new
by WILL KM HOGS
AMSTERDAM: Dulch record
company Dureco is launching a
EDITED
major campagin on behalf of UK
BY
new wave label Siiff. under the
NIGEL HUNTER
banner Great Stuff On Stiff, also the
title of a live album featuring Elvis
Costello, Nick Lowe. Ian Dury.
be transmitted here.
The album was recorded at the
Drury gives his first Dutch
London Lyceum in October last year
concerts
March 3-5 and his
when the show was also filmed for a
appearance
at the Amsterdam
50-minuic documentary which will

wave...
Paradiso will be taped by VPRO
Radio. Release of Wreckless Eric's
debut album is lined up for the
second week of March, the first
2,000 copies pressed on brown vinyl.
During the campaign. Elvis
Costello's debut album My Aim Is
True will be re-released as well as the
two Damned albums Neat. Neat,
Neat, and Music For Pleasure and
the sampler LPs Hits Greatest Stiffs
and A Great Bunch Of Stiffs.

...while Telstar makes punk wanted...
Band.
AMSTERDAM - Telstar has
a heavy US advertising and
Telstar has also signed to
promotion campaign for the
signed a Benelux distribution deal
distribute the UK Ronco label, with
Classics.
for the UK label Wanted, and is
a May release of an album of South
In April, Jacquie Hoes, Telstar
setting up a major promotion which
American dance music.
general manager, visits the US to
includes the presentation of
Additionally
Morion
D.
Wax.
miniature guillotines.
negotiate with Casablanca an
managing director of the US
American distribution deal for
First release through the pact is
company
of
the
same
name,
is
Telstar
band the Walkers.
the single Back Street Billy by the
visiting Holland in March to discuss
UK punk team the Billy Karloff
...and Wais says punk will help sales
The French view now is that,
most punk groups will have short
PARIS:— Alain Wais, writing in the
despite the poor quality of much of
serious-minded Paris newspaper Le lives, and that most musicians
the punk rock music, and despite its
involved will soon "give up and find
Monde, predicts that punk rock,
extravagance in headline-grabbing,
useful jobs."
growing in France, will lead to an
and despite its lack of defined
But he concedes the punk rock
improvement in singles sales, despite
pattern, it is nevertheless giving the
wave has a mission, which is a revolt
recent advances made by albums.
young a feeling of "revolt" and it
against alleged sophistication of
He notes the decline of rock
also does its job in expressing disgust
rock, which now no longer has the
music, and says it has lost sales
for the generally conformist view of
same pull, particularly among the
appeal because "each disc resembles
show business at all levels.
voting.
the next". His view is that record
companies are turning out rockgroup product on a kind of made-toSpector appoints Sekulidis
measure formula, but the public is
She will also be the administrative
LOS ANGELES; Phil Spector has
becoming less than enthusiastic.
director for Warner-Spector
appointed Donna Sekulidis as the
Punk, received here with overt
Records,
and succeeds Devra
new administrative director for Phil
hostility, was linked with political
Robitaille, who is now working for
Spector International as well as its
extremism and a mix of eroticism
Spector in an administrative
subsidiaries which include Phil
and violence. But Wais, and
capacity and on special assignments
Spector Productions, Mother Bertha
apparently Le Monde, believes that
in Europe.
Music and Back To Mono Music.

IT HAPPENED BIG IN THE STATES!
-NOW ITS HAPPENING BIG HERE!

You're So Right For Me"

by EASTSIDE CONNECTION
Creole CR 149

*Limited 12" edition now available
only through CREOLE SALES.
Telephone 01-965 9223

6

:

^companies round
MUNICH: Monti Leuflner.
f , various territories to n meeting in
,he world, invited hisroh
learnemsofo , market. Picture shows (left to
Munich to discussWe
P ' ,X' ?n„l Stefan von Friedberg (Austria): Rene
right): Wolfgang Z'"a'v'Robin Blanch/lower (UK);
Cacheux (France);S ain)
Ludwig Sc/n/cWS ' Schmjdl (Germany); Jay Lasker
Ramon Segura l P ;J-e"{'"f. ,S"^td Stark (US): Fernando Hernandez
(US);
Win,
(Benelux):
(Mexico)
andSchipper
Alberto Serra
(Spain).Howard Stars tu
Swedish

Eurovision

entry goes to Sonet
-rl.
i-,ir not
nr»t only
rullv had to
The„ composer
STOCKHOLM: Sonet has secured
compete
iq
an
early
local
contest
worldwide publishing rights to this
before the final choice was made,
year's Swedish Eurovision Song
but also faced direct competition
Contest entry. It is called When The
from some other strong Sonet
Night Comes, composed by top copyrights.
The local record and
Swedish writer Peter Himmelstrand.
publishing company had a unique
Himmelsirand, with many local
five entries out of 10 in the national
hits to his name, gives all his songs Swedish
contest to find the
'opus' numbers. This one, according
Eurovision song.
to Ola Hakansson, is 'opus 254'.
Barclay

Negram sold

hopes for

on Stax
AMSTERDAM: Negram here has
gained distribution rights for US
soul label Stax, and the local
company is organising a lot of
promotion behind the product.
First released in Holland arc
Johnny Taylor's "best of album
Chronicle, including 1 Believe In
You, You Believe In Me; Off The
Wall, by Fat Larry's Band; Sunshine
by the Emotions, and Albert King's
The Pinch.
The promotion campaign will also
be built round Isaac Hayes' album
Hot Buttered Soul and the single 1
Stand Accused; Shirley Brown's
album and single Woman To
Woman; John Lee Hooker; Booker
T. and the MG's albums Soul
Limbo, Time Is Tide and Melting
Pot, and Jean Knight's single and
album Mister Big Stuff.

Easter Egg
PARIS: Eddie Barclay, head of
Barclay Records here, is planning a
promotion campaign for his new
EGG label in the US, with the main
launch coming around Easier.
The link between EGG and Easter
is obvious enough, but Barclay is
determined that his new outlet,
which is a vehicle for offbeat and
exceptional talent though with an
accent on electronic music, will
make the grade in the US.
Launch plans include a widely
distributed cassette including
extracts from the Catalogue and
special display bins, designed to look
like large eggs, each taking
around 60 albums. There is also
likely to be a major competition for
retailers to stimulate sales.

SACEM promotes French music
PARIS: Apart from collecting
Housed in a new buildir
performing right dues for writers
SACEM is to make its Debus*
and composers. French copyright
Ravel Hall available for anyo
society SACEM has now taken on a
looking for a perfectly-equippc
promotion role for French music.
though small (260-scaicr). venue f
Over the years the society has kept
concerts and musical meetings.
the public informed about music
The group is also to publi
matters, but now a new group.
books, reviews and recor(
Music And Promotion, headed bv
providing there is a stro
Jean-Loup Tournier, SACEM
musical link. It takes SACEM if
delegate-general, has been set up
the commercial field quite open
with the urgent aim of boosting
and the new group is described
music here.
"an economic interest group".
mr*

*7" available through CBS SALES

CREOLE RECORDS
4 BANK BUILDINGS, HIGH ST., LONDON NW10
DISTRIBUTED BY CBS

PAGES

n ccivcs 0 0,(I (Iis
Records iniernaiional division ecv/mz/ T
'
X
,,lt
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KELLEE PATTERSON
Be Happy
Album INS3013
CASSETTE TC INS 3013

JOHNNIETAYLOR
ChronicieVol 1
Album SIM 7001 i
CASSETTE TCSTM 7001 : EMI

DAVIDBROMBERG
Reckless Abandon
Album FT 536

TON I BROWN
&TERRYGARTHWAITE
Toni&Terry/TheJoy
Album FT 537
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Lw/Ze ///// ^/f/zy collecting the EMI market share award for full-price
a/hums from Music Week md Jack Button, with managing director
designate Ramon Lopez and the certificate for the top singles share
award.

Wing Denny Laine — the only member of the band
able to attend — with his Dooley award for the top
single of the year. Mull Of Kin lyre, sales of which
are near two million. Paid and Linda McCartney
sent a telegram of thanks to the Savoy.

Dherstein
flaunts two of his certificates-CBS
CBS md. MaunL* °„
dsjmies label shares, and scored second place
and
'"ird"w a'bu""
category.
.

I

0/2

a
%

*

W

I
' I

i.

WEA md John Fruin, resplendent in white dinner
jacket, with two of his awards— WEA came second
in the market share for company album sales, and
third in the singles category.

MW Editor Rodney Burbeck straining to hear David Soul's message from an
Arizona call-box. A bigger phone next time?

^

■M
Private Stock md Mike Beaton with the Dooley award for
David Soul's chart performance win as Number I male
artist (singles).

rlH

Derek Witt (left), CBS artist relations manager, with David Hilton of David
Hilton advertising. CBS came third in the spot colour press ads ratings for
the Paul Simon Greatest Hits campaign.

Freddie Bienstock, Carlin Music chief, visiting from
the US, accepts the chart performance award as top
publisher in the individual section. He credited
Carlin's London and Paul Rich for the win.

I

\

7

hr

CBS Norman St oilman with the award for A Star Is Born, which i'ame first
in the album performance survey (miscellaneous section).
PAGE 10

/

Chrysalis chairman Chris Wright is presented by Lvnsev
de Paul with Richard Perry's award as top producer
Perry produced the Leo Saver hits.

for Dom^Su,^011:' w.ith Lynscy de Paul <
Surv
<m?opfZT^
(
male artist (singles). chart p
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From the man who brought you the smash hit
4

Ihemefrom Starts'

.

^7

THEHE FRON CLOSE EHCOUNTERS
c/w Wmm Hiilts

From the forthcoming album,
,

Encounters Of Every Kind'

^

/\^K.

/

-TO

Available now!
ItCil
XB1039
For telephone orders ring;
(London) 01-960 2134
(Birmingham) 021-525 3000

m
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Pye's Jack Boyce with the award for the Muppetts
album, which was highly commended in the be tow-1 heline section, a new category. WEA's Dave Clipsham
scored in the same section for Yes' Going For The One,
also highly commended.

Mike Bait, who collected on behalf of Tony Macau/ay t he award for top
producer.

John Muir of CBS accepts from Spotlight md Jack
Hut ton the prize for Epic's win in the Top Album chart
performance survey on behalf of A bba.

Music Week's dj of the year award was won by Dave Silver. This is a
new category, and the first time the contest has been held.

MS

EMI marketing manager Bob Mercer and CDP's John Spearman
who collected the sleeve design awards for the Shadow s 20 Golden
Greats, second in the mid-price category.

j1
K-..r

ir

7

m

John Fruin and Maurice Oberstein examine Music Week for progress in the mostphotographed-mdi contest (results at Christmas).

Warner Brothers Music came first in the chart
performance survey in the corporate publishers'
section. Plainly delighted is WB Music director Rob
Dickens.

ill

The Enigma album Guitar Music Of The Baroque by Carlos Bonell topped the classical sleeve Mike Peyton with another GTO award — for
design section. Pictured are (left to right) Enigma m.d. John Boy den, Designer Peter Whi reside Donna Summer's chart performance as top
female singer (albums).
and Gothic's Harry Harvey.

Barry Grin stead (right) and Silvia Curd, of
Promotion Plus advertising, Arcade a&r Director,
with awards for Arcade's Rolling Stones Gel
Stoned campaign (colour advertising).

iV?
y
Peter Robinson. CBS International a&r manager
accepts from Paul Nicholas Dooley award for
A bba's win us top group albums.
PAGE 12

RCA marketing manager Julian Moore, who accepted the
award for the chart performance of the lute Elvis Presley's
albums, giving the artist first place in the category (top nude
artist).

0
Press as most nromhhJ^
" behalf of Elvis Costello, voted by the
is LwwdhR^r
'
^ ofl977-for Stiff recordings. The artist
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SUK FRANCIS
CONTINUES
MUSIC WEEK'S
TIP SERVICE TO
THE INDUSTRY

Mason to springboard
Yoni's singing career
BARRY MASON, just back from
another iongwriiing talent-scouting
trips to the States, has announced
plans to record artists for his
production and publishing
companies, Barry Mason
Productions and Marksman Music.
Manager Mark McCormick is
affiliated with Barry in these
companies.
Newest signing to the production
company is Voni, a former Olympic
swimmer from Israel who sold two
million records in France last year.
Barry will produce him either here or
in America. But at the moment he is
looking for songs for him. He wants
Barry Mason
"stunning songs, sexy with a beat".
his companies are expanding. He is
Barry continues his own
seeking artists to join his workshop
songwriling along with production
of singer/sOhgwriier/artisis, where
activities. He has just written and
Brian Dunham is his strong right
produced a new single for Our Kid.
hand director in the day-to-day
In the States he has been writing
operations. They are building an inwith Tony Macaulay and here with
housc studio in Hammersmith and
Alan Hawkshaw. Mike Lcandcr and
will be moving to offices in Queen
Scott Fitzgerald. Engleberl is
Anne Street in the future.
covering his song There She Goes
Barry Mason, Marksman Music, 12
Again and Pctula Clark has asked
him for a title. He was also the Kingley Street, London Wl. (01 734
4987.)
subject of a tv Special in Ireland,
Barry Mason, Songwriter which will
SPARK RECORDS, the record
be RTFs entry for the Montrcux
Festival.
company of the giant Peer Southern
But Barry can't write them all. He
World Organisation, is seeking
and his company arc looking for
songs for two of its artists Jenny
Nicholas and Duanc Clark.
songs for their artists. In addition to
Yoni, they need material for Miqucl
Gene Nash, international head of
Brow n from Bubbling Brown Sugar,
Spark and husband of Southern's
a good song with a beat or disco
president Moniquc Peer-Nash. will
melody. He is also looking for songs
be in London at the end of this week
for his second self, singer Barry
and while here he will be listening to
Mason. Says he. "A Barry Mason
m-o-r/soul material for Jenny
hit single on Magnet is what 1
Nicholas and more funky sould for
want."
Duanc Clark.
Barry also makes the point that

BIG SECRET Music, Doug Flctl
and Guy Fletcher's small but
successful publishing company are
re-appraising their US deal with
exposures inon February 28.
In the past year they had three
plantinums — Fallen Angel (Frankie
Valli on K-Tel); Power To All Our
Friends and Sing A Song of
Freedom (EMI's tv package). There
was also one gold. By the Devil 1
Was Tempted (David Soul's Playing
to an Audience of One album on
Private Stock). The past year was
cood for covers with recordings by
Merrile Rush, Blood Sweat and
Tears, Petula Clark, Joe Dassin and
Dave. Save Me had 30 covers
worldwide.
Among writers signed arc John
Dawson Read who has written for
people like Nana Mouscouri, Cliff
Richards, The Seekers. Bobby
Vinton and has had an album on
Chrysalis. Another is Chris dc Burgh
who has three albums on A&M, the
second of which has just gone gold
in Canada and in South Africa. Just
signed is singer/songwriter Sally
Kemp.
Meanwhile Ralph Peer, vice
president of the company, has put
together a deal in Los Angeles
whereby Spark will market Mystery
Records, worldwide except the US
and Canada. This is a new joint
venture with Kim Fowley, and
product image is to be in the new
"power pop" mould. Among first
artists signed are Tommy Rock and
Dyan Diamond.
Contact: Spark Records, 8 Denmark
Street, London WC2(018364524).

Mm RELEASES

B.J.TH0MAS

'Everybody

Loves a

Schroeder

available

for more production
. .
Trt.viii
Tamla Motown: and of the m
many hit
JOHN SCHROEDER. h/H songs he as written both You Don',
industrv's most respecta
Know and Walkin' Back To
Happiness' were number ones.
successful produccr/wntcr/a&r
Now that Alaska Records is
people, is OP ihe l°okiinclmu J6r
maicrial for Ins Alaska
.
■
running efficiently and he has
completed an admimstraiion deal
Bear labels. And he .s
produciion aciiviiics for other
for Alaska Music with Heath Levy,
he lias more time to do what he
'''just over four years ago John
enjoys most — producing. "The
formed Alaska Records with
amount of product we can put out
Cvmande as an early signing and he
on the labels docs not supply me
now has what he considers to dc
with enough to do creatively. I want
three of England's best rock n roll
to produce more independently for
bands in The Flying Saucers. Crazy
Cavan and the Rhythm Rockers,
Icoiitact: John Schroeder. 12 The
and the Cruisers, while his Black
Quadrangle, Cambridge Square,
Bear label specialised in disco music
London W2 (01 4024550).
and had a lot of Midem interest in
his self-produced disco album The
One That Got Away.
John's successes over the years
BBC-2 TV airs a new disco/soul
with EMI, Pyc and in the past,
oriented tv show called Blackcurrent
covers an impressive list ol artists
on Fridav. February 24. This is a
and hits, among them Cliff Richard
one-off, devoted to black music and
and the Shadows, Frank I field.
features artists Billy Paul, The Real
Helen Shapiro, the Rockin' Berries,
Desmond Dekker and new
The Ivy League. Status Quo and Thine.
croup Hi Tension. But there is a
Sounds' Orchestral (originally the
chance
of a spin-off scries if this
John Schroeder Orchestra).
proves successful.
At Oriole he introduced the show
Blackcurrent is produced by Brian
Oriole-American label having
Whitchouse.
acquired the rights to what is now
RED STAR Records, which claims
to be the first purpose-built newwave record company in America, is
seeking a UK distributor. The
company is headed by Marty Thau
who played a vital role in making
Kama Sutra/Buddah a hit-making
company in the Sixties, and he has
initiated such contemporary bands
as Blondie, Robert Gordon and the
New York Dolls.
Thau differentiates between newwave and punk: "Punk refers to
rock music produced by young
people with much energy (sometimes
violent) and little real talent. New-

wave on the other hand is a new
brand of rock & roll which aims to
refresh the musical world. Its goal is
to cut through the stale air with
great, young, danccablc rock & roll
music. Red Star is totally committed
to real rock & roll, the sound of the
modern world."
For the first LP, Thau chose
Suicide by Martin Rev and Alan
Vega. Future plans call for
distribution in the UK.

JELLYBONE. the popular Saturday
morning children's radio
programme on LBC is to be
recorded as an album by Bob
Newby, and he is looking for
distribution. Plan is to use material
from a four-week competition of
kids calling in with songs, stories
and poems, (he winners to be
featured on the album. Newby is
talking to Frank Muir about the
possibility of having him read some
appropriate stories to augment the
kids!

LBC is committed to advertise
and promote the album throughout
the year and will, of course, have an
interest in it.
Newby wants to make (he album
available on mail order to the
London listeners. He is talking to
one major about distribution but no
deals arc signed yet.

Contact: Red Star Records, 200
West 57th Street, New York, New
York 10019, USA (212)5823585

Contact: Bob Newby, 127 Lisson
Grove, Marylebone, London NWl.
(01 262 5334.)

Rain Song'
m

MCA 351
Currently riding high in the USA

YEARBOOK 1978

Now Available
Price; £3.00
from:
"I Can't Hide'MCAsso
A New Signing to MCA
MCA RECORDS
M( A
ords, i Greal Puifeney Sheet. I ondon WI
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MW Subscriptions
Morgan Grampian Ltd
30 Calderwood Street
Woolwich SE18 6QH
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SANDY NELSON

DEL SHANNON

JOHNNY BURNETTE

The Very Best Of
Album SIS 50411 Cassette TCT 50411

And The Music Plays On
Album SLS 50412 Cassette TCT 50412

10th Anniversary Album
Album SLS 50413 Cassette TCT 50-113

These are the first 1978 releases on the Sunset Label.
We are supporting them with half-page ads in
Melody Maker, NME and Record Mirror.
^ We are producing an eye-catching full colour poster.
A
M

Our 1978 programme for the label as a whole will
include regular press ads, good quality point of sale and
merchandising aids and, most importantly, a regular
supply of new, carefully selected top value releases.

So, why not join usand

ALBUMS
ONLY

ONLY
icP ma

El
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Mail-order: a passport
to trouble, say dealers

r
3
FIRST PRIZE in ih dealers' section of WE A's Starspangled Nanwdroppers
competition was won by Tuny Bromwich of Callers Record Shop in Newcastle.
Mike Hitches. WE A director of sales, is pictured (left) presenting the prize—
£1.300-worth of hi-fi equipment — to Bromwich at a special presentation
lunch in London.

R

■s
*

THIS YEAR marks the 150th anniversary of Rush worth and Draper, and the
event was celebrated at the company's recent annual dinner party for its senior
executives and managers. Among the members of staff to he presented with
inscribed long service awards was Mrs J. Swindells, assistant manageress of the
record and tape department in the Liverpool store. Chairman James
Rush worth thanked long serving members of staff, some of whom had worked
with five generations of the Rush worth family. He announced that other
celebratory events and store promotions would be held through the rest of the
year. Mrs Ada Newman, head of Rush worth's record division is pictured
(centre) presenting the chairman and his wife with a tantalus to commemorate
the store's sesqui-centennial.
Yet another crop of
Musical Masterpieces
particular set is concerned (Dacrop
ENQUIRIES ABOUT the Rapmac
has also marketed a CB country LP
L sealer and shrink tunnel (pictured
in this way previously) the only
in MW Retailing February 11) for
possible course for dealers would
shrink-wrapping records on dealer
seem to be suggesting existing
premises, to help prevent theft in
recordings of the various pieces
self-service record stores, should be
featured — which would,
directed to the manufacturers:
admittedly, require some research
Borden Thermoplastics, Colley Lane
on
the dealer's part.
Estate, Bridgewater, Somerset.
Alternatively the company's publicDacrop, which intends to go
relations consultants can be
national with this Musical
contacted at William Burridge
Masterpieces campaign, also runs
Public Relations telephone — 450
mail order for other consumer
2125.
products through the press.
DEALERS IN the Granada tv area
FRUSTRATION HAS reigned at
who were annoyed at the mail order
Reynolds Electrical in Ilkeston as
direct selling campaign for Nana
David Reynolds has been turning
Mouskouri and Harry Secombe
away 30 or 40 enquiries a week
albums would have found
about a single by Nottingham Forest
information on the matter on the
football club. Interest was aroused
front page of Music Week last week,
by a news item on Radio Trent, but
and in this retailing section the topic
Reynolds, who is aware that such a
of the records and the companies
single would be a big seller in the
involved in selling them is dealt with
whole Nottingham area and who
in greater detail.
says that his orders — even though
One dealer who called with a
his is a small record business —
query about these LPs was Tom
would be in the hundreds, has been
Newton, of Mobile Records,
unable to find out anything about it.
Southport. He also asked about a
• The single is by the group Paper
boxed set of classical albums which
Lace with Nottingham Forest
was being sold in the same way.
football team singing the old Laurie
again apparently cutting out the
London hit He's Got The Whole
retailer's chance to make a profit on
World In His Hands. It was
tv-advenised product.
recorded at Grosvenor Studios,
• The position with regard to this
Handswonh. Birmingham, but
set is that an 18-monih-old
Radio Trent's news department lent
company, Dacrop Records is
OB equipment for recording
currently advertising on regional
crowd noises and the sound of the
stations the five-LP set of 120
crowd chanting the song at a match.
Musical Masterpieces, These
The single is released on February
comprise various orchestral tracks
24.
on Warner Brothers (K17110).
and a 30-iitlc set of piano classics.
On mail-order only, it retails for
A POSSIBLE rulc-of-thumb has
£5,99. However, as the product
resulted from a query about a seven
originated in the US it cannot be
record set of World War II songs.
accused of taking sales away from
Alan Bcllward of Lewes Record
UK retail outlets. Where this
Centre, Lewes, Sussex, called to say
PAGE 16

by VAL FALLOON
THE CHARTING of a Philips Nana
Mouskouri album following another
company's tv mail-order campaign
(MW, Feb 18), has highlighted a
growing concern of dealers that
traditional retail outlets arc being
sidestepped for maximum record
company benefit. One dealer said:
"I'm disgusted."
There are, of course, two sides to
the question. Television mail-order
is a brand new system in the UK.
though it has been successful in the
US for several years. At the
moment, product used in such
campaigns is restricted to backcatalogue, and has not so far
consisted of albums already
available through the dealer. The
Magic of Nana Mouskouri, the
Gateway 24-track set advertised
nationally on tv and offered at £4.95
contains, obviously, several titles
duplicated on other albums by the
singer. Though Phonogram ran a
national tv campaign for the artists'
Passport album in 1976 and
achieved gold sales as a result of
that, there is still a steady market for
the titles, and mail-order was a newway of tapping that market. For the
company, such a move makes sense,
particularly in view of the fact that
the firm marketing the set through tv
mail order, Britannia Music, is a
sister firm in the Polygram Group.
From the retailers' viewpoint it
would have been better to re-run the
old Mouskouri Passport campaign;
but who is to say whether a move
like this would have proved costeffective? A gold LP should mean a
more or less saturated market,
though the charting of Passport
I

5)

11
that a customer had been asking for
such a set, which he had heard about
on a radio programme. He had
noted down a catalogue number —
SM 381-387 — but had missed the
name of the label or record
company. All enquiries to record
companies and wholesalers had
drawn a blank.
• The large number of records in the
set indicated that it was a mail order
package, and this proved to be
correct. The set, all dance band
music of the period under the title
Hits of World War 11, is available
through World Records, on mailorder only. Dealers faced with
puzzling requests for sets of four
records or more should therefore
bear in mind that big sets arc most
likely to be coming from mail order
companies.
AMONG THE many little examples
of anti-social behaviour the record
dealer (and most other retailers)
meets now and then is the person
who orders a record or tape then,
having presumably changed his
mind about wanting it, refuses to
pay for it. Gnashing of teeth was
until now about the only course of
action a dealer had. but a new theft
Bill being considered by Parliament
would impose substantial fines
and/or imprisonment on anyone
convicted of this offence. The MTA
is keeping an eye on the
Parliamentary proceedings and will
prepare a summary of the new
legislation when it becomes law.
LEE LAMBERT Records' British
Jazz Artists Series, albums,
distributed through Selecta, now
carry an RRP of £3.75. including
VAT.

This week's retailing
section looks at the
television mail-order
build up — a new
concern for dealers, but
something which might
have unexpected benetits.
again last week must mean that
someone had not done the sums
right.
Gateway Projects, i '1C
merchandising company used by
Britannia to market the television
mail-order LP, is an independent
firm, which started in the UK last
vear. Though its business is not
restricted to records, its first
campaign was the Mouskouri set,
which was test-marketed in South
East England in August 1977.
Results were good, so the decision
was made to promote the set
nationally.
Gateway chief Irving Erlich,
believes he was the first to handle
cash-with-order tv records, (apart
from the Valer Motown set attempt
last May)- though there is one other
firm, Dacrop, which now has a
record division and is currently
marketing an American package of
classical titles, on its own label, its
second venture here.
Erlich states that Gateway
campaigns arc not restricted to
Phonogram product but, as the firm
is so new and this first campaign is
not completed, cannot state what
other companies have been
approached for similar deals. "We
have plans for expansion," he told
Music Week, "which I hope to
finalise as a result of a US trip this
month."
Obviously a mail-order campaign
is vastly cheaper for a record
company than a regular national
television push, which, with its
essential press and display backup,
can cost up to £200,000, sometimes
more. In the past, some record
companies have been left with
cmbarrasingly large stocks of unsold
titles, even the majors who have
done thorough market research on
the titles' sales potential.
So how successful is tv mailorder? Phil Hodson, marketing
manager of Britannia Music (which
also runs the Audio Club, the long
established mail-order disc club)
says it is very successful.
"I cannot give details until the
campaign is over," he said, "But its
obvious there is a huge market for
this artist that we have tapped. This
is. we consider, an additional
market, and by promoting the artist
on tv we are also helping the retail
trade.
"As this Gateway product cannot
be sold in shops, and this is made
clear, so dealers are obviously
experiencing a bonus in sales
because of our campaign."
Phonogram's product manager
David Shrimpton backs up that
view, and the company did service
retailers with details at the start of
the national campaign enclosing a
special order form for other
Mouskouri product. This was as a
result of initial dealer enquiries
following the test-marketing period
last summer.
What does cost-effective mean?
How much docs a mail-order
campaign cost compared to a peakspot campaign for a regular tv
album? Some television stations
charge a low rate for mail-order
goods but add on a percentage for
orders handled. Some stations have
their own handling depots, others
use an outside company to process
orders and mail goods.
Gateway's Erlich says that no
commission is charged to his firm

for the Mouskouri album, nor for
the Harry Secombe set which is
being test-marketed at the moment.
But he suggests, any such
commission may be included in the
rates. The commercials, have been
shown late at night — in the London
area at least - and run for two
minutes — considerably longer than
the usual tv-LP commercial. Based
on a gucstimate of the national costs
of such a promotion, a lirm would
have to sell upwards of 10,000
albums in the first few weeks of the
campaign, and aim for a final figure
of five limes that, if not more. And
of course, these LPs' sales do not
figure in the charts.
No details are available on how
many (if any) percentages are taken
off the sales along the line — in this
case, Phonogram to Britannia to
Gateway — but Phonogram pointed
out that the artists concerned would
naturally receive all royalties due as
usual, and at the moment the
product goes out. though under the
auspices of Gateway, on the Philips
label.
A pessimistic view is that n is only
the current confusion over the new
phenomenon of tv mail order which
has caused additional sales through
shops, because press-advertised
special offer organisations like the
Audio Club have been running for
years. (Unlike tv mail order, they
can offer albums which are identical
to those available through retail
outlets). There are also directresponse door-to-door mailings
offering compilation albums. One
currently doing the rounds offers
over 100 pop tunes from the Fifties
and Sixties, including titles by Elvis
Presley and other greats.
Record dealers are, naturally, a
bit put out by what they see as a
deliberate plot by record companies
to take business from them. One
dealer says; "I'm disgusted that this
is something which is going to bypass the dealer, yet again. Anything
that goes on tv naturally sells well,
and people ask the dealer for it. On
the Nana Mouskouri there has been
a small kickback for us with our
catalogue items, but this is still a
case of cutting the middle-man out;
some dealers in this area could be
losing literally hundreds of
pounds." This dealer. Tom Newton,
works from Mobile Records of
Southport.
A Liverpool dealer, Alan Taylor
of Phoenix, who has two stores in
the area plus market outlets,
reflected this view, though said it
would be wrong of him to state that
dealers had had no benefit at all
from the Gateway campaign.
"Television marketing by mail order
is a pain in the neck," he said,
"mainly because consumers don't
understand that dealers cannot
supply the album. A lot of time is
taken up explaining this to them.
The same principle applies to. say,
the Readers' Digest album offers —
people still ask us for them. It does
cause us additional problems — as if
we haven't enough to worry about.
He continued, "At the end of the
line it boils down to Phonogram
playing both ends against the
middle. They're out to sell
additional records — a perfectly
valid aim — but I wish they would
do it the normal way. They remove
the icing off our cake — particularly
as Mouskouri LPs are still available
through retailers.
"Of course there is a spin-off for
us. there always is a movement of
back catalogue for any successful
artist.
"It's comparable", he suggested,
"to a major doing an exclusive
album deal with a discount chain —
cutting out the independent dealer.
Television mail order is something 1
don't want to sec grow."
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It is over two years now since John Miles with his
album 'Rebel' and hit single 'Music' walked through
the 'STAR' door. This was followed by supergigs
with Elton and the Stones. Now after the special
'Stranger in the City' album and another hit single
'Slow Down', comes the much awaited
'Zaragon'album
A bigger door is opened.

newsing/e
No Hard Feelings
FR13757

TOUR

V

MARCH
7th
8
9
10
11
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

HULL City Hall
MIDDLESBOROUGH Town Hall
NOTTINGHAM Sports Hall
LANCASTER
University
SHEFFIELD
University
GLASGOW Apollo Centre
ABERDEEN The Capitol
BURY ST. EDMUNDS Focus Theatre
LEICESTER De Montfort Hall
NEWCASTLE City Hall
MANCHESTER Apollo
BRISTOL Colston Hall
TORQUAY Town Hall
EASTBOURNE Congress Theatre
BOURNEMOUTH Winter Gardens
LONDON
Hammersmith Odeon
OXFORD New Theatre
BIRMINGHAM Hippodrome
BRADFORD St. George's Hall
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Also available on tape
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Order from SELECTA ■ LONDON 01 - 852 9191 • MANCHESTER 061 - 682 9222
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ONE ASPECT of the British
country music scene that has been all
too frequently overlooked is the
British country music act. The
reason is not surprising. Most ot
these acts work the small, local
country music clubs away from the
eyes of the record industry. And all
too many of them remain in the
shadows of their American
counterparts, eagerly seizing upon
American material and presenting it
to their audiences in an almost
carbon copy form.
it would be unfair, though, to
tarnish all the British country acts
with the same brush and. as the
music gains more and more
popularity with audiences outside of
the country fraternity, so an
increasing number of acts are
prepared to tackle the music with a
fresh, original approach.
Undoubtedly the biggest boost for
the local scene was a couple of weeks

Opportunity knocks for Jennings
ago, when the Reading based group
Frank Jennings Syndicate found
themselves on the threshold of the
British charts with Me And My
Guitar; the winning song on the 1977
Opportunity Knocks Songwriters
Contest, which was penned by
Vincent Bibby. It was the first lime
that a British country group has
made an impression in the charts —
and with a wholly British country
song.
The background to the song was
explained by Jennings. "Hughie
Green had always shown an interest
in country music on Opportunity
Knocks and, when he announced
details of the last Songwriters
Contest, he encouraged people to
send in country material", says

Damron arrives in the UK
The venues set for appearances
DICK DAMRON. voted Top Male
are: Tenth International Festival of
Artist in Canada's Big Country
Country Music (March 27); New
Awards last year, arrives in Britain
Theatre, Hull (April 2); Cemetary
next month for a round of concert
Road Club, Scunthorpe (4); RAF,
and club dates commencing with an
Upper Heyford (7); RAF. Welford
appearance at the Tenth
(8); Bristol (9); Spur& Saddle Club,
International Festival ol Country
Shropshire (10); Wilfa Social Club,
Music.
Anglesey (13); B1CC Club, Prescott
One of Canada's most successful
(14); Plas Madoc Leisure Centre,
country artists, Damron has
Wrcxham (15); Bath Pavilion,
gathered a succession of awards as
Mat lock (16); Holland (18-22);
both singer and writer. These
Germany (23-25); Hazlett Theatre,
include six as winner of the BMI
Maidsione(30).
Certificate of Honour for
Damron currently has a newoutstanding contribution to
album available — A Thousand
Canadian Music while, among the
Songs of Glory (Westwood WRS
many songs he has had recorded,
119), which was recorded in
Countrified provided a best selling
Nashville and features all original
title for George Hamilton IV.
songs — and recently signed a newThroughout his forthcoming tour
recording contract with RCA
he will be accompanied by the
Records.
British groups Jeannie Denver and
IheJ.D. Band.

Edited
by
TONY BYWORTH
Jennings. "Eventually, when the
several hundred entries had been
narrowed down to seven and
Thames started picking out past
winning acts to perform the songs, it
was suggested that we did the
country song Me And My Guitar".
The song, which won the studio
vote at the time of its presentation
on the Songwriters Contest edition
of Opportunity Knocks, was
announced the public votes' winner
on January 9 and, 11 days later, the
single was released by EMI Records.
Some three weeks later, with sales
around 15,000. the single arrived in
the BMRB Star Breakers, an
impressive feat especiallyconsidering that the few British
country groups that have singles
released usually only muster sales of
a few hundred.
Subsequently, in order to further
push the sales, the single had been
given promotional spots on radio in
the areas that favour country music.
Frank Jennings' association with
country stretches over a lengthy
period of lime and he can be justly
cited as one of the real stalwarts of
the British scene. Growing up to the
sounds of rock 'n' roll during the
fifties, Jennings drifted into the
music's close relation, country, and
began his career as a semi-pro
working as a member of an Irish
showband. Then, in 1970, he formed
Country Syndicate, a band that was
to go through a number of personnel
changes during its early days until its

PRESENT THE NEW
ALBUM FROM
VERNON OXFORD
METEOR
RECORDS

'A TRIBUTE TO
HANK WILLIAMS"

FEATURING:
"Your Cheating Heart"
"Hey Good Looking"
"Wedding Bells"
"Jambalaya"
AND 12 More Great Tracks
On Record and Cassette
No. SKYL7002

AND A NEW SINGLE FROM: DAVE MEADOWS
TITLE "I'M NOT SUPPOSED" - SKY 501
CLYDE FACTORS,
GLASGOW
041-221 9844

METE OP SEANNOS DISTRIBUTION,
records LONDON, 01-328 6781
240 Kilbum High Road, London, N.W.6. 'Phone 01-328 6781
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he, with Syndicate, became the t||
country act to w.n on Thames
Television's Opportunity Knoc^
Then at the year's end, the group
was named the year's most popular
act and collected the Variety C|f> of
Great Britain's Award in rccogml
of that achievement.
•■The award, at first, didn t make
too great a difference to us as far as
bookings were concerned . he says.
"Wc still continued working a
number of the larger country music
clubs as well as the cabaret and
theatrical venues. But we were in the
fortunate position of getting more
money for the act — previously, as
far as the country venues were
concerned, the fees were rather low.
"But the greatest difference,
following the Opportunity Knocks
appearance, came with recording.
Suddenly we had more credibility.
Nobody before was really interested
apart from the small companies
specialising in the production of
British recordings. But we wanted to
be with a major company".
The chance came through Richard
de Sylva at EMI Records. "I had
never heard of Frank Jennings
Syndicate before I received a tape of
the group from Geoff Link at Radio
Solent," explains de Sylva. "1 didn't
know that they were country or
anything else ... 1 just liked the
music — and persuaded EMI to let
me record them.
"Of course, for EMI, it was a
gamble. No major company had a
British country act on its books. I
wasn't into country music and
people began asking whether I
would start listening to Nashville
albums to see how it was done. But
that wasn't my intention. I just
wanted to go into the studio with the
band and see what happened.
Obviously I'm much more into
country these days, and listening to
country material, but I still take
songs as they come".
Jennings' debut single for the
label was Love Put A Song In My
Heart and, although it didn't stir up
activity in the chart regions, the
album Heaven Is My Woman's Love
remained in the monthly CMA (GB)
listings for seven months, a clear
indication that the release was selling
steadily to the country market.
But the success of Frank Jennings
Syndicate has undoubtedly come
about due to the group presenting its
own brand of music rather than
trying to imitate their US
Haggard,

ALSO ON METEOR A NEW ALBUM
FROM
"THE
STONEMANS" TITLE: "COUNTRY HOSPITALITY" ON ALBUM
AND CASSETTE NO: SRYL 7001

ORDER NOW FROM:
WYND UP,
LIGHTNING RECORDS,
MANCHESTER
LONDON
061-798 9252
01-969 5255/6

present lineup.
. within
Initially finding most
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Frank Jennings
counterparts. At the same time
they've developed a stage
presentation which consists of
Jennings taking the lead vocals and,
between numbers, frequently adlibbing with the audiences while
Alan White
Syndicate
(keyboards, vocals), Barry Smith
(steel guitar), Carl Benson (bass
guitar, vocals), Bob Pierce (drums,
vocals), and Drew Taylor (fiddle) display their own considerable
musical skills.
"I think, in the past, too many
people had only one impression of
country music, and that was as an
American music. Fortunately,
however, things are changing and
thanks to people like Tammy
Wynette, Dolly Panon and Don
Williams, the music is breaking over
to m.o.r. and easy listening
audiences. As more people are
becoming aware of country through
the chart successes of American acts,
so more British country are gelling
heard outside of the club scene.
And, once they're heard, people are
realizing that a British scene exists in
addition to the American scene.
"Nobody has really changed
though. We're still doing the same
kind of songs; perhaps it may be
regarded as easy listening music but
the steel guitar and fiddle keeps the
basic country feel to the music.
Today the audience for Frank
Jennings Syndicate is considerable,
as is clearly indicated through the
sales of Me And My Guitar as well
as the second album Ponderosa
Country (One-Up OU 2198), a 14track collection which sold out on its
first pressing within one week of
release.
Despite its criticism there
definitely appears a market for the
British country entertainer. Frank
Jennings Syndicate have proved it,
aided by exposure and promotion.
"It's just a case of being seen and
heard" says Jennings simply. "All
we've been doing is preaching the
gospel that country is good, easy
listening music".

Bobbins to tour

after Wembley festival
THE MERVYN Conn Organisation
through previous British
has announced that a number of the
appearances. He will be
acts appearing at the Tenth
accompanied by Don Everly and the
Iniernaiional Festival of Country
2 winners of the nationwide
Music have been scheduled for
Marlboro Country Music Talent
British tours following their Competition. The finals of the
Wembley Appearances.
Talent Contest will be staged in the
Merle Haggard, following his
Wembley Convention Centre over
debut British appearance at the
Easier weekend.
Festival, commences a round of
The venues set for the Robbins
dates accompanied by his band The
tour are: ABC, Belfast (March 27):
Strangers, lie will be supported by
Leisure Centre, Gloucester (29);
new Texas act Joe Ely and his band."
New Theatre, Oxford (30); Town
Haggard will be appearing at the Hall. Middlesborough (31); ABC,
following venues: Gaumont,
Peterborough (April 1); Theatre
Southampton (March 31); The
Royal, Norwich (2); Eden Court
Brighton Centre (April 1); Coventry Theatre, Inverness (4); Odeon,
Theatre (2); Stadium, Dublin (4);
Hammersmith (6); and Winter
King's Hall, Belfast (5); Gaumont.
Gardens, Bournemouth (7).
Ipswich (8); and Empire Theatre,
Mervyn Conn has also announced
Liverpool (9).
that he has secured RCA recording
Also louring during this period is artist Charley Pride for concert
Many Robbins, already well appearances and a tour is presently
established with British audiences being arranged for May.
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by NIGEL HUNTER
A THIRD force is looming in the
American record industry — and if
Invin Steinberg has his way, that
force will be up there with the others
and moving upwards to become
first.
Steinberg is president of the
Polygram Record Group USA, and
is masterminding its carefully
planned and prepared strategy to
obtain a hefty slice of the American
market cake. The group is becoming
an increasingly important arm of the
Polygram corporate body which is
seeking to establish itself muliinationally under that name.
"We achieved 13 per cent of the
US sales volume in four months,"
said Steinberg, "and that makes us
the third force in the market behind
WEAand CBS."
Steinberg has a long and
distinguished connection with the
transatlantic record business.
Holder of a Liberal Arts Degree and
a Mastership in Business
Administration from the University
of his native Chicago, and currently
studying for a Master in Humanities
degree through the California Slate
University, Steinberg joined
Mercury Records in 1946 after his
US Army service, where he ended as
a first lieutenant, and a brief two
weeks at Chicago's Spiegel
department store which he left
because he couldn't face
regimentation in civilian life straight
after the army.
He became controller at Mercury,
and rose to treasurer in 1953. To this
was added the finance vice
presidency in 1961, and eventually
Steinberg was made Mercury
president in November 1969. In
August 1975 he was appointed
president of the Polygram Record
Group USA, and joined the
Polygram Corporation board of
directors in the following year, being
made the executive vice president of
that Corporation in April last year.

Thinl

US force-Steinberg

aims for close
Steinberg and his associates are
building the Polygram share of the
American market by shrewd deals
with labels that have glowing and
well-established track records
already, as well as seeking new talent
or known talent wishing for a
change. In the first category,
Casablanca, RSO, Capricorn,
Island, Delight, First Artists and
Monument are now pan of the
growing Polygram family, mostly on
a licensing basis but in the case of
Casablanca and RSO Polygram also
have a financial piece of the action.
"All labels retain their identities."
Steinberg pointed out. "They have
their own staffs and own style, and
we're working hard at not
interfering.
"We see three areas of growth for
Polygram in the States. Acquiring
established artists, finding new
talent and acquiring or associating
with other companies for greater
market penetration and potential
managerial talent."
In the latter respect, Steinberg has
found the entrepreneurial skills now
operating beneath the Polygram
banner have exceeded all plans and
hopes, and cited specifically Neil
Bogert of Casablanca. A1 Coury of
RSO and Phil Walden and Frank
Fenter of Capricorn. He readily
admits that Polygram has
formidable financial resources to
assist it in desired deals with other
companies whose talent, artistic and
managerial, it is anxious to secure..
"We have an unusual ability to
support an investment we make," he

encounters

IRWIN STEINBERG (lefi) with Fred Foster, President of Monument.
brought to the board in April last
acknowledged, "but not on a foolish
or foolhardy basis. We have a great
year, and we were shipping
Casablanca merchandise by October
deal of autonomy, but above a
certain level of financial
1."
Steinberg finds that the American
commitment we confer with Europe.
market has grown far more rapidly
There is instant communication
during 1977 than was originally
and swift decisions. For instance,
the Casablanca arrangement was
predicted. He puts the prime buying

segment of the population as beins.
between 10 and 30.
"This sector will be even greaie
five or 10 years from now in
absolute numbers, because
people have become attuned
recorded music more than anv
previous generation."
Steinberg cites the spreading
phenomenon" of free-standing
retail operations in the States as a
major factor in the burgeoning
record sales.
••people who were in rack-jobbing
have built a phenomenal number of
these free-standing operations. The
stores can be anything between 50
and 100.000 square feet in area, and
they'll order 1,000 copies of an Lp
at a time."
The Polygram Group USA roster
of direct or associated artists is
impressive, including lOcc. Thin
Lizzy, Con-funk-shun, Bobby
Arvon, City Boy, Graham Parker,
Ohio Players, Statler Brothers!
Johnny Rodriguez, John Kay of
Steppenwolf, Esther Phillips,
Hamilton Bohannon and Demis
Roussos (Mercury); Jean Michel
Jarre, Atlanta Rhythm Section, Roy
Ayers, Chick Corea, Donnie and
Marie Osmond, James Brown,
Millie Jackson, Fatback Band and
Keith Jarretl (Polydor), and the
world-renowned DGG classical
catalogue as well as the Bee Gees,
Player, Andy Gibb (RSO) and Santa
Esmeralda/Leroy Gomez and
Donna Summer (Casablanca).
"We embarked on a 10-year plan
for growth 15 months ago," said
Steinberg, "and we're well ahead of
schedule in the US. I see England as
leading the way for us in areas
outside the States, opening the
window to the rest of the world.
"We try to deal in unique music
— not categories of music. The idea
that we or anybody else can force the
market place is preposterous.
Novelties can happen, but generally
the public's taste is damned good."

LA. RUN — Carve/Is
DADDY COOL-Darts
LAY DOWN SALLY-Eric Clapton
SIL VER LADY- David Soul 16 TOP OF THE POPS
MARY OF THE FOURTH FORM - Boomtown Rats
REALLY FREE—John Otway and Wild Willy Barrett ORIGINAL ARTISTS
HOW DEEP IS YOUR LOVE-Bee Gees
/ GOT TO SING —Jain Band ORIGINAL HITS
THE MODERN WORLD - Jam
/ CANT GET YOU OUTA MY MIND - Yvonne EHiman
MY BABY LEFT ME - Slade
Album-BELP012
RUN BACK — Carl Douglas
Cassette- ZCF 012
TELEPHONE MAN - Meri WHson
DISTRIBUTED BY PYE RECORDS
MAGIC FLY-Space
BBC
ANGELO — Brotherhood of Man
TULANE — Steve Gibbons Band

ORIGINAL ARTISTS
ORIGINAL HITS
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Highest chart entiy last week straight in at No 25!
Three great singles on one EP
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YOU LIKE IT WE LOVE IT, SouthroadConnection (Mahogany
IT'S2SER10USo (Chocolate City CCLP 2004, import LP)
YOU CANTTURN ME OFF. High Inergy (MotownTMG 1087)
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND, Gene Page
FROM NOW ON.Yin^a Clifford (Curtom K 17078,12in)
EASY Jimmy Lindsay (Island WIP 6431)
WHENEVER YOU WANT MY LOVE, Real Thing (Pye 7N 46045)
JOHNNY JOHNNY (PLEASE COME HOME), Claudja Barry
(Mercury 6198188)
LE SPANK. Le Pamplemousse (Pye 7N 25762)
DONT MAKE ME WAIT/POP COLLAGE MEDLEY, Pattie
Brooks (Casablanca CAN 116)
KILOWATT INVASION/FAT DADDY/ETC., Kay Gees (De-Lite
DSR 9505, import LP)
HUSTLE BUS STOP, Mastermind (Prelude PRL 71097, import)
BABY COME BACK, Player (RSO 2090254)
SHU' DIG DANCIN', Inner City Express (Ebony EYEC 5,12in)
THEME FROM M*A*S*H, New Marketts (Satril SAT 123,12in)
I'LL GO WHERE YOUR MUSIC TAKES ME. Tina Charles (CBS
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MUSIC, Montreal Sound (Creole CR 145, 12in)
YOUR LOVE IS EVERYWHERE. Lulu (GTO GT 116)
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Chart Commentary
by JAMES HAMILTON
Manu Dibango (3) is huge in
Hudson (12). Eastside
London area/South-East funk
Connection (13), and the
venues, while Sheila B. Devotion
imports, Southroad Connection
(4) spreads everywhere,
(23), Cameo (24), Kay-Gees (33)
especially London/SE/North and
and
Mastermind (34)
Jimmy
gay venues
also spread well
Lindsay's
reggaefied
are Raydio (6), Blondie (17), Gene
Commodores' number (28)
Page (26), and Andrea True (11),
breaks in London/South Wales,
who has a bias towards London
while Roberta Kelly (9) hangs
Roy Ayers (8) now explodes
on in Wales/North, and Real
in London, with other London Things
(29) get Merseyside/NW/hits being Mandrill (10), Al
Midlands/Wales/SW.
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Radio 1

Capilal Radio
A LOVE LIKE YOURS
Dusty Springfield (Meiet
DUSTY 1)
ARIEL — Dean Friedman (Lifesong L S 45022)
BABY COME BACK — Player (RSO 2090 254)
BAKER STREET— Gerry Raffeny {United At lists UP 3M46)
COME BACK MY LOVE — Dans (Magnet MAG 110)
DARE TO BE DIFFERENT - Donovan (Rak 269)
DENIS — Blondie (Chrysalis CHS 2204)
DRUMMER MAN — Tonight (TDSTDS I)
EMOTIONS — Samamha Sang (Private Stock PVT PS)
EVEN THOUGH YOU'RE GONE - Jacksons (Epic FPC
5919)
EVERY US A WINNER — Hot Chocolate (RAK 270)
FANTASY — Earth Wind& Fire (CBS 6056)
FIGARO — Brotherhood Of Man (Pve7N 46037)
FOR A FEW DOLLARS MORE - Smokie(RAK 267)
HOT LEGS/1 WAS ONLY JOKING - Rod Stewart (Riva
R1VA10)
I CAN'T STAND THE RAIN — Eruption (Atlantic K 11068)
I'LL GO WHERE YOUR MUSIC TAKES ME - Tina
Charles (CBS 6062)
IS THIS LOVE — Bob Marley & The Wallers (Island WIP
6420)
JUST ONE MORE NIGHT — Yellow Dog (Virgin VS 195)
JUST THE WAY YOU ARE - Billv JoeHCBS 5872)
LOVE IS LIKE OXYGEN — Sweet (Polvdor POSP 001)
LOVELY DAY - Bill Withers (CBS 5773)
MIGHTY QUINN — Manfred Mann's Earth Band (Bronze
BR051)
MORE LIKE THE MOVIES — Dr. Hook (Capitol CL 15967)
MR. BLUE SKY — Electric Light Orchestra (Jet UP 36342)
NATIVE NEW YORKER — Odyssey (RCA PB 1129)
RUMOUR HAS IT — Donna Summer (Casablanca CAN 122)
SPREAD YOUR WINGS — Queen (EMI 2757)
STAYIN' ALIVE — Bee Gees (2090 267)
STAY WITH ME BABY — David Essex (CBS 6063)
SWEET SWEET SMILE — Carpenters (A&M AMS 7327)
SWINGTOWN — Steve Miller Band (Mercury 6078 813)
TAKE A CHANCE ON ME — Abba (Epic EPC 5950)
THE GROOVE LINE - Heatwave (GTO GT 115)
THEME & VARIATIONS 1-4 — Andrew Lloyd Webber
(MCA 345)
WALK IN LOVE — Manhattan Transfer (Atlantic K 11075)
WHAT'S YOUR NAME WHAT'S YOUR NUMBER —
Andrea True Connection (Buddah BDS 467)
WHENEVER YOU WANT MY LOVE — Real Thing (Pye 7N
46045)
WORDS — Rita Coolidge (A&M AMS 7330)
WUTHERING HEIGHTS — Kate Bush (EMI 2719)
RECORDS OF THE WEEK
Noel Edmonds: GOD ONLY KNOWS - Neil Diamond (CBS
6064)
Simon Bates: DENIS— Blondie (Chrysalis CHS 2204)
Paul Burnett: TAKE ME I'M YOURS — Squeeze (A&M AMS
7335)
Tony Blackburn; DARE TO BE DIFFERENT — Donovan
(RAK 269)

Radio 2
ALBUM OF THE WEEK
WHEN YOU HEAR LOU — Lou Rawls (Philadelphia PIR
82402)

TOP ADD DNS
1

EVERY I'S A WINNER - Hot
Chocolate (RAK 270) RL. CR, C, BR,
RC, D, M.T, F, B, RT, P, V.
2 IS THIS LOVE - Bob Marley & The
Wallers (Island WIP 6434) RL, CR, C,
BR, RC, D, M, F, B, SS, P, V.
3 RUMOUR HAS IT — Donna Summer
(Casablanca CAN 122) CR, C, T, H, F,
B,P,V.
4 FOLLOW YOU FOLLOW ME Genesis (Charisma CB 309) RL, PR, C,
RC, T, V, Bb.
5= SPREAD YOUR WINGS - Queen
(EMI 2757) RL, RC, F, SS, TV, V.
5= DENIS — Blondie (Chrysalis CHS
2204) R1, RC, M,T, SS, RT.
*7= I LOVE THE SOUND OF BREAKING
GLASS — Nick Lowe (Radar ADA 1)
PR,C, D,P, Ms.
7= MORE LIKETHE MOVIES - Dr. Hook
(Capitol CL 15967) C, RC, M, T, SS.
7= A LONG WAY TO GO - Emotions
(CBS 6118) BR, RC, M, B, P.
*10 RHIANNON - Fleetwood Mac
(Warner Brothers K 14430) RL, RC, B,
Bb.
indicates second week in Top Add Ons
Station abbreviations; R1 Radio One; B Beacon; BR
BRMB; Bb BBC Blackburn; CR Capital; C Clyde; RC
City; D Downtown; F Forth; H Hallam; Hin BBC
Humberside; L BBC London; RL Luxembourg; M Metro;
Md BBC Medway; Mr BBC Merseyside; O Orwell; P
Pennine; PR Piccadilly; PS Plymouth Sound; S Swansea
Sound; TTees; RT Trent; TV Thames Valley; V Victory.

Beacon Radio

WOLVERHAMPTON/
BLACK COUNTRY

ADDONS
BAKER STREET - Gerry Raffeny (United Artists UP 36346)
IS THIS LOVE - Bob Marley & The Wallers (Island WIP
6420)
I'M A GYPSY MAN — J.J. Cale(Shelter WIP 6434)
RUMOUR HAS IT — Donna Summer (Casablanca CAN 122)
STAY WITH ME BABY — David Essex (CBS 6063)
(WHAT A) WONDERFUL WORLD — An Garfunkel (CBS
6061)
FANTASY — Earth Wind & Fire (CBS 6056)
DO YOU BELIEVE IN LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT — Dionne
Warwick (Warner Brothers K 17104)
IF IT DON'T FIT DON'T FORCE IT — Kellee Patterson
(International INT 544)
ALRIGHT NOW — Free (Island IEP6)
EVERY I'S A WINNER — Hot Chocolate (RAK 270)
LOVE IS THICKER THAN WATER — Andy Gibb (RSO
2090268)
TALKING IN YOUR SLEEP — Marmalade (Target TGT 138)
A LONG WAY TO GO — Emotions (CBS 6118)
A LOVE LIKE YOURS — Dusty Springfield (Mercury
DUSTY 1)
EASY —Jimmy Lindsay (Island WIP 6431)
MIDNIGHT SUN — Chris Neal (DJM DJS 10831)
MY GUY — Mary Wells (Motown TMG 1100)
RHIANNON — Fleetwood Mac (Reprise K 14430)

LONDON

CLIMBERS
EVERY I'S A WINNER — Hot Chocolate (RAK 270)
PROMISED LAND — Johnnie Allen (Stiff LOT 1)
I GET LONELY — Florrie Palmer (Mercury 6008 601)
RUMOUR HAS IT — Donna Summer (Casablanca CAN 122)
BAKER STREET — Gerry Raffeny (United Artists UP 36346)
PEOPLE'S CHOICE
READY STEADY GO — Generation X (Chrysalis CHS 2207)

Radio City

LIVERPOOL

HIT PICKS
Roger Blythe: MORE LIKE THE MOVIES — Dr. Hook
(Capitol CL 15967)
Dave Lincoln: DO YOU BELIEVE IN LOVE AT FIRST
SIGHT — Dionne Warwick (Warner Brothers K 17104)
Phil Easton; FOLLOW ME FOLLOW YOU — Genesis
(Charisma CB 309)
Mark Joenz: 1993 — BozScaggs (CBS 6096)
Brian Cullen: EVERY I'S A WINNER — Hot Chocolate
(RAK 270)
Norman Thomas: A LONG WAY TO GO — Emotions (CBS
6118)
Johnny Jason: RHIANNON — Fleetwood Mac (Reprise K
14430)
ADD ONS
SPREAD YOUR WINGS - Queen (EMI 2757)
DON'T TAKE NO FOR AN ANSWER — Tom Robinson
Band (EMI 2749)
IS THIS LOVE — Bob Marley & The Wailcrs (Island WIP
6420)
DENIS — Blondie (Chrysalis CHS 2204)
YOU'VE REALLY GOT A HOLD ON ME — Suzanne (Ring
O'2017 111)

GLASGOW

Radio Clyde

HIT PICKS
Dave Marshall: MORE LIKE THE MOVIES — Dr. Hook
(Capitol CL 15967)
Steve Jones: STAY WITH ME BABY — David Essex (CBS
6083)
Richard Park: SCOTLAND FOR EVER — Sydney Devine
(Philips SCOT 1)
Tom Ferric: STOLEN LOVE - Advertising (EMI 2754)
Brian Ford: FOLLOW YOU FOLLOW ME — Genesis
(Charisma CB 309)
Bill Smith: NIGHT PATROL — Discopolis (Pye 7N 25767)
Dougie Donnellv: RUMOUR HAS IT — Donna Summer
(Casablanca CAN 122)
CURRENT CHOICE
EVERY PS A WINNER

Hot Chocolate (RAK 270)

ADD ONS
READY STEADY GO — Generation X (Chrysalis CHS 2207)
BAKER STREET — Gerry Raffeny (United Artists UP 36346)
SINGING IN THE RAIN — Sheila B. Devotion (EMI 2751)
THEME & VARIATIONS 1-4 — Andrew Lloyd Webber
(MCA 345)
I LOVE THE SOUND OF BREAKING GLASS — Nick Lowe
(Radar ADA 1)
TOP OF THE WORLD — Diana Ross (Motown TMG 1099)
TO DADDY — Emmylou Harris (Warner Brothers K 17095)

Luxembourg
BULLETS
SPREAD YOUR WINGS — Queen (EMI 2757)
EVERY I'S A WINNER — Hot Chocolate (RAK 270)
IS THIS LOVE — Bob Marley & The Wallers (Island WIP
6420)
I'M NOT IN LOVE — Pctula Clark (CBS 6013)
DANCING AT THE RAINBOW'S END — Roy Wood
(Warner Brothers K 17094)
FOLLOW YOU FOLLOW ME — Genesis (Charisma CB 309)
(WHAT A) WONDERFUL WORLD — An Garfunkel (CBS
6061)
RHIANNON— Fleetwood Mac (Warner Brothers K 14430)
SHOWDOWN — Gallagher & Lylc (A&M AMS 7332)
TIME WILL PASS YOU BY — Tobi Legend (R.K. RK 1004)
POWER PLAY
.
JACK & JILL — Raydio(Arista ARlSl 161)
208 TWIN SPIN
.
Ti AMO — Howard Carpendale(Lightning LIG 510)

BRMB

BIRMINGHAM

ADD ONS
WUTHERING HEIGHTS — Kate Bush (EMI 2719)
SOMETIMES WHEN WE TOUCH — Dan Hill (20th Century
BTC2355)
WALK IN LOVE — Manhattan Transfer (Atlantic K 11075)
DARE TO BE DIFFERENT — Donovan (RAK 269)
A LOVE LIKE YOURS — Dusty Springfield (Mercury
DUSTY 1)
IS THIS LOVE — Bob Marley & The Wailcrs (Island WIP
6420)
EVERY I'S A WINNER — Hoi Chocolate (RAK 270)
WE'RE OFF YOU KNOW — Klaalu (Capitol CL 15966)
A LONG WAY TO GO - Emotions (CBS 6118)
WHAT'S YOUR NAME WHAT'S YOUR NUMBER —
Andrea True Connection (Buddah BDS 467)
JACK & JILL — Ravdio(Arista AR1ST 161)
OH PRETTY WOMAN — Uncle Sam (Ariola ARO 116)
EASY — Jimmy Lindsay (Island WIP 6431)

Downtown Radio

BELFAST

HIT PICKS
John Paul: SILVER BULLET - Chris Spedding(RAK 268)
Trevor Campbell: MY HOME TOWN - Stormer (Ring O'
2017 113)
Candy Devine: TOP OF THE WORLD - Diana Ross
(Motown TMG 1099)
Hendi: EVERY I'S A WINNER — Hot Chocolate (RAK 270)
Eddie West: IS THIS LOVE — Bob Marley (Island WIP 6420)
ADD ONS
DON'T TAKE NO FOR AN ANSWER Tom Robinson
Band (EM 12749)
nilCMf^
CL OSER TO THE HEART - Rush (Mercury RUSH 7)
I LOVE THE SOUND OF BREAKING CLASS — Nick Lowe
(Radar ADA 1)
I'M A GYPSY MAN — J.J. Cale (Island WIP 6434)
YOU'VE REALLY GOT A HOLD ON ME — Suzanne (Ring
O'2017 111)
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Gkxtfied Mognified

Manfred Manns Earth Band
Manfred Mann's Earth Band BRON 252
Glorified Magnified BRON 257
Messin' BRON 261
Solar Fire BRON 255
Good Earth BRON 306
Nightingales BRON 337
The Roaring Silence BRON 357
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Radio Forth

EDINBURGH

ADDONS
THEME FROM CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD
K1ND- Meco(RCA XB 1039)
STREET CORNER SERENADE - Wet Willie (Epic EPC
5923)
SPREAD YOUR WINGS — Queen (EMI 2757)
RUMOUR HAS IT — Donna Summer (Casablanca CAN 122)
MOVE YOUR BODY — Gene Farrow (Magnet MAG 109)
LOVIN' YOU IS LIKE LOVIN* THE WIND - Christine
Kidd (Anchor ANC 1050)
IS THIS LOVE — Bob Marley & The Wailers (Island WIP
6420)
I'LL GO WHERE YOUR MUSIC TAKES ME — Tina
Charles (CBS 6062)
GONNA GIVE HER ALL THE LOVE I'VE GOT - James &
Bobbv Purify (Casablanca CAN 119)
EVERY TS A WINNER — Hot Chocolate (RAK 270)
ARIEL — Dean Friedman (Lifesong LS 45022)

Metro Radio

Radio Victory

PORTSMOUTH

HIT PICKS
Dave Bowen: I'M A GYPSY — J J. Cale (Island WIP 6434)
Colin Mason: MUSIC HARMONY & RHYTHM - Brookly
Dreams (RCA XB 1040)
Jon Hawkins: LITTLE ITALY — Stephen Bishop (ABC 4204)
Stuart Freeman: IS THIS LOVE — Bob Marley (Island WIP
6420)
Phil Fothergil: GONNA GIVE HER ALL THE LOVE I'VE
GOT — James & Bobbv Purify (Casablanca CAN 119)
Paul Holmes: TOO MANY LOVERS — Jenny Darren (DJM
DJS 10824)

Dave" Christian: FOLLOW YOU FOLLOW MB - Genesis
Sdy prriss8 IS0 THIS LOVE - Bob Marley & The Wailers

ADD ONS
DENIS — Blondie (Chrvsalis CHS 2204)
RAG & BONE — Steve Ellis (Ariola ARO 107)
FRIDAY ON MY MIND — Earth Quake(Beserkley BZZ 11)
NO HARD FEELINGS — John Miles (Dccca FR 13757)
PROMISED LAND — Johnnie Allen (Stiff LOT 1)
SPREAD YOUR WINGS - Queen (EMI 2757)
MORE LIKE THE MOVIES - Dr. Hook (Capitol CL 15967)

Jack' McLaughlin: OFF NIGHT BACKSTREET — Joni
Mitchell (Asylum K 13110)
Dave Carson: RUMOUR HAS IT - Donna Summer
(Casablanca CAN 122)

Radio Tees

1993-Boz Scaggs (CBS 6096)
Nicky Jackson: EVERY I'S A WINNER - HoI Chocolate

ChHsRiden IFYOU CAN'T GIVE ME LOVE - Suzi Quatro
ArUonflarby; DO YOU BELIEVE IN LOVE AT FIRST
SIGHT— Dionnc Warwick (Warner BrothersK 17104)
Howard PeaTcc SPREAD YOUR WINGS - Queen (EMI

STATION SPECIAL
o rr, ^
PROMISED LAND —Johnnie Allen (Stiff LOt 1)

TEESIDE

HIT PICKS
Tony Gillham: LET'S STOP DANCING — Tony Stackton
(Ariola 'Hansa AHA 509)
David Hoare: DO IT DO IT AGAIN — Raffaella Carra (Epic
EPC 6094)
Dave Gregory: EVERY I'S A WINNER — Hot Chocolate
(RAK 270)
Brian Anderson: RUMOUR HAS IT — Donna Summer
(Casablanca CAN 122)
Mark Pace: DENIS — Blondie (Chrysalis CHS 2204)
Steve Gordon: MORE LIKE THE MOVIES — Dr. Hook
(Capitol CL 15967)
ADDONS
NOTHING GOES RIGHT — Stephanie de Sykes (DJM DJS
10830)

BRADFORD

HIT PICKS
Julius K Scragg: RUMOUR HAS IT — Donna Summer
(Casablanca CAN 122)
Stewart Francis: I'M NOT IN LOVE - Petula Clark (CBS
6103)
Mike Hurley: I'M A GYPSY MAN — J.J. Cale (Island WIP
6434)
Peter Levy; LITTLE ITALY — Stephen Bishop (ABC 4204)
Ian Scott: 1 LOVE THE SOUND OF BREAKING GLASS Nick Lowe (Radar ADA 1)
PENNINE PICK
every 1'S A WINNER - Hot Chocolate (RAK 270)
ADD ONS
MOVE YOUR BODY — Gene Farrow (Magnet MAG 109)
1993 - Boz Scaggs (CBS 6096)
ON YOU LIKE THE WIND - John Stewart (RSO 2090 274)
A LONG WAY TO GO — Emotions (CBS 6118)
BIG BLOW — Nanu Dibango(Decca FR 13755)
IS THIS LOVE — Bob Marley & The Wailers (Island WIP
6420)
DON'T TAKE NO FOR AN ANSWER - foin Robinson
Band (EM 12749)

Piccadilly Radio

SWANSEA

NEWCASTLE

ADD ONS
FOLLOW YOU FOLLOW ME — Genesis (Charisma CB 309)
DO YOU BELIEVE IN LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT — Dionnc
Warwick (Warner Brothers K 17104)
MORE LIKETHE MOVIES — Dr. Hook (Capitol CL 15967)
TOP OF THE WORLD — Diana Ross (Motown TMG 1099)
IS THIS LOVE — Bob Marley & The Wailers (Island WIP
6420)
RUMOUR HAS IT — Donna Summer (Casablanca CAN 122)
122)
I'LL GO WHERE YOUR MUSIC TAKES ME — Tina
Charles (CBS 6062)
A LOVE LIKE YOURS — Dusty Springfield (Mercury
DUSTY 1)
EVERY 1 'S A WINNER — Hot Chocolate (RAK 270)
DENIS — Blondie (Chrysalis CHS 2204)
A LONG WAY TO GO — Emotions (CBS 6118)
ALRIGHT NOW — Free (Island IEP 6)

Pennine Radio

Swansea Sound

MANCHESTER

ADDONS
FOLLOW YOU FOLLOW ME - Genesis (Charisma CB 309)
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND — Gene
Page (Arista A R1ST 171)
IS THIS LOVE - Bob Marley (Island WIP 6420)
I LOVE THE SOUND OF BREAKING GLASS - Nick Lowe
(Radar ADA 1)
I'LL GO WHERE YOUR MUSIC TAKES ME - Tina
Charles (CBS 6062)

Radio 210

HIT PICKS
Jude Bunker: EVERY LITTLE BIT HURTS — Helen Shapiro
(Arista ARISTA 178)
Wendy Howard: TO DADDY — Emmylou Harris (Warner
BrothersK 17095)
Kath Dutton: FOLLOW YOU FOLLOW ME — Genesis
(Charisma CB 309)
Gerald Jackson: ARIEL — Dean Friedman (Lifesong LS
45022)
Phil Scott: YOU CAN'T TURN ME OFF — High Inergy
(Motown TMG 1087)
Nieel Dyson: THEME FROM CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF
THE THIRD KIND — Meeo(RCA XB103)
Pat Gibson: HEART GET READY FOR LOVE — Herman's
Hermits (Pye7N 25768)
Rob Salvidge: RHIANNON — Fleetwood Mac (Reprise K
14430)
Trevor Hall; BAKER STREET — Gerry Raffcrty (United
Artists UP 36346)

THAMES VALLEY

ADD ONS
SWEET MUSIC MAN — Tammy Wynette(Epic EPC 6092)
SHORT PEOPLE — Randy Newman (Warner Brothers K
17034)
BOATS AGAINST THE CURRENT — Eric Carmen (Arista
ARIST 165)
NOTHING GOES RIGHT — Stephanie De Sykes (DJM DMS
10830)
STAY WITH MY BABY - David Essex (CBS 6063)
TOO MANY LOVERS — Jenny Darren (DJM DJS 10824)
SPREAD YOUR WINGS — Queen (EMI 2757)
TO DADDY — Emmylou Harris (Warner Brothers K 17095)
LITTLE ITALY — Stephen Bishop (ABC 4204)

Radio Trent

BBC Blackburn

NOTTINGHAM

ADDONS
DENIS — Blondie (Chrvsalis CHS 2204)
STAY WITH ME BABY - David Essex (CBS 6063)
EVERY I'SA WINNER - Hot Chocolate (RAK 270)
WUTHER1NG HEIGHTS - Kate Bush (EMI 2719)
ALRIGHT NOW — Free (Island IEP 6)
LILAC WINE — Elkie Brooks (A&M AMS 7333)
MISS MY LOVE TODAY — Gilbert O'Sullivan (MAM 172)
DON'T TAKE NO FOR AN ANSWER - Tom Robinson
Band (EMI 2749)
BABY COME BACK — Player (RSO 2090 254)
DO YOU BELIEVE IN LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT - Dionnc
Warwick (Warner Brothers K 17104)
WE'VE GOT THE WHOLE WORLD IN OUR HANDS Nottingham Forest/Paper Lacc(Warner Brothers K 17110)
SHU DIG DANCIN' — Inner City Express (Ebonv EYE 5)
THEME FROM CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD
KIND — Meco(RCA XB 1059)

BBC Medway
PRESENTER PICKS
Jimmy Mark: LADY LOVE — Lou Rawls (Philadelphia PIR
5911)
Bernard Mulhern: NOTHING GOES RIGHT — Stephanie de
Sykes (DJM DJS 10830)
John Thurston: THE LOVELY SHEPHERD — Zamfir &
James Last (Philips 6042)
Mike Brill: STOLEN LOVE — Advertising (EMI 2754)
Rod Lucas: BEN — Michael Jackson (Motown TMG 9834)
IT
EPC 6094C)nCe:
~~ Ra^ae^a Carra (Epic
David Cornet: PUT OUT THE FLAME - Peter Skcllcrn
(Mercury 6198 187)

BBC Merseyside
PERSONAL PICKS
Bi'l^But'ef: WHO'S THAT LADY - Htecl Dean (Dccca
0 VB I IE
iNicK
NicULowe
"nv-tR
(Radar
| ADA
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Battisti aims to break in Britain and the US
. .
.
fifmfe
in most
these feelings are common to
no rapport. But it will be very good
translations into English nII Paradiso people.
there
is. some similarity of styles in
LUCIO BATTISTI is an anisi who.
When listening to his own
practice
and
experiment
for
me.
I
became
the
hit
Half
As
Nice
by
the
second
of
flow
and
feel
in
the
for all his Lalin charm and
recording he expects them to move
have always been very successful in
Amen Corner: Bella Linda was
lyrics.
romamicisml can face facis. The
him as he wants them to move his
all the Latin countries, it's easy
During a very short visit to RCA
interpreted by Grass Roots and
fact is that a siring of number one
audience. The sales of his firsi
UK recently Battisti talked about the
because the feelings of myself and
because a US hit, David Bowie's
hiis in Italy arc insignificam in
English album will tell him just how
effort involved in thinking, writing
my audience are the same. We just
English lyrics for another song were
promoting his career when
far he right in his belief that "music
and singing in a language which is
have to translate the words. "The
recorded on Mick Ronson's
compared with a hit . in the UK
finds its own medium."
not his own; a language which was
words arc mostly those of the Slaughter on Tenth Avenue. When
and/or America, which are ihe
Until he has that concrete
learned methodically and quickly at
famous Italian poet and lyricist
Battisti began to sing his own songs
breeding grounds for imernaiional
evidence of what the traditionally
classes in America, specifically so
Giulio Rapetti, known as Mogol,
he immediately entered the charts,
success.
chilly, rock-buying, choosy, slightly
that when he made an LP for UK
but Battisti is involved in the writing
and every record went to number
His first album in Britain is
Americanised — and currently out
and US he could understand the
of each song and the final
Images, released this month. It is
one.
of pocket — British think of his
language he was using, rather than
interpretation is his. After attending
being given the full promotion and
"But from this LP, my first in
particular brand Mediterranean pop
have translations made of his songs
marketing treatment by RCA,
school and obtaining a certificate in
English, I have noticed 1 now exist in
and then sing those parrot-fashion.
Battisti rightly sees no reason to
engineering Battisti started to playbreaking Battisti in the UK is top
the international scene because 1
change his style for the new market
guitar, and music rapidly became a
priority for this year.
have made the album. I knew I
great deal more important than
he is aiming at. "Mine is a happy
The album is in English, and any
would have to study English to make
presupposition that it is another
engineering. He moved to live in
my mark in that. People know me medium. I believe there is a public
Feeling
heavily-accented, over-emotional
Milan in 1965, and met Rapetti
for it and that public contains many
through my Italian records in France
"Making a record in English is an
there. They immediately understood — I sell 30,000 there. I'm sorry I
offering from a typical Italian tenor
people who do not buy records at the
effort not just because of the
with a Gigli complex is rapidlyeach other as creative artists, and don't speak French, but I think I
moment because there arc none that
language," Battisti explained,
quashed on hearing it. There is a
began to write together. For the first
will now get big sales there of my
they like. The Latins like to
"which is really the last thing I
melodic commercialily in many of
five years they worked as records in English."
investigate their emotions, and 1
worry about. The main thing is
the songs which urges comparison
songwriters only. Their songs
think the British attitude may be
Clearly the ability to reach an
putting across my feeling to a people
with Paul Simon, or. less obviously,
were all covered by other singers.
international audience is more changing. Music is the real
1 do not know, and with whom I have
with Bob Dylan — in the first case
Among the big successes were
communication medium."
important to Battisti than making it
high in the charts here with this first
album, and he is obviously a man
able to judge shrewdly in music
Credibility
business terms as well as
Arnold presides on Soul
The Images album, with English
artistic ones. "I look at the charts
lyric translations by Peter Powell,
here out of curiosity. I never believe
and co-production by the
she had a worldwide hit with Band the charts anywhere, even in Italy,
WHEN LARK IN Arnold, an
formidable combination of Bones
Of Gold. "Freda has been going are a good indication of taste. The
attorney in Capitol Records' Los
through a very quiet record sales important thing for mc is to have the
Howe and Joe Rcisman, is just
Angeles headquarters, received a
beginning the acid test of public
period but she has been working right connection between what 1 am
phone call from the president of the
corporation, he thought that it
response to RCA's belief in this
constantly, and the important thing and what 1 express in my music."
would be just some query about a
of course is that she still has an
Italian artist and Battisti's belief in
That is the cry of every
legal document. In fact, that call was
international name and she still has songwriter; its predictability does
his own music. The marketing
to change the course of his life, and
the talent. Her first product from
campaign is on a scale never used
not in any way rob it of truth. In
bring a drastic improvement in
Capitol will be in the soul and disco
Battisti's case the man is, and shows
before to push product from a
Capitol's fortunes —- what president
vein, very much like she was doing
in his songs, a romantic Latin —
Continental artist signed to one of
Bhaskar Menon was telling him was
before, and she is due to visit the UK
always in danger of being considered
RCA's European companies.
of Capitol's plans to enter the black
for a couple of weeks, to promote
too emotional or sentimental by the
With an eye to the likely buyers
music market in a major way, and
the record. There is the likelihood
British and Americans who are alike advertising is being placed in Melody
what he was asking Arnold was
of a tour later in the year. As for Bill
in taking a more hard-edged view of Maker and Music Week, but two
whether he would head up the new
Cosby, he's a great comedian and he
affairs of the heart than the weeks campaigning on Capital will
division.
makes good records — one of the
continentals. Battisti is aware of this bring the man's name and voice to
Arnold recalls now: "I was
records he has made for us includes
fact too, normally responsible for the London audience which could
Larkin Arnold
absolutely amazed and just didn't
an excellent take-off of Barry
writing, arranging and producing his start the word spreading. Every
copies per album, and whose style
know why he wanted me to do it —
While."
own music for this Englssh album he radio station in the country is being
had changed gradually from
even to this day I don't know why
is working with co-producer, and serviced with album and press
performing pop standards and
Capitol asked me to steer the plans
with an English lyricist who helps
information, and 200 key dealers are
ballad material to rather more
for driving into the soul music
"to refine my work so that I can also receiving a free LP and press
gutsy soulful songs. Arnold says:
Commitment
market. 1 had been with the
project myself as well as possible".
pack. The results will be studied
"My first priorities were to examine
corporation for almost four years
He added, "1 am a man, and I have with great interest by artist-, record
Capitol's existing soul catalogue,
Larkin Arnold is naturally happy emotions."
then, but my experience had always
company and trade, as the possible
and look at the company's image as
with the success of Capitol's soul
been in the legal department reading
has had unparalleled success in
start of true cross-fertilization of
a whole. I had to find out what had
division, but he adds: "Although we hisHehome
and drafting contracts. I had no
country
for
10
years
by
musical ideas and sounds between
to be changed, adapted or modified,
have made inroads there is still a
experience of marketing or a&r
making
songs
which
express
his
Britain and the continent to which
then there was the question of going
long way to go. The altitude at
whatsoever."
own
feelings
because
he
believes,
it geographically? belongs.
out and looking for new acts."
Capitol is that when we sign a new
Arnold literally started the soul
act, there is a total * commitment
, ~ '-f?!
division singlchanded although he
towards them, and we will do
Combination
later had the help of Don
everything to bring them to the same
Zimmermann (now president of
success level as Tavares, Natalie
What Larkin Arnold does know
Capitol) and Bruce Windcll.
Cole or Maze. When we did start,
now. along with Capitol and the rest
Amongst the first of Capitol's newthere was a lot of initial resistance to
of the international music business,
soul signings were Tavares — "Their
Capitol product, because various
is that Capitol's venture into the
manager, who used to be a regional
disc jockeys were not sure whether it
soul market has been more than
promotions man for Capitol, sent in
was a total commitment on our part
successful. Spearheaded by two acts
a tape of their music — in fact they
or just a token gesture. 1 think
in particular, Tavares and Natalie
had recorded for Capitol before
though that our success more than
Cole, the corporation has managed
under the name. Chubby and the
anything else lets people know how
in only four years to grab a major
Turnpikes! We had success with
committed we are towards the soul
percent share of the US black music
Tavares almost immediately, and it
market — four years ago Capitol
market, and those inroads have
has continued to this day, but there
mused to be something like 138th in
continued to be made throughout
were also some relatively flop acts in
the list of best-selling black music
Europe and Australasia. What
between, including the Reflections."
labels, now we are fourth. This
initially started as a joke, so far as
Natalie Cole arrived on the scene
success has also enhanced the
many industry spectators were
m
in 1975 and since then has had
general image of the corporation."
concerned, very quickly changed
phenomenal
sales
success,
and
is
Perhaps
surprisingly,
Arnold
into something that had even the
also a big hit in Japan where she won
found no resistance from other a&r
well-established soul labels looking
a major song contest. "Basically,
men at Capitol when he was chosen
anxiously to their own sources of
Natalie's
situation
was
the
same
as
above them to set-up the black music
/
talent.
that of Tavares — she had been
division. "There could quite easily
During a recent London visit, en
passed
by
a
number
of
record
have been resentment because of
route back to California after
companies, but when 1 heard the
course I had absolutely no
visiting Midem, Arnold talked about
tape
1
recognised
the
potential,
and
experience of that side of the record
how Capitol managed to achieve
immediately signed her to a longbusiness. In fact I think that nobody
such credibility. "Of course I was
term
contract.
I
guess
a
lot
of
the
cared because nobody thought that
hesitant about accepting the job,
problems
resulted
from
the
fact
that
the venture would succeed! However
especially as 1 knew that the entire
she was Nat King Cole's daughter —
some people were very helpful in the
venture could stand or fall by my
Initially
a
lot
of
people
were
very
early
stages, and I have always had
actions. My head was on the block
sceptical
about
her,
they
thought
the utmost co-operation from
and I knew it — however I wanted
that we were trying to take
Capitol in London."
the challenge of building something
advantage of her father's name. 1
Arnold still goes out himself in the
from scratch, and the fact that I
would still have signed her if her
pursuit for new talent. "Obviously I
w ould be able to help my own people
name
had
been
Mary
Smith."
can't
concentrate as much as I did —
helped me make my decision."
Since then, Arnold has made
at one time I was always round the
Until then, Capitol had never
many signings to lhe corporation
discos — but I don't want to lose
really been a serious contender in the
including the Silvers, Maze. Bill
that essential contact with what's
soul music market — there were a
Cosby
(the
well-known
US
happening at grass roots level. 1
couple of black acts on the rosier
comedian)
and
most
recently
Freda
discovered two of our most recent
including* Nancy Wilson, who was
Payne, whose career has gone into
signings when they were performing
selling in the region of 150,000
eclipse since her Invicta days when
m a Los Angeles club,"
Lucio Banisti
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"WHO'S GONNA LOVE ME"
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[HCLUDES
hitsingle
WHO'S gonna
love me

PXL 029 CASSETTE PXLC 029.
HEAVY MARKETING
CAMPAIGN
INCORPORATES

'The band has been
playing Mighty Quinn
for at least seven years,
and audience reaction
has always been great.'

MUSIC PRESS
ADVERTISING, LONDON
UNDERGROUND
POSTERS, FLY POSTING
AND WINDOW
IxlA
DISPLAYS

See The Imperials on tour
5th MARCH, PARK HALL, CHARNOCK RICHARD, LANCS.
13th MARCH. BAILEY'S, LEICESTER
23fd-25th MARCH, THE CAVENDISH, BLACKBURN
26th MARCH, WILLOW VARIETY CENTRE, MANCHESTER
27th MARCH, WH1TEWHEAT, MAESTAEG, S. WALES

1st APRIL. ROYALTY NITESPOT, SOUTHGATE
2nd APRIL, BAILEY'S. WATFORD
11th APRIL, TALK OF THE SOUTH. SOUTHEND
12th APRIL. CASTAWAY'S, PLYMOUTH
13th-15th APRIL, BAILEY'S, DERBY

Marketed by Power Exchange Records&Tapes Distributed by Selectra
Exclusive Worldwide Management Don Taylor.
European Agency Representative Sue Mauntner 01 439 4 4 VPAGE 38

JUST TEN years ago, Sixties pop
group Manfred Mann were topping
the charts with a Bob Dylan song,
Mighty Quinn. It was a record which
\vas eventually to top the US charts
too, and proved to be one of the
band's biggest sellers — now in
1978, the song has been given a new
lease of life by Manfred Mann and
the Earth Band who are hopeful thai
the disc will emulate the success of
its predecessor.
The song has in fact always
remained a popular inclusion in the
Earth Band's stage repertoire, and
indeed is the only hit from the Sixties
period that Mann is happy to include
in the band's act. Ten years ago, the
song featured the vocals of former
Manfred Mann frontman Mike
D'Abo, and was released by
Fontana (now Phonogram); the new
version is released via Bronze
Records, the Earth Band's label for
the last five years, and is sung by
lead vocalist Chris Thomson.
Mann admits: "We have been
considering doing it again as a single
for at least three years, but only now
has it finally emerged. The new
single is actually an edited track of
the version which is on the new
album, Watch (BRON 507), and was
recorded live during a concert. The
band has been playing Mighty Quinn
for at least seven years now and the
audience reaction has always been
great — we decided to do the song

again as a single because it lias such
a good arrangement."
Althought he has always kept a
low profile within the pop world,
Manfred Mann is one of the few
musicians who emerged during the
'beat group' era to have survived
ilirouph to the late Seventies and still
have consistent success. Following
the break-up of the original Manfred
Mann group in 1969, Mann and
fellow member Mike Hugg started
Chapter III, a jazz/rock outfit.
Following the demise of that group
in 1971, the Earth Band was formed
and had its debut album issued by
Phonogram the following year.
Since then, the group has had
spasmodic chart success, but the
albums have always sold very
strongly. The First Top Ten single
was Joybringcr, based on Hoist's
Planets Suite; after the Earth Band
signed with Bronze, their album
Solar Fire was also a big seller and
since then there has been a steady
stream of LPs including The Good
Earth (when Bronze, as a promotion
gimmick, actually gave away 12-inch
plots of land!), Nightingales And
Bombers and The Roaring Silence.

They reached the pinnacle of
success last year however when their
version of the Bruce Springsteen
song Blinded By The Light was a UK
Top 10 hit and number one in the
US. The album from which it was
taken, The Roaring Silence, was also
a big seller on both sides of the
Atlantic. Sales of the single in the
Stales alone have reached 1.5 million
units. In addition, it was estimated
that in one nine month period, the
Earth Band played live in from of
some 750,000 Americans fans.
Manfred Mann himself remains
philosophical about this success,
'A smaller company is
much more involved
with your work — at
Bronze I am treated as
an
important
character'.
saying: "I don't know what lifetime
is ahead for us, as a unit as a
musician you learn to think in terms
of no more than 12 months —
obviously I would like the Earth
Band to continue being successful
but just because someone has a big
ambition doesn't mean that he is
going to succeed. More like it has to
be good music."
He has involved himself with
other projects apart from the band,
and one is The Workhouse recording
studios in London's Old Kent Road.
He co-owns the studios which now
have 24-track facilities and where all
the MMEB product is now recorded.
"It provides everything needed to
make records and even when we are
not using the studio, there are
always other bands there putting
down their music. Some studios
manage to have lots of things like
carpets and furniture which are
totally unnecessary, and have
nothing to do with the music being
made — you won't find those kind
of items at The Workhouse
however."
The Earth Band will soon be
embarking upon the European
section of their 1978 tour, with
initial dates in Scandinavia,
Germany and Switzerland. Later
there will be a 15-daie British tour
before several concerts in the US.
The new album and single are
released by Warner Brothers this
week in the States. Mann adds: "We
originally decided to sign with
Bronze because a smaller company is
much more involved with your work
— when I walk in the Bronze offices
1 am treated as an imporiant
character, and the new product is
always given a lot of attention. On
the oilier hand, so far as Warner
Brothers in the US is concerned, I'm
just another artist and they don't
mind as long as we continue to
produce the albums."
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TEN

YEARS
CSS
w-

TOGETHERNESS

BASF congratulate Eden Studios on
reaching their tenth anniversary. It's a tribute to their
consistently high professional standards.
To guarantee this consistent excellence, Eden have
always trusted in BASF tapes.
Today Eden rely on BASF's outstanding
professional tape SPR SOLH because it delivers the
performance standards upon which they depend.
The Eden Studios story
The moral being: rely on BASF and you
too will have something to celebrate.

BASF
ss

I SPOT-ON

SOUND

p

TEN YEARS is a long time in the recording business. In the
decade since Eden opened its doors, equipment has grown
unbelievably in flexibility. Which producer working on 2 or 4
track would have thought that within 8 years he would be using
24 tracks, with no tape hiss problems? Think how the public
ear has now got used to F.M. radio and hi-fi — ten years ago
most people had a record player or radiogram.
Eden Studios has been moving forward with the rest of the
industry. It has grown from a home-built demo studio to a 24
track, acoustician and architect designed studio that compares
with the best. Among a devoted clientele are many now
established 'names' in the business some of whom made their
first demo's at Eden, ten years ago. A look back through the
very busy bookings diary reveals Graham Parker and the
Rumour, who have done 2 albums, Nick Lowe, (including new
single Breaking Glass), Elvis Costcllo, Bay City Rollers,
Maxinc Nightingale, Barbara Dickson and many others.
Eden is run by three people who founded it ten years ago —
Piers Ford-Crush, Mike Gardner and Philip Love. Piers and
Philip take care of day to day running of the studio, while Mike
looks aficr the technical side. Engineering is by Roger
Bechirian and Aldo Bocca. Roger has been with Eden for 7
years and Aldo joined last summer after working at Nova for 4
years.
The present studio opened three years ago. It was designed
by acoustic expert Kenneth Shearer — other work by him
includes Apple, A.I.R. London, De Lane Lea. and the
remarkable flying saucers at the Royal Albert Hall. Ken's
design was realised by two brilliant young architects, Graham
Anthony and Peter Wadlc. The importance of that elusive
quality 'atmosphere' was something that Eden have been
conscious of since their days in Kingston. Even a large studio
(Eden can take up to 35 musicians), must feel right for the lone
singer or three piece group.
The lighting can be varied from bright high key for
orchestras down to deep saturated colours for more intimate
work. Clients who work in the dark do not get a reduction. In
the studio are large separation screens specially designed to
match the decor. A semi-permanent drum cage is in one corner
with adjustable reverberation and lighting.
The control room has double windows into both the studio
FOR DETAILS OF ALL
JBC aNOTANNOY
Professional Series
Loudspeakers - Ring
David Bissett-Powell
PENN (049-481) 5221
Harman (Audio) UK Ltd.
St. Johns Rd., Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP10 8HR
KEN SHEARER
OFFERS HIS CONGRATULATIONS TO

m .issaam
PAGE40

EDEN STUDIOS
ON THEIR 10TH ANNIVERSARY
ANOTHER CUSTOM STUDIO DESIGN
BY
KENNETH SHEARER AND ASSOCIATES
CONSULTANTS IN ACOUSTICS
ACORN HOUSE. 1 BARTEL CLOSE
LEVERSTOCK GREEN
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS HP3 8LX.
TEL: HEMEL HEMPSTEAD 54821
EiEL
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Ampex supplied Eden Studios with
their MM-1200 multichannel audio
recorder. Thus setting them up for
many Happy Anniversaries in years
to come

a

s

/
/
_
&
The directors — left to right, Piers Ford-Crush, Mike Gardner
and Philip Love.
and the separation booth. This is large enough for 8 people.
There are 2 separate air-conditioning systems — one caters for
the studio and the other for the booth and control-room. All
doors in the studio area are lead lined and have rubber seals
around the edges.
It took three years to find the ideal premises in which to
build a studio. At Beaumont Road in Chiswick, the studio is
not joined to any neighbouring buildings so that Eden can
work 24 hours without causing any annoyance. Internally each
area is built separately to stop sound being transmitted through
the structure.
_ #
T,*
Outside is a private courtyard providing parking space for
client's cars. In the summer this is a suntrap and a popular
place for relaxing during breaks. The quiet surrounding streets
offer plenty of additional parking. Down the road is The
Swan" pub and round the corner a selection of cafe's and takea-ways and an off-license. The average journey to the vn est
End by car is about 15 minutes, using the West way. Tubes
come to Chiswick Park, and the Broad Street line is available
for those coming from Hampstead and North London.
Eden are currently expanding into an adjacent building,
adding a copying room, some extra offices to accommodate t e
publishing and production side of the business, and a relaxing
room for clients.
...
. a-cc
Eden's success has been built on a sensitivity to the u' '^r.
and changing requirements of clients. Philip, Mike an icrs
keep in close contact with all aspects of running the s u io.
Clients can work in confidence, knowing they have the benefit
of 30 years combined experience of the recording business.
Console: Custom built 24 track desk with full EQ facilities.
Multi Track: Ampex MM 1200 24 track with auto search.
Stereo Master Machines: Studer A80 and B67 machines with
auto locate. Noise Reduction: Dolby M24 and 361 units. Audio
& Design expanders. Reverberation: EMT plate ccio.
Monitors: JBL 4350 and Auratone. Power Amps: Amcron
DC300 and QUAD 405. Limiters/Expanders: 5 Audio &
Design F760 compressor/limitcrs/expanders, Allison gain
brain, Orban dc-esscr. Effect Units. Eventide harmpniser.
Eventide flanger, Revox A7. Varispeed tape machines, Kiark
Technic graphic equalisers. Audio & Design parametric
equalisers, H/H stereo delay unit. Headphones: Beyer.
Sennheiser & Koss. Microphones: Neumann AKG Beyer.
Sennheiser, STC, Calrec. Resident Equipment: Yamaha gran
piano, Fender Rhodes clecirical piano. Fender
. '
dosed circuit tv. Studio Capacity: 35 musicians. L.gnung.
Adjustable level in both control room and

AMPEX
Great Britain Ltd.
Acre Road, Reading, RG2 OQR
Telephone (0734) 85200.

Congratulations

to the wonderful

EDEN STUDIOS

from

the even

more wonderful

LTD.

STIFF RECORDS

p
Musical Instruments and
amplification for the stars
TELE: 01 -749-3232.
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Stravinsky,

Liszt

NEWLY-KNIGHTED and newlyappoinied principal conductor of the
London Philharmonic Orchestra,
Sir GeorgSolti, has recently signed a
fresh six-year exclusive contract with
Decca. his sole recording company
for the past thirty years. He has
already won eight Grands Prix du
DisqueMondial for the company.
First releases under the new
contract were designed to co-incide
with a series of concerts held earlier
this month at the Royal Festival
Hall. The first record is Stravinsky's
opera-oratorio Oedipus Rex (SET
616), with the similarly newlyknighted Sir Peter Pears as King
Oedipus, Kcrstin Meyer as his
mother Jocasta, Donald Mclntyre as
Creon, Stafford Dean as Tiresias,
Ryland Davies as the Shepherd, and
Benjamin Luxon as the Messenger.

Alec McCowen narrates.
Also this month Decca releases
more Liszt Symphonic Poems as a
follow-up to last year's set (SXL
6709). The album features
Prometheus, Les Preludes and the
Festklange (SXL 6863), the first and
last of which are not otherwise
available.
Next June Sir Georg will conduct
five performances of Verdi's comic
opera Falstaff at Covent Garden
(recorded by him on 2BB 104/6),
and a new recording of Verdi's
Otello is planned for later in the
year.
In September he will be
directing the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra at a Royal Albert Hall
Promenade Concert in the British
Premiere of Sir Michael Tippell's
Fourth Symphony.

Rediffusion
A NEW scries of Szymanowski
issues by Rediffusion begins this
month with the opera King Roger
(ADR 5061/2), starring the Polish
baritone Andrzej Hiolski, and
conducted by Mieczyslaw
Mierzejewski. It is a re-mastering of
original Polskie Nagrania tapes
made with the Warsaw State Opera
and Warsaw National Philharmonic
Orchestras, and appears in the West
for the first time.
So do two Szymanowski Violin
Concertos (AUR 5063) with
violinists Charles Treger and Wanda
Wilkomirska, who has just
completed a British tour and a

Polish IPs
London recital at the New Gallery,
where she played works by two of
her favourite composers, Prokofiev
and Szymanowski. Her forthcoming
world-wide appearances with many
lop orchestras and conductors will
include a programme with the
Scottish National Orchestra when it
visits her native Poland.
The next release in this series is
scheduled for April, and will
comprise the Second Symphony,
coupled with Roxana's Song from
King Roger and the Elude in B Flat
Minor, conducted by Henryk Czyz
(AUR 5060) and the ballet Harnasie
under Wiiold Rowicki (AUR 5064).

Reduced Juliette opera offer
Martinu's opera Julietta, to
LAST WEEK Music Week reported
anybody booking four tickets for its
on a scheme devised jointly by
live production at the Coliseum in
English National Opera at the
April. The special price is £13.35 —
Coliseum and Phonogram
advertised as a saving of'up to £17'.
International, whereby opera-goers
ordering four tickets for a Verdi
Though the British production
will be in English, the recording is in
opera performance would receive a
Czech. It was made by The National
free two-record set of the same
work.
Theatre, Prague, and features Maria
A similar, arrangement has been
Tauberova, Evo Zideck, Vera
made with Rediffusion, who offer a
Soukupora and Karel Kalas, and is
reduced price on their 3-record set of
conducted by Jaroslav Krombholc.

[cut Foul
You don't know what you're
tnoacuifflt
missing!
San
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the U.K. Music Scene?
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Nicholas Webber is on holiday for
two weeks. In his absence,
Jonathan Rennert will be writing
the classical page.

St Martin's
gold disc
PROBABLY THE world's greatest
chamber orchestra, the Academy of
St Marlin-in-the-Fields, has been
presented with a gold disc to mark a
million European sales of its Decca
Group records, principally on the
Argo label.
The presentation took place last
month at the scene of many
Academy recording sessions, St
John's Smith Square, with director
Neville Marriner representing the
orchestra, and Argo's Managing
Director Harley Usill appearing on
behalf of Decca.
The Academy has just recorded
Handel's masque-opera Acis and
Galatea, and has recently issued
another eighteenth-century gem, the
eight symphonies of William Boyce
(ZRG 874/KZRC 874). Dr Boyce
was very much the giant of the
English musical scene immediately
following Handel's death, and these
early symphonies — small-scale,
light, clear-textured music — showwhy he was so highly regarded as a
composer.
Music of this period is, of course,
ideal for an ensemble the size of the
Academy, though the group's
versatility has been well
demonstrated in both Romantic and
modern music. One thinks
particularly of two fine recordings
made in conjunction with the Choir
of St John's College Cambridge.
Beethoven's Mass in C (ZRG 739)
and Faure's Requiem (ZRG
841/KZRC 851).
Floreet

J|

Dolmetsch
THE ENORMOUS Dolmetsch
family pioneered the Early Music
movement earlier this century, and
its members are still flourishing.
They continue to make
reproductions of ancient musical
instruments,'and each year hold the
Haslemere Festival at their
headquarters.
This year's Festival (July 21-29)
includes a programme entitled Music
And Monarchs, the monarchs
represented in music and verse being
Richard I, Henry VI, Henry VIII
and Charles 1: the concert will be
held, unusually, in St
Bartholomew's Church, London
(July 23, 8 p'.ni.) and the performers
will include consorts of viols and
recorders with John Kingsley Smith
(tenor). Festival Director Carl
Dolmetsch (recorder) and Joseph
Saxby (harpsichord).

Masterly account from
leading organ virtuoso
George Thalben-Ball At The Organ
of AH Souls Langham
Place/Thalben-Ball, VPS 1046;
Organ Music From The City Of
London/Herrick, VPS 1047; Three
Cathedral Organs/Steed, VPS 1043;
Complete Organ Works of Howells,
vol 2/Weddlc, Galloway, VPS 1056.
The market for organ music albums
has grown quickly, and in terms of
sheer quality, one name leads the though the recitalist's own
field: Michael Smythe of Vista Variations are less convincing. The
bright yellow sleeve, with green
Records. Using a single microphone,
he produces superb results in lettering and snap-shot-size pictures
difficult buildings and with pipe of the three cathedrals, sickly
organs whose ranges of dynamics though, is certainly arresting. As
and frequencies can exceed those of with the other albums, an insert
a symphony orchestra. Of Vista's gives full specifications of the
latest batch of releases, Dr George organs, and the sleeve notes are full,
Thalbcn-Ball's recital from the concise and informative. Finally, the
newly-rebuilt organ of the 'BBC second volume to celebrate the
Church' contains a masterly account eighty-fifth birthday of Herbert
of Reubke's 20-minute Sonata On Howells, the composer. Thoroughly
The Ninety-Fourth Psalm. Thalben'English' music this, which must
Bcll has for years been considered appeal to lovers of Vaughan
Britain's leading organ virtuoso, but
Williams or Elgar; this time, it's the
he has made few solo recordings.
two sets of Psalm-Preludes of 1915
This is the first of a number planned and 1916. Good performances and
by Vista to help fill that gap. Future clear reproduction.
issues will be from the Temple
Church, London, and Birmingham
Rachmaninov: Piano Concerto 3, op
Town Hall. Christopher Herrick,
30. Sheppard, piano. London
who records on both Vista and
Philharmonic Orchestra/Pritchard.
L'Oiseau-Lyre, presents a mainlyProducer: Anton Kwiatkowski.
British programme on four
Classics for Pleasure CFP 40257.
contrasting instruments in the City The
latest in the WD & HO Wills
of London, including the monster in
Series, and certainly a fine, if
St Paul's Cathedral, where he was Master
rather peremptory performance.
Assistant Organist until he moved to The
long and very beautiful D minor
Westminster Abbey in 1974. Both
lines of the slow movement need a
Smythe and Herrick deal unfussedly
siring tone, and Craig
with the notorious echo in St Paul's. warmer
Sheppard. though a fine technician,
The sleeve picture of the Cathedral
tends to accentuate the percussive
from across the Thames should be a
nature of the piano where pure
good selling point. Again, more than
sensuousncss is needed. The louder,
one organ is used for RCA Victrola
passionately Russian sections are
and Vista artist Graham Steed's
nicely done, and the orchestra's
recital from Westminster, Blackburn
disciplined and sensitive playing is
and St Edmundsbury Cathedrals.
exemplary. It just needs a bit more
Marcel Duprc's G Minor Prelude
feeling.
And Fugue is spectacularly played,
Woolf aims for improvisation
IMPROVISATION HAS always
undefined world between jazz and
been an important aspect of jazz. It
music", as he calls it. and
is an art which has for many 'serious'
will be holding a weekend seminar
centuries been practised by church
on the subject, at which he will ask a
organists. And in much avant garde number of questions. Should the
music, a composer will give only SPNM promote concerts of (or
vague written instructions to be
including) improvised music? If so.
interpreted — or improvised — by
who should improvise what? As this
the performer.
of music is to be taken
And that is where John Woolf branch
seriously, standards must be upheld;
comes in. He is the man who runs
how can they be assessed in the
the Society for the Promotion of but
first place? In a nutshell, what is the
New Music, and he wants to know
most valuable way to spend money
how his organization can play a pan
the promotion of improvisation?
in widening our understanding of onWhen
Music Week spoke to him.
this form of music-making. Me has
said he had already received
placed a number of advertisements Woolf
w t a1
fair
number
of
replies
''
inviting suggestions from musicians.
suggestions "varying from the very,
He aims to examine "that rather
very naive to the very intelligent"-
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Happy prisoners of the
BOTH MOIRA Bellas and Elly
Smith started life in the music
business as secretaries, and their
careers so lar have been
extraordinarily similar— their paths
even crossing once when they both
worked for the same independent
PR firm. They both work for major
American companies, both now
head departments of eight or nine
people and share one oustanding
characteristic — commitment to
music and to the business.
Both are therefore, with over ten
years in the record business, in a
good position to document the
changes over the years, from their
own points of view as employees
whose career prospects suddenly
gave them ambition, and as insiders
in a vastly changed industry.
Moira Bellas has been at WEA for
over six years, since the lime it was
called Kinney, through the
independence of the Warner
Brothers' label from Atlantic, and
finally through the re-shuffle that
caused the WEA family to emerge as
the strongest contender (along with
CBS) in the market share leadership
stakes. She first worked with Pye
Records as a junior in 1965,
"pouring out drinks for
journalists", then joined Paragon
PR. She later moved up one to
become assistant to Pat Pretty, then
EMI's press officer. After that came
Three's Company, which was four
people, (one of whom was Elly
Smith). It was after this that she
joined Kinney, (eventually to own
WEA). as secretary to press officer
Carole Osborne. Why the step
down, after a spell as an
independent publicist?
"I just wanted a job," she said.
"1 didn't feel secure enough as a
freelancer. Then when Carole left,
Annie Ivil (another member of
Three's Company) was brought in to
replace her." How, long then, did it
take her to become a press officer
herself?
"When Warner Brothers split off,
1 went with the label and was made
press officer — that was in 1973."
Now Moira Bellas heads a
department of nine people,
including the WEA magazine editor,
a writer, a regional press officer, a
UK acts press officer, secretaries
and juniors, and her own deputy.
Her title is director of publicity, but
she prefers to cast herself as the
press office manager.
Elly Smith's position is almost
identical. There are eight CBS press
personnel (the company does not
run a magazine) but regional press
affairs are handled by regional
promotion staff. Her first job was
also as a secretary — in the US with
UA Records, which followed a short
spell in fashion PR. She arrived in
the UK and joined Three's
Company, and between Britain and
the US worked in PR with people
such as Billy Gaff, and in 1970 was
assistant press officer of Island,
under David Sandison. After a spell
at Prose Publicity with Jan Leary
and Carole Osborne. she was
offered the job as press officer at
CBS — again working for David
Sandison. There were then only
three in the press department, and
the other two have since left.
Moira Bellas considers that, as
women, they have both had a longer
road to the top in the business,
though she cannot remember being
much concerned about that until
half way along it.
Said Bellas; "1 didn't get ambition
until 1 got the WB job. I was worried
at first, as I had always been
omeonc's assistant. But Bill
Eowler" (now WEA promotions
chief) "was a great help to me."
Both reported to Dcs Brown, then
general manager, and Moira Bellas
now reports directly to her managing
director John Fruin.
PAGE 44
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Press and public relations is an area populated increasingly by
women, and the same applies in the music business, with many
independent publicists adding to their numbers. In the last ten
years, the number of women managing PR departments has
grown from only two in the early sixties. Continuing the Music
Week series, Val Falloon talks to WEA's Moira Bellas and CBS'
Elly Smith, both managers of their departments after several
years in the field.
For Elly Smith the structure is
slightly different. At CBS press
comes under the auspices of
marketing, so she reports to Tony
Wollcott, marketing manager. She
was also ambitious from the start,
she said. Was she, too, nervous
when first appointed head of the
department at CBS last year?
"The first thing I can remember is
that suddenly I had to do piles of
paperwork." she recollects.
"Memoscame flooding in."
Moira Bellas' problem was
similar, only more so. "WB was a
small company, but when we
became WEA there was obviously
much more paperwork, and several
more meetings. There's something
every day 1 could go to. but I usually

becomes a press office priority."
Elly Smith agreed. "Some singles
that the promotional department is
having great success with might have
no press coverage at all."
Both companies have huge rosters
of American artists so when a
visiting act is here, the whole
company treats that artists album as
a priority.
Said Elly Smith: "There's always
someone here. CBS has a rosier of
250 acts, many of them British."
Moira Bellas, with a vast number of
acts from America to look after
("WEA has a reputation for bringing
its American artists here") cannot
remember any quiet limes. "We are
building up the UK rosier," she
added. "Now that we've signed

around Europe for a month."
Elly Smith's most vivid recent
memory is going by Concorde to see
Earth Wind and Fire in the US at the
beginning of this year. "We all got
silver-plated lighters," she said,
"but I was in the loo when we passed
the speed of sound, so I missed the
excitement."
Junkets and launch parties apart,
how do the top two women press
officers in the business see their
futures? They have both now peaked
in their fields. What next?
Said Elly Smith: "I'm very happy
doing what I'm doing. Apart from
the fact that press has always been
easier for women to advance in, 1
have never been offered any other
sort of job within the business. My

*1,
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Elly Smith
restrict my attendance to those that
are really essential, otherwise 1 could
not get everything done. If 1 can't
attend I send a deputy."
How does the press office operate
then, in a company the size of WEA
or CBS. with so many separate
departments?
Said Elly Smith; "1 might receive
a memo from Business Affairs
saying 'This band has been signed'.
I'll chat to a&r and to Obie
"(Maurice Oberstein)" about the
signing, see what kind of deal it is
and take it from there. My job is to
initiate press campaigns, and
obviously every company has its
priorities as far as marketing and
promotion are concerned."
Does the press office have to work
alongside the other departments?
States Moira Bellas: "We can't
always follow the marketing
priorities. Wc might, for example,
get feedback from the press about
something which wasn't a company
priority LP, maybe because the
artist is not here and not available
for promotional back up. This then

Moira Bellas
several labels, including TDS, Satril,
Radar and Lightning. Wc have got
used to having American acts only.
We're now enjoying getting to know
the British artists and can expect to
work with them on a long term
basis, rather than, in the past, seeing
a band maybe once every two years
or so."
Apart from obtaining as much
coverage as possible in the national,
regional and music papers, the press
officers' job also involves launches,
hosting receptions and going on the
road with artists, especially new
bands on a first tour.
Fortunately both Bellas and Smith
enjoy all types of music, like going
to concerts and think nothing of
being out five nights a week. Though
Moira Bellas said she had not been
on the road for ages she expects to
start doing that again soon. "It's
jusi coincidence that most of our
bands lately seem to have had their
first date in London. Previously I
would go to out-of-iown venues for
the first nights, and three years ago
followed i he WB Music Show

only other interest would be a&r; I
have no desire to be managing
director. Anyway, in any other field
I would have to start from the
bottom. There is a logical reason
for mo not being offered other jobs
— I'm known in the business as a
press officer, and when a
management hires you they hire
your knowledge and your contacts
and your experience. In any other
field 1 would certainly not have the
same status — or salary!"
Moira Bellas echoes the desire for
a possible job in a&r or perhaps
artist development one day.
How much potential is there for
that son of career switch? Both
women, though affirming their
desire to stay where they arc for the
time being, think that anything
might happen in the future.
Said Moira Bellas: "In six years
WEA has changed so much. Only in
the past year have we had company
stability; wc know who we arc now
and WEA has been extremely
successful. Ever since I've been here
it has been a company of changes —

office
new ownership, new names, newfaces at the top — so I've never had
to worry about variety or
stimulation. And now, with John
Fruin as m.d. — is very pressorientated — I've learned a great
deal, even though I've been in press
work for so many years. The
fantastic year we have had means
that, for me, everything has
suddenly gelled."
But, said Elly Smith; "Although 1
report to Tony Wollcott Maurice
Oberstein is closely involved with
what I do and 1 enjoy working for
him. He is also the type of m.d. who
knows everybody who works at CBS
by name. And there are weekly
marketing meetings and regular
talks about new signings and newproduct."
Her job has changed structure
since she joined the company, not
only because of her promotion. "We
all shared out the acts and has a
roster to work on — I had 60 artists
to look after. Now that's been
pruned down to 12, so I am able to
get on with managing the office, I'm
much happier that way, and hold
weekly meetings to work out what
everyone is doing."
Moira Bellas does not hold
meetings, but her office is structured
so that individual offices have
responsibilities for different groups
of papers. Elly Smith, noting that
WEA has a regional press officer,
said that she had for some time been
considering appointing one at CBS.
Added Moira Bellas: "I've fought to
keep the regional press department
based here so that I know exactly
what is going on."
Neither of the women leave their
office before 7 pm, having arrived at
around 9.30 am. This is not essential
— except that calls to the States
cannot start until after 6 pm. As
both of them live in inner London,
they are not restricted by the
prospect of long journeys home.
Said Moira Bellas: "I go out five
nights a week by choice. I'm really
absorbed in the business, and 1 love
music. Agreed Elly Smith: "I'm out
all the time, not necessarily at CBS
concerts."
Here a note of prejudice emerged:
"If I'm seen at a non-CBS concert,
people always ask me what I'm doing
there — as if women weren't really
supposed to like music." "Yes,"
added Moira Bellas. "I even asked
you that once!"
Both firms like to see a good staff
attendance at dates, and both
managing directors turn up to dates,
even out-of-town ones. There are
usually three CBS concerts a week in
the autmn, though once, there were
20 tours in one autumn period.
WEA went through its busiest
lime in laic 1976, with hundreds of
American acts in the UK for tours.
Moira Bellas said: "I've never
worked so hard in my life."
Both share the sentiment that the
music business was much more fun
when they started in it. Said Moira
Bellas: "The business needed to
grow up but it's lost some of the
daftness, which was fun. "Elly
Smith agreed: "It's not as
spontaneous and naive as it was. It's
more professionally run now. with
market research before release, just
like marketing any other product."
Is this why she has no desire to be
managing director?
"In a way," she said. "I enjoy
working with artists and I'd like to
be more closely involved with
building their careers — but I've no
wish to get involved with factory
problems."
The point is that you keep doing a
job only as long as you're getting
satisfaction from it. And both o'
them say that they still get a buzz il
they get somethinc in the nationals.
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NATALIE COLE
Thankful. Capitol EST inog.
Production: Chuck Jackson and
Marvin Yancy. Natalie Cole found a
DEAFSCHOOL
gap in the singles market two years
English Boys/Working Girls.
ago with This Will Be. and managed
Warner Brothers K 56450.
to fuse disco and suppcrclub styles
Producer: Robert John Lange. Deal
without sounding like a black
School have now readied ihcir third
Barbra Sicisand. With enough gold
album, and it almost certain that
and platinum discs and Grammy
their message will not fall on deaf
awards for people to forget whose
ears. Their last album. 2nd
daughter she is. Ms Cole consistently
Honevmoon, was well received
comes up with quality albums,
critically, and this one should have
immaculately produced and
an even better reception. A few years
fulfilling her claim to sing everything
aco, the band would have been
from Count Basic to Joni Mitchell
labelled Rosy Music, but in these
she mixes up tempo soul and jazz
davs of the new wave, they have
ballad with ease. This, her fourth
been labelled just that. But their
Capitol album leans toward the
music is very complicated, very
former but another tour is needed to
smooth, and always surprising. One
encourage good sales, and a hit
wonders what else it could be when
single would help.
***
the trio of vocalists glories in the
names Bette Bright. Enrico Cadillac
CARL PERKINS
and Eric Shark. Best Tracks:
Rocking Gultarman. Charly CR
Working Girls. Ronny Zamora,
300003. The Original Carl Perkins.
Morning After. Deaf School arc
Charly CR 30110. From the depths
currenify on a UK tour, so expect
of the Sun catalogue . . . yet again,
action in areas where they appear.
Charly surfaces with some fifties
magic. Carl Perkins is arguably the
VARIOUS
grandaddy of all the rockers,
Disco Stars. K-Tel NE 1022. Not to starling as he did before Elvis, and
be confused with the chart album putting an almost inimitable
Disco Fever, this one is right on the (almost, because as several tracks on
ball with 20 hits including the Mcco both these albums demonstrate, the
Star Wars theme and this year's Beatles did manage to imitate him
surprise Number One, Althia and
very well) stamp on modern music
Donna's Uptown Top Rankin'. Odd — the sound is unadulterated
inclusions are Smokie's Needles and
rockabilly on the fast tracks and
Pins and David Soul's Let's Have A
unashamed country on the ballads,
Quiet Night In, and nestling among all delivered professionally in the
the Hot Chocolates and Carl excellent Perkins voice. Although
Douglas are the Boomtown Rats,
there is some duplication of tracks
Roxy Music and Noosha Fox, which on the albums, there is enough of a
only goes to show how wide the spread to make both a tempting
disco classification can stretch.
prospect for the collector — and
there are quite a few rockabilly fans
around. Best tracks on both are
Honey Don't, Blue Suede Shoes,
TOM JONES
Boppin' The Blues and Dixie Fried
She's A Lady. EMI EMC 3205.
Producer: Gordon Mills. Originally (the last three duplicated). Good
catalogue items.
released in 1971 by Decca, and now
re-emerging via Jones' new deal with
EMI, this album was in fact one of SHIRLEY BASSEY
20 Golden Love Sings. EMI NTS
the best he ever made. It includes
133. Producers: Various. The title
Paul Anka's title song, Roy
speaks for itself — Miss Bassey
Orbison's In Dreams, Nothing
performs 20 of the best known
Rhymed by Gilbert O'Sullivan. a
standards including All The Things
big-voiced version of You're My
World, and soul classics like You Are, There Will Never Be
Another You, You'll Never Know.
Resurrection Shuffle. Musical
Let's Fall In Love and Come Back
arrangements are by the late Johnnie
To Me. The recordings all date from
Spence, and complement Jones' fine
the early Sixties, with a couple of
vocals.
exceptions, and there are some
excellent cuts taken from the album
JOE WALSH
made with Nelson Riddle in
So Far — So Good. Anchor ABCL she
1962. The singer's forthcoming 25ih
5240. The title just about sums up
anniversary tour will create
the album. It is a compilation of consumer
interest.
Walsh's four solo albums to date,
and as such demonstrates the truth
of the title. The music is good, and
could stimulate fans to look out the
(iiscauMcous
other albums. Walsh's pedigree is
good, with stints in the James Gang
BERTKAEMPFERT
and of course the Eagles, and with
Tropical Sunrise Polydor 2310 562.
the right promotion catalogue sales
Producer: Bert Kacmpfert. Recordof the solo albums could pick tip ed in London and enhanced by
some Eagles fans. The music is
presence in the percussion section of
mostly fairly heavy rock, all lovingly
the late Denis Lopez, this album of
brought forward by the production
exotica bears all the customary
skills of Bill Szymc/yk and John
Kaempfen hallmarks of taste,
Stronach. Best tracks: Rocky
imagination and orchestral polish.
Mountain Way, Welcome To The Apart from his arrangement of the
Club, Mother Savs and Time Out.
traditional Jump In The Line from
Trinidad and Jobim's Wave and
Baden Powell's Canto De Onanha
SHAM 69
from Brazil, all the tunes are from
Tell Us The Truth — Tell Me The
Kacmpfen's pen, and the opener,
Truth. Polydor Super 2383 491.
Footprints In The Sand, is
Producers: Jimmy Purscy and Peter
particularly appealing in melodic
Wilson. Much interest has been
terms,
while Swing And Sway lives
aroused in the pop press and
up to its title very adequately. Your
elsewhere b\ the appearance of this
Move has a La Bamba-type riff
new wave hand, whose recording
underlying it, and Shades Of Love is
track record to date has been two
very reminiscent of Jobim's
singles. Admittedly, the singles did
Fclicidade. but these are the only
not produce much action, but this
slight drawbacks in an LP of colour
their debut album may help them to
and interest which will repay
break where other punk bands have displaying
in shops with a good
already. The sound is the harsh,
MOR trade.
driving, manic rock associated with
punk, and the political nature of
most of the songs marks them out as
being in the Damned-Clash wing of CORRECTION
the new wave — songs like Ulster. In last week's MW, the number of
Borstal Breakout, George Davis is the Beatles Revival Band 1 P:
Innocent, all familiar concerns, and
I un, was published
all pin over in the familiar wnv. Frank
incorrectly. The correct number L
Telefunkcn AF6 23I9.
Q
n

NEWWAVE

Week
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

CHA RT
Week
1) BLONDIE - Denis (12")
30) PATRICK FITZGERALD - Safety Pin Stuck in My Heart
6) THE MIRRORS — Cure For Cancer
2) ELECTRIC CHAIRS - Fuck Off
4) BLITZKREIG BOP - Let's Go
**) JET BRONX - Ain't Doin' Nothin'
18) THE JERKS — Get Your Woofin' Dog Off Me
**) SQUEEZE — Take Me I'm Yours
13) JOHN COOPER CLARKE - Psycle Sluts
14) FLYS — Love And A Molotov Cocktail
**) SAINTS - Know Your Product
**) RAPED — Pretty Paedophiles
8) NATCHBAND - Cadillac (Made in U.S.A.)
12) ELTON MOTELLO - Jet Boy Jet Girl
**) NICK LOWE — I Love the Sound of Breaking Glass
24) RIKKI + LAST DAYS ON EARTH - Loaded
25) CORTINAS Defiant Pose
21) CANNIBALS - Good Guys
5) CHINA STREET — You're a Ruin
**) THE FRONT — System
**) WRECKLESS ERIC — Reconnez Cherie
10) THE ADVERTS - No Time to be 21
17) FLYS - Bunch of Five (E.P.)
20) REZILLOS — (My Baby Does) Good Sculptures
11) THE DOLL — Don't Tango on my Heart
30) HARRY TOLEDO - Busted Chevrolet
19) THE UNWANTED - Withdrawal
29) METAL URBAIN - Paris Maquis
26) THE MANIACS - Chelsea 77
23) LANDSCAPE - U2 x ME1 x 2 MUCH
** Denotes new entry
or re-entry into charts
NEW

H

RELEASES
GENERATION X - Ready Steady Go
ROOGALATOR — Zero Zero
THE CLASH — Clash City Rockers
TUBE WAY ARMY - That's Too Bad
GLORIA MUNDI - Fight Back
PUMPHOUSE GANG — Motorcity Fantasy
THE ELECTRIC CHAIRS - Eddie + Sheena O.K?
Cut .jlonij she jhovo It;-." .jncl imffj ch-lf! Into wmHow 'liSPKiy
ORDER YOUR FREE NEW WAVE WINDOW DISPLAY BOARD NOW1

To rMce.vf ttoct seruj
remittanc? to

NEW WAVE DEPARTMENT
841 Harrow Road, London, NW10 5NH.
Telephone Order Desk; 01 969 8344 (4 lines)
Telephone; 01 969 7155 (7 lines) ft 969 5255
Telex. 927813 LARREC

Order Form
NAME
ADDRESS
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new single

MORE

LIKE THE

MOVIES
CL15967

from the album

A LITTLE MT MORE

-m
■ -' 7 • .■ ■•

W IMol ItpM BtCffjj 1'4
RECORDS^.
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INDEX
ALLAN, Johnnie /Peter Fowler
BANNED
BELL. Simon
BETHNAL
BOONE. Debby
BROWN, Veda-'Jean Knight
CARPENDALE, Howard
CHARO & The Salsoul Orchestra
COUGAR. Johnn.e
COVERDALE, David
FORDE, John
FORTUNE, Johnnie
FRANCIS, Connie
GARRETT, Leif
GENESIS
GORILLA'S
GOSSEZ, Pierre
GUILLORY. Isaac
HAFLA, Abou
HAYWOOD, Leon
JAMBO
KELLY MARIE
KOOLSKOOL
LA1NE, Fronkie
LEGENDARY LONNIE
LORD. John
MEXICANO
MICHELE
MIDLER, Bet
MITCHELL. Joni
MOTELLO. Elton
MURRAY. Billy
NATCHBAND
NETWORK
NOTTINGHAM FOREST '
PAPER LACE
O'CONNER. Des
O'JAYS

c
c

P
W
M
T
D1
8
A
D
8
R
F
1

C
L
A
8
T
M
'
S
W
'
M
M
S
0
J
H
C
S
W
I
I

LISTINGS
ABC
ALL NIGHT LONG. Do You Wanna Buy
A Camel ABOU HAFLA. DJM DJS
10839 (C)
ATLANTIS. Instrumental. JOHN
FORDE. EMI 2763(E)
AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS PT. 1, At
The Top Of The Stairs Pt. 2, WILD
HONEY, R.K. RK 1005IA)
AUTOMATIC LOVER, Destroy,
VIBRATORS, Epic EPC 6137 (C)
BABY RECONSIDER. Would I. LEON
HAYWOOD, Fantasy FTC 151 (E)

PFARI 9
D
philups;jefi;:::
v:::.*
PINNS.Suii
R
PLANET GONG
0
OUATRO Si./i
I
RADIATORS
•■-M
ROCABILLY RAIDERS THE KILLER. H
ROBBING. Marty
T
SCAGGS Boz
N
SCOTT'HERON. Gil
H
SHAPIRO. Helen
E
SHOWADDYWADDY
I
SITLER. Bunny
L
SLAUGHTER & The Dogs
Q
SMITH. Ronnie
F
SOLAR SEARCHER
F
SOUTHERN, Ronii
F
SPACE
R
SPLINTER
N
STRAKER, Peter
J
SUBURBAN STUDS
I
SUNSET BOMBERS
I
SYLVESTER. Terry
S
TAVARES
T
TEECEE'S
D
THOMAS, D.J
E
UNWANTED
S
VIBRATORS
A
WARWICK. Dionne
D
WHITAKER. Mick
W
WILD. Danny & The Wildcats
M
WILD HONEY
A
WRECKLESSERIC
R
YOUNG. John Paul
L
YOUNGER. Cole
S
D|STR1BUT0RSC0DE

A - Pyo, C - CBS. W - WEA, E - EMI. F
- Phonodisc. H — H. R. Taylor, L —
Lugtons. R - RCA, S - Solecta, X - Clyde
Factors, 2 - Entorpise, CR - Creole. P Pinnacle, T ~ Transatlantic. SH —
Shannon, SA - Saga Cream.

c c u
c
n
ORCHESTRA. Salso-.n SSOL101 (E)
wsco
?•. i pisoo love Bhe
Pt lovejte
- 2-JHE TEE CEtS' 0JM DJS
108
1
,DI c n , tu c «
DOUBLE TROUBLE. One In The Eye for
Love, THE PEARLS. Ebony EYE 8 (R)
DO YOU BELIEVE IN LOVE AT FIRST
SIGHT, Do I Have To Cry, DIONNE
WARWICK, Warner Brothers K
17104 (F1
DRAGSTER. Soul Surfer, JOHNNY
FORTUNE, Sonet SON 2139 (A)
EVERYBODY LOVE'S A RAIN SONG.
Dusty Roads, D.J. THOMAS, MCA
351(E)
EVERY LITTLE BIT HURTS. Touchin'
Wood. HELEN SHAPIRO. Arista
^ ARIST 178 (F1
FIRST ENCOUNTER, Another
Encounter, THE SOLAR SEACHER,
Mercury 6007 169 (F)
FOLLOW ME FOLLOW YOU, Ballard Of
Big, GENESIS. Charisma CB 309 (F)
FUNK IS A FOUR LETTER WORD.
Moving Too Fast, RONJI
SOUTHERN, Mercury 6007 170 (F)
FUNK REACTION. When The Night Is
Right. RONNIE SMITH, T.K. TKR
6021 (Cl
OLII
UHI
GIVING IT PLENTY. Love Like
Lightning, SIMON BELL. Pye 7N
46050 (A)
heart AMD THE STONE I Don', Wan,
BILLY
1°
^
MURRAY,
State STAT 72 (W)
HELLO SUNDAY! HELLO ROAD), The
Bottle. GIL SCOTT'HERON, Arista
ARIST 12169 (F)
H1M OR ME. You Dirty Rat, THE

BRE

V
rnw0RnA; p0pPurple
Tpi
COVERDALE,
PUR 136 IE)
BURNING BRIDGES, Let's Go Where
IS AM?.C D . wmeonc?ooi (??,N,NIE
I From
r
CADILLAC (MADE U S.A.), Being
V H
lAoln
'Ih
NATCHBAND,
Far
In
FARS 01 (Lightning)

K*! C AN E
ORAinFRR'TMF
C K i"1"9 Dixie,
RnrKARlilY
K.UER^un CYS IOBMa"5' ^
I CANT
MYSELF. I Can't
Contro1CONTROL
Mvself SUN
7omhip 7 7676'(F) SET BOMBERS,
, CAN
'T HELp Pve
MYSELF.
O'CONNOR
7N 46052Sam,
(A) DES

CA

'

A HeV E erV 0dV D
RODNF
th VK ?7nq7
BOONE, W
Warner RBrothers
17097
rnMrcDTo c • d.cddc
/-occcv
E E G0SSEZ
c^ti ^oI'aaA
'
oainim oM
(w /
O
IT
C
Lft-r
DANCE A LITTLE BIT CLOSER, CuchioCuchio, CHARO & THE SALSOUL

HU

CANT

HID E
11/5 EaSV ,<00L
SKOOL MCA' '350 (E)
if you can t give e love
'
M
. Cream
Dreams,
SUZIE GUATRO, RAK 271
mn
I HATE
SCHOOL.
Power,
SUBURBAN
STUDS.Young
Pogo 2 (W)
| LOVE MUSIC. Love Train, O'JAYS.
Philadelphia P1R 6093 (C)

IMAGE OF A STAR, Getting It Together,
JOHN LORD. R.K. 1006(A)
I NEED A LOVER, Born Reckless,
JOHNNIE COUGAR. Riva R1VA 14
(W1
IT'S MY LIFE, My Son's Alive. THE
GORILLA'S. Raw 14(C/CR)
I WONDER WHY. Everloving.
SHOWADDYWADDY Arista ARIST
174(F)
JL
JACKIE, I've Been To Hell And Back,
PETER STRAKER. EMI 2758 (E)
JET BOY JET GIRL, Pogo Pogo. ELTON
MOTELLO. Lightning LIG 508 (W)
LET ME PARTY WITH YOU PT. 1, Let
Me Party With You Part 2, BUNNY
SITLER. Salsoul SSOL 102(E)
LOVE IS IN THE AIR, Won't Let This
Feeling Go By. JOHN PAUL
YOUNG, AriolaARO 117(A)
LOVE'S REVIVAL, Ship In The Window,
ISAAC GUILLORY. Charisma CB 308
(Fi
MN
MAGIC LOVE, Magic Love Pt. 2.
MICHELE, Pye 7N 25770(A)
MAKE LOVE TO ME, Sentimental Kisses,
Kelly Marie. Pye 7N 46044 (A)
MEAN EVIL DADDY. Old Bill Boogie,
DANNY WILD & THE WILDCATS,
Raw 12(C/CR)
MILLION DOLLAR HERO, Prison Bars,
THE RADIATORS, Chiswick NS 29
(C)
MOVE UP STARSKY, Give Me Little
Loving, MEXICANO, Ice GUY 6 (A)
MR BIG STUFF, Short Stepping, VEDA
BROWN'JEAN KNIGHT, Stax 2007
(E)
NEW YORK CITY, Baby Love.
SPLINTER. Warner Brothers K 17116
(W)
1993, A Clue. BOZ SCAGGS, CBS 6096
(C)
OP
OFF NIGHT BACK STREET. Jericho.
JONI MITCHELL. Elekta'Asylum K
13110 (W)
OPIUM FOR THE PEOPLE, Poet For
Sale, PLANET GONG, Affinity AFS
101 (A)
PROMISED LAND. One Heart One Song,
JOHNNIE ALLAN/PETE FOWLER,
Stiff LOT 1 (E)

QRS
QUICK JOEY SMALL, Come On Back
SLAUGHTER & THE DOGS. Decca F
13758 (S)
RECONNEZ CHERRIE, Rags 8 Tatters
WRECKLESS ERIC. Stiff BUY25(E)'
ROCK ME SLOWLY. Saturday. JEFF
PHILLIPS. RCA PB 5071 (R)
RULE BRITANNIA, Jerusalem, SUZl
PINNS, Polydor2001 770(F)
RUN AROUND SUE, California Blues.
LEIF GARRETT, Atlantic K 11090 (W)
RUNNING IN THE CITY, Airforce,
SPACE. Pye 7N 25769 (A)
SAVE ME, SAVE ME, Polly, NETWORK.
Epic EPC 6150(C)
SAY GOODBYE TO HOLLYWOOD.
Empty Bed Blues, BET MIDLER,
Atlantic K 11083 (W)
SECRET POLICE, These Boots Are Made
For Walking. THE UNWANTED. Raw
15 (C 'CR)
SEND IN THE CLOWNS, Hey Hey Jesus,
FRANKIE LAINE, Polydor 2058 982
(F)
SHE'S NOT MY LOVER, Don't Use Me,
COLE YOUNGER, Magnet MAG 112
(C)
SILVER AND GOLD. Realistic Situation,
TERRY SYLVESTER. Polydor 2058
985(FI
TW
THEME FROM CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
OF THE THIRD KIND. Even Closer.
JAMBO, Polydor 2058 996 (F)
THE GHOST OF LOVE, Being With You,
TAVARES, Capitol CL 15968 (E)
Tl AMO, Just Another Town, HOWARD
CARPENDALE. Lightning LIG 510
(W)
TRY A LITTLE TENDERNESS. To Get To
You, MARTY ROBBINS, CBS 6119
(C)
WE GOTTA GET OUT OF THIS PLACE,
The Outcome, BETHNAL, Vertigo
BET 1 (F)
WE'VE GOT THE WHOLE WORLD, The
Forest March. NOTTINGHAM
FOREST/PAPER LACE, Warner
Brothers K 17110 (W)
WHEN A MAN LOVES A WOMAN,
Pretty Girls, MICK WHITAKER,
Rubber ADUB 013 (S)
WINE GLASS ROCK, Baby's Gotta
Rockin' Machine, THE LEGENDARY
LONNIE. Charly CYS 1032 (A)

Some things are better-taken slowly

A great new single from Jeff Phillips,

1

#

Rock Me Slowly

WD.i.AV
...•
•VV
€■
ass,
f---• •
ItCil

"V

PB 5071

For telephone orders ring:
7
u
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(London) 01-950 2134
(Birmlngham)021-5253000
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FREDA

PAYNE

with her first album

on the Capitol label

STARES & WHISPERS
yares cAnd 'Whispers

dreclci IWne

4

M.
v

:

EST 11700

featuring

-LOVEKUGNET

'■ &
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FM c' Cjp'lc* Btiyds !x
records^.

Order from EMI now
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DISCS

THcnusr
Rock Bottom is a large record
cash and carry wholesaler.
It offers the trade record buyer
an extensive choice of all the
COnPLETE major labels.
Compare these features:

/yi^/oPENING TIMES
Monday-Thursday 9am-7.30pm. Late night
Friday 9am-9pm. Closed on Saturday,
open Sunday 10am-2pm.
LOCATION
Just off Purley Way (A23), ideally situated for
the Southern Home Counties and South
London.

PRICE
Up to £150 dealer price-r-2^-% handling.
RECORD Over £1 50 strictly dealer price.
DELIVERY SERVICE
We offer a fast and efficient delivery service
anywhere on the UK mainland. Any order
telephoned through before 12 noon from
Monday to Friday will be despatched the
UH0I£S<U£B same day.

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS
WELCOME
We are only 30minsfrom Gatwick and 1 ^hrs
from Dover. Telephone for details.
persona/o/m
to every eustome/n

PARKING
There is a large FREE car park on the premises.
SELECTION
Everything from Classical to Punk.

Of 1HE

SELF-SELECTION
All the stock is displayed in open browsers,
including chart material, best sellers and T.V.
MINES albums etc—

Visit Bob Miller at
Rock Bottom
8 Commerce Way
Croydon Surrey
CR04XA
Telephone: 01 -680 4533
he's waiting to serve you

car
park
Z

philips factory
Rock Bottom

dart esso
garage
6

POSITIONS

to london
traffic
streatham
lights
thornton
heath
O
purley way A23
to
O
o
bnghton gatwick
and crawley

f

AGENCY
SALES/PROMOTION
PEOPLE

Good
Marketing Managers
Are A Rarity

We haven't got one. We need one. If you
thinkyou fit the bill apply/n vvr/t/ng only

We need people to sell and promote our records in
the North of England/London & Northern Home
Counties/London & Southern Home Counties.
Applicants must possess the ability to sell to the
trade as well as establish accepted communication
with the media. Relevant experience would be an
advantage. We offer a basic salary, attractive
commission scheme and Company car.
Applications to:
Personnel Department,
B & C RECORDS 01-969 6651
326 KENSAL ROAD, LONDON W10 5BL.

to Gail Colson Joint Managing Director,
Charisma Records Ltd.,
90 Wardour Street, London W1 •
AH applications will

Owing to expansion within the Group,

PROMOTIONS
SHOWSHIRTS
Custom printed T-shirts,
Sweatshirts. Paper Jackets. Badges
Car Stickers & Hats.
Competitive prices.
Any quantity undertaken.
331 Hoydons Road,
London S.W.19
Telephone: 540 8709 or 540 7015

THE MANOR STUDIOS
and
THE MANOR MOBILE
now have vacancies for experienced
RECORDING ENGINEERS
Applicants should call BARBARA on Kldlinglon (08675) 2128
or write to THE MANOR. Shipton on Cherwell. Kldlinglon.
Oxon OX51JL.

i

Change your boss.
Change your secretary.
Changes can do both.
If you need Changes
in your life.
Call; 937 8807

WHEN
REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS
PLEASE
MENTION
MUSIC WEEK
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT RATES

SEGREGATE!
Pop

DISCS

CL

4SSlC

Effective 1st January, 1978, Music Week Classified
Advertisement rates are:
£6.50 per single column inch.
Box number charge 75p, and series
discounts will remain at: —
6 insertions 10% 13 insertions 15%.
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ADVERTISEMENTS ARE
SOLD BY THE SINGLE COLUMN INCH (MINIMUM
CHARGE £6.50)
The per word rate is discontinued.
The copy deadline is Bookings Wednesdays; Artwork Thursday
5pm. one week prior to publication. Advertisements may be
submitted as flat artwork or typed copy for typesetting.
Payment in full must accompany each advertisement.
For further infomiation contact Felicity Briski. Tel: 01-836 1522.
40 Long Acre, Covent Garden, Lcndon WC2.
MUSIC WEEK cannot be held responsible for claims arising out
of advertising on the classified pages.

EQUIPMENT
CLEAR PVC RECORD
COVERS
Manufactured by ourselves from Raw Material — to
film - to covers in 500 gauge seamless PVC film,
having nylon-like strength for 7" singles and 12" LP
Records.
BUY BULK DIRECTLY
a RECEIVE DELIVERIES B Y RETURN
Phone/write now for Samples/Prices

e

d/e

With record dividers from
"SIGNS FAW1ILIAR"
smmiuih. rt'uto. plasbc tocuul ibviiim
with small ulna li.tjihlc HeatliiWS
(Dlini (Mtlo symbols m colout il (aiuiiad)
UtibeatatiiB prices Fasi service Rmq or write
SIGNS FAMILIAR,
Howdale, Downham Market,
Norfolk PE38 9AL.
Phone: (03663)2511/4.
(Irish customers please
contact: August Engraving Co. Ltd.,
9 Burgh Quay,
Dublin 2.
Tel: 783288 or 783325).

FOR SALE
1 > 6'3" Browser (4 tier) 1 x 5' Dble
sided (3 tier) 2 x 5' Wall Hung (4 tier)
fittings + 1 Ateka Cass'Cart.
Floor standing. AH as new. Giveaway
at £250. Also Purpose built sales desk
- white melamine and mahogany.
£100 ono.
Phone 330 3023 evenings.

PANMER LTD Telephone 01-444 7211
130 Muswell Hill Broadway, London N10 3RU

DANDA
POLYTHENE

FOR SALE
LP Browser rack, 2 Securetle
casette racks, 1 free standing
open display cassette rack, 1
LP storage rack. Reasonable
offers to Graduate Records,
Dudley (0384)59048.

RECORD
CARRIER BAGS
All Types & Sizes of Carrier Bags at real CUT prices
SPECIAL OFFER FOR 1978
Full size 14" x 16" for LP Records
Printed to your own specifications on both sides of the bag.
150 Gauge -£12.50 per 1,000
minimum order 25,000
Stock Record Bags always available
Immediate delivery — from £11.25 per 1,000
Quick delivery
For further details £r samples send coupon or
telephone: 01 -889 5693/4.
VISIT US AT DISCATEX 78
Cumberland Hotel, Marble Arch, London.
March 6, 7 & 8.
DANDA
^Name
PACKAGING
1 Address
CO. LTD.
198 Whittington Rd. I
Bowes Park.
I Type of business
London N.22
01-8895693.4.
| Tel:
MW
J
DISPLAY TITLES
BROWSER DIVIDERS
for CLASSIFICATION OF
ARTISTS, COMPOSERS, etc.
Enquiries for samples
HUNT-LEIGH
(ShOAcara (t Oepiay) Co , 119
AJrenburg Garflens. London bwi t
UQ. Tc-i- 01-223 3315

PVC ALBUM COVERS
LP size ONLY C55.00 per 1,000
Double LP size from C95.00 per
1.000. 200 & 500 gauge Polyihene
Covers also ai best prices (plus
VAT). C.W.O. to:
M & G PACKAGING LTD
53 Paviilion Drive,
Leigh-on-Sea. Essex.
Tel: 0702712381

CLEAR P.V.C. RECORD COVERS
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving
maximum strength.- Buy direct from the
manufacturer at keenest prices, by return delivery.
Samples, prices and discounts on application.
CLEAR POLYTHENE RECORD COVERS
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM
LP size: 1000, £25 including VAT and carriage.
Samples of all items available.
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester) LIMITED
10/12 DARTFORD ROAD, LEICESTER, LE27PQ
Tel: 0533 833691
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We are the first 1 stop to
offer these terms to allow
you to make a larger
THIS WEEKS
profit!
special
offer
ALWAYS IN STOCK . . .
J
UST ARRIVeo
Top 60 Albums. Top 50 Singles.
MOOs
ofM.F.p,
Large selection of tapes. Many
cutouts, deletions, overstocks.
overstocks 38p
each. Geoff Love,
Different ranges of accessories
including comprehensive stock of
Jack Pamefl,
blank tapes.
^es O'Connor,
• Tv Albums • Rock • Soul
CHIa Black, etc.
• M.O.R. • Regaae • Jazz
• Punk • Classical always
Quantity diSco unts
available
LONDON'S LEADING 1-STOP
Some of our services ... on the House - •Free Car Parking
• Country wide delivery and special London Delivery?
WARRENS 1
Stop Records
16/18 Hollen Street,
(off Wardour Street, London wi
Phone: 01-734 6822/3/4
or 01-439 2425
Enquiries — Ask for Bob
or Beverley
Mon-Fri: 9-7.
Sat: 10-1. Sun: 10-2.

S. GOLD & SONS LTD.
Can ANY other wholesaler
even match this???
Top 1.000 IPs always in stock.
Plus Top 200 Cassettes and Cartridges.
Top selling singles.
Plus hundreds of oldies.
Accessories including Blank Cassettes. Cassette and Cartridge
cleaners. Polythene covers only £6.50 per 1.000.
24 hour service to Northern Ireland, Holland. Belgium, West
Germany, France and Eire.
E.xeellent carrier service to U.K. and all other countries.
Our prices arc the absolute lowest. Strict trade -4-3% handling
charge.
Our new Cash & Carry and distribution Warehouse is now open at:
779 HIGH ROAD. LEYTONSTONE. LONDON E.I 1
Telephone 01-556 2429
A nsuphone after 6 p. in. and weekends
£1.000.000 CASH BUDGET
available for unwanted or
deleted stereo LP's, B-tracks
and Cassettes. Highest prices
paid. No quantiiy is too large or
too small. Phone, telex, write
or visit us for a generous cash
offer. SCORPIO MUSIC, 2933
River Road, Croydon, PA
19020. U.S.A Phone: 215-785
1541 or Telex 843366.
Recstapes CRDN.

r

Stereo albums 8p each.
Famous artists and labels.
Write COLOSSEUM
RECORDS. 134 S. 20th
Street, Philadelphia, PA
19103, U.S.A.

£50,000 cash
available for purchasing bulk stocks of excess, deleted or
bankrupt records/tapes.
Our representatives will call to view, and make a firm
immediate CASH OFFER.
Convert your unwanted stocks into CASH now.
YOUR KNOW IT MAKES SENSE
Phone: - 01-965 6673/4 and 01-951 0992.
Mon-Fri., 9.30am — 5,30pm.
or write to: —
Sales Director, Harris £t Goldring Ltd., la, Wendover
Road, Harlesden, London, N.W.10.

ox

\'

/t
BARRENS-..

REGGAE
We are the largest wholesalers of Reggae in the
country.
Top import LP's, singles, 12" 45's always in stock.
Send now for our new wholesale list.
Export orders welcome.
VANDISC SALES LiMiTED
104 Grove Lane, Handsworth,
Birmingham B21 9HATelephone 021 236 9201

RECORD BARGAINS
' Always 1000's of Bargains &
Deletions.
* All Top 50 singles and LP's
kept in stock.
* Best Discounts given.
' Fast efficient service.
* Open 6 full days a week.
* Cash and carry or Delivery
arranged.
' Export enquires welcomed.
' Overstocks bought
Phone. Write or Call.
PEARSONS RECORDS
29, Rawson Place,
Bradford Yorkshire.
Telephone 0274-27845.
Telex 517527.

DELETIONS/OVERSTOCKS
Current Catalogue Latest
Lists
MUSIC MERCHANDISERS
90 Ashdown Road,
Eastleigh, Hants. SOB
1QG
BEST CASH PRICES PAID
For LPs/singles'tapcs Budget or
Full price.
Buyer calls with cash for instant relief
and discreet service.
J & J RECORDS LTD.
Berkhampstcad (044 27) 5871

STUDIOS
THINK 8-TRACK
Our Studio is comfortable, fully air-conditioned, beautifully
designed and equipped, and producing the best 8-track
sound around.
Our Engineer is Jim Spencely. We are close by Finchley
Road tube, and our rates are reasonable.
Try usl Phone: 01-624 7785/6
IVAN BERG ASSOCIATES
(AN ATV COMPANY)
35a Broadhurst Gardens, Hampstead,
London N.W.6.
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BLACK RECORD ADAPTORS
250 - £2.25
500 - £4.00
1000 - £7.50
7/rj. white record covers (paperl 1500
00
Discounr
'nunnt^-'
quantities. ^-r7in white hard coversLarger
{400
min. €12). 1.000€28.
EX-JUKE BOX RECORDS
Recent from boxes. Limited Quantity.
Mm. sample 200 - €28).
P&P +
obovo rico
r wflin
P C.W.O.
(C.O.D.
extra)
Kennedy's,
'The
Glebe",
6 Church
Lane, OutwoQd, Nr. Wakefield WF1
2JT. Tel. Wakefield 822650, Leeds

CHARMDALE LTD
ALL TITLES IN STOCK
NOW
Aaii prices inc. Royalty, add
VAT

A8BA
"THE ALBUM"
£2.25
THE MOTOWN STORY
5LP Box Set
£4.50
THE FREE STORY (2LP)
Best of Free
£3.45
ABBA GOLDEN DOUBLE
(2LP)
£3.50
1GGYPOP
Metallic KO
£2.75
TODDRUNDGREN
Runt
£1.50
THE DOORS
Star Collection Vol. I . . £1.50
StarCollectionVol.il .£1.50
DAVID BOWIE
The Beginning
£1.85
THE PUNK
COLLECTION
£2.25
GONG
Vive Gong/Gong are Dead
12LP)
£3.75
MAGMA
Inedits (New LP)
£2.15
WILLIE ALEXANDER & THE
BOOM BOOM BAND
Debut
£3.20
VELVET UNDERGROUND
(2LP) Live '69
£4.50
BACCARA LP
£2.05
ROOGALATOR
Play it By Ear
£2.46
45s
IGGY POP - Sick of You
3-track pic. sleeve
EP
80p
SEX PISTOLS
Anarchy in the UK ... £1.00
BOOMTOWN RATS Looking after No. 1
12"
95p
GENESIS
Spot the Pigeon EP .... 45p
ALSO IN STOCK NOW
Top Selling
Elvis Presley
Catalogue
Top Selling 12" Singles
TV Advertised LPs
No carriage charge on
orders of 25LPs or more
AND MANY MORE
IMPORTS
DELETIONS
OVERSTOCKS
LPs AND CASSETTES
Visitors We'come
Cash/Quantity discounts nvni'ab'e
Write or telephone for our
latest lists
CHARMDALE LTD.
182 ACTON LANE,
LONDON N.W.10
Phone:01-961 2866
Telex: 931 945 HETREC

ADMINISTRATOR

UNITED ARTISTS RECORDS
require
ASSISTANT PRODUCT CONTROLLER
Based at their Head Office. Previous experience preferable but not
necessary; to deal specifically with sleeves and export stock
requirements.
This person should be stock and manufacturing orientated with a
desire to progress in this field.
Please apply in writing to:
FRAN BURGESS,
Product Controller,
United Artists Ltd.,
37-41 Mortimer Street, London W.I.

HIGHEST CASH
PRICES PAID
for LPs, cassettes or 8tracks,
overstocks,
deletions, etc.
NO QUALITY TOO
LARGE OR TOO SMALL
Contact Mike Campbell
for immediate cash offer
Tel: 01-961 3133.
Telex; 931 945 HETREC
CHARMDALE LIMITED
182 Acton Lane, London
N.W.10

Music Industry
CHAPPELL & CO. Limited, a large international music
publishing co., with offices in Bond Street, require an
Administrator for their music division. Applicants aged 2540 will have an accountancy background, and some
legal/copyright knowledge combined with experience
within the music industry. The ability to get on well with
people Is essential.
The position reports jointly to the Publishing and Financial
Management of the Company, and will entail the
preparation of management information, the monitoring of
Divisional performance against budget and an envolvement
in copyright, contract, and royalty procedures. There will
be a certain amount of liaison with writers and performers
in the music world.

A SENIOR MANAGERIAL POSITION
IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY
now exists in one of the fastest growing companies in
the music business.
Situated in the North-West of England.
Experience in stock control essential.
Write in strict confidence to:
BOX NO. MW483.

&

CALLERS
WELCOME

o

o
n

We are offering a very good salary, excellent fringe benefits
and a future within a progressive industry. Please write
giving details of age, qualifications work experience and
current salary to:
BETTY SMITH,
Personnel Manager,
CHAPPELL & CO. LIMITED,
50 New Bond Street,
London W1.

RECORD COMPANY
PHONOGRAM LIMITED
a leading major record and tape marketing
company and member of the international
Polygram Group of companies,
wish to recruit an

a
O
o

EXPERIENCED

e.

SALES

+V.AT.

REPRESENTATIVE
(To cover West London/Middlesex)
Applicants, male or female ideally residing within the
area must have had experience with a similar
company or in selling fast moving consumer based
goods. Aged 25-35 the appointee will be well
presented, self-motivated and determined to
progress.
In addition to a good commencing basic salary
which is negotiable depending on age and
experience, the company supplies a car an excellent
commission scheme, 4 weeks holiday p.a., pension
scheme, and staff purchasing facilities.
Apply in writing to:

(In Mixed Lots of 100 pcs.)
THIS PRICE INCLUDES CARRIAGE AND M.C.P.S. STAMP
Phone Now For Details Of This And Many Other Offers
PHONE 01-961 2866(SalesDesl<):3133
a
182, Acton Lane,
Harlesden, London,
England. N.W.10 6NF.
Telex: 8813067 (HETREC)

phonogram
sTslw/*

C. J. RYMAN,
0
Personnel Manager, Phonogram Limited.
129 Park Street, London W1.

IMPORTS . DELETIONS • OVERSTOCKS • LPS AND CASSETTES
by MARTIN STUDIOS

GROOVY (The Record Shop Owner)
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Tel. orders only 01-969 8344 (4 lines)

841 Harrow Road, London, NW10 5NH
Tel; 01-969 7155(7 lines) & 969 5255
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THREE

SINGLES CLIMBING TO THE TOP

/
ROYAYERS
i. i

His New Single

MY HOME TOWN

FREAKY DEARY

2017113

2066896

CAPITAL CUMBER

/

From The Forthcoming Album
LETS DO IT

SHAM 69
New Album
TELL US THE TRUTH
2383 491
Cassette 3170 491
The Single
THERE'S GO^NA 11
A BORSTAL BREAKOUT
2058 966

DONT MISS OUT ON THESE CHART BOUND SINGLES.
CHECK YOUR STOCKS NOW!

RINGO'records
PAGE 54

Order from Polydor's own distribution company: Phonodisc Limited,
Clyde Works, Grove Road, Romford, Essex, RM6 4QR. Telephone: 01-590 7766,

polvclor
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CHART FOR
period
FEB4FEB.10
This

O- PLATINUM IP
(f million sales)
# » GOLD LP
(C300,000 on or
after 1st Jan. '77)
□ - SILVER LP
(€150.000 on or
aher 1st Jan. 77)
1 = RE-ENTRY

I

Last
Wks. on
Week Chart

This Last Wks. on
TITLE/ARTIST/PRODUCER
LABEL & NO./DISTRIB.
Week Week Chart
TITLE/ARTIST/PRODUCER
LABEL & NO./DISTRIB.
q THE ALBUM
EMIEMA 785(E)
GREATEST
HITS
Epic EPC 85052(C)
Abba IB Andorsson/B. Ulvnous)
6
Olivia Newton John
31 19
D VARIATIONS
IN FULL BLOOM
MCA MCF2824(E)
Warner Brothers K 56394 (W)
Andrew Lloyd Webber (Andrew Lloyd Webber)
1
Rose Royce
32
q RUMOURS
K-Tel NE 1004 (K)
30 GREATEST
Warner Bros K 56344 (W»
Fleotwood Mac (Fleetwood Mac/Dashut/Caillat)
15
O Gladys Knight & The Pips
33 26
0 reflections
20 COUNTRY CLASSICS
CBS 10006(C)
CB3/Worwick PR 5040 (M)
10
Andy Williams
Tammy Wynette
34 17
q OUTOFTHEBLUE
JetUAR 100(E)
THE MUPPETSHOW VOL. 2
Pye NSPH 21 (A)
Electric Light Orchestra IJoff Lynno)
The Muppets (Jim Henson)
35
# GREATEST HITS
GTQGTLP 028(C)
WE MUST BELIEVE IN MAGIC
Unitod Artists UAG 30108 (E)
6
Donna Summer
Crystal Gayle (Allen Reynolds)
36 15
Q FOOTLOOSE AND FANCY FREE
Riva RVLP 5 (W)
RUNNING ON EMPTY
Asylum K 53070 (W)
6
Rod Stewart (Tom Dowd)
37 28
Jackson Browne (Jackson Browne)
Elektra K 52062 (W)
Vertigo 9102 014 IF)
ROCKIN' ALL OVER THE WORLD
n THE SOUND OF BREAD
13
^ Broad (David Giftes)
38 34
Status Quo (Pip Williams)
q DISCO FEVER
K-Tol NE 1014 (K)
HOTEL CALIFORNIA
Asylum K 53051 (W)
6
Various
Eagles (Bill Szymczyk)
39 46
THE BEATLES LOVE SONGS
PERILOUS JOURNEY
Parlophone PCSP 721 (F)
Electric IRIX 4 (A)
2
The Beatles
Gordon Giltrap (Jon Miller/Rod Edwards/Roger Hand)
40 49
DRASTIC PLASTIC
EXODUS
Harvest SHSP 4091 (E)
Island ILPS 9498 (E)
11
Bo Bop Deluxe (John Lockie/Bill Nelson)
Bob Marley & The Wallers (Bob Marley & The Wailers)
41
NEW BOOTS AND PANTIES
STAINED CLASS
CBS 82430(C)
Stiff SEEZ4(E)
12
Ian Dury (Peter Jennor/Lauria Latham/Rick Walton)
Judas Priest
42
CBS 86051 (C)
ALL'N'ALL
COUNTRY GIRL MEETS COUNTRY BOY CBS/Warwick PR 5039 (C)
Earth Wind & Fire
Various
43
Logo 1001 (T)
FLORAL DANCE
A STAR IS BORN
CBS8602i(C)
37
□ THE
o Soundtrack (Phil Ramone)
Brighouse & Rastrick Band
44
K-Tel NE 1006 (K)
FEELINGS
THE MUPPETSHOW
Pye NSPH 19(A)
O Various
45 42
Muppets (Jim Henson)
A NEW WORLD RECORD
Jet UAG300i7{Ei
Magnet MAG 5020 (Cl
DARTS
35
Electric Light Orchestra, (Jeff Lynne)
Darts (Richard Hartley/Tommy Boyce)
46
20 GOLDEN GREATS
Motown EMTV5(E)
Epic EPC 69218(C)
GREATEST HITS
21
O Abba (B. Andersson/B. Ulvaeus)
o Diana Ross & The Supremes
47 24
United Artists UAS 30104 (El
CITY TO CITY
MINDTHE BOLLOCKS, HERE'S THE
« NEVER
16
Virgin V 2086(C)
Gerry Raferty (Hugh Murphy/Gerry Rafferty)
48
SEX PISTOLS Sex Pistols (Chris Thomas/Bill Price)
Mercury 9100 042(F)
A FAREWELL TO KINGS
Epic EPC 86018(C)
ARRIVAL
23
Rush (Rush/Terry Brown)
o Abba (B. Andersson/B. Ulvaeus)
49
Harvest SHVL 804(E)
THE DARK SIDE OFTHE MOON
Atlantic K 50444 (W|
PASTICHE
6
o Pink Floyd (Pink Floydl
50 41
Manhattan Transfer (Tim Hauser)
Chrysalis CHR 1158(F)
PUTTIN'ON THE STYLE
DJM DJH 20520(C)
# GREATEST HITS VOL. 2
22
Lonnie Donegan (Adam Faith)
51
Elton John
Virgin V 2095 (C)
RCA RS 1094 (R1
WHITE MUSIC
□ BEST FRIENDS
3
29
XTC (John Leckio)
52 38
Cleo Laine & John Williams
DJM DJH 20442 (C)
K-Tel NE 1008 (K)
ELTON J O H N 'S G R E ATEST H ITS
40 NUMBER ONE HITS
1
o Elton
53
Various
THE JOHNNY MATHIS COLLECTION
CBS 88278(C)
20th Century BTD 541 (A)
# STAR WARS
6
o Johnny Mathis
54 40
Soundtrack - London Symphony Orchestra
RCA PL 12522 (R)
HEROES
Asylum K 63003 (W)
DON JUAN'S RECKLESS DAUGHTER
17
David Bowie (David Bowie/Tony Visconti)
55 51
Joni Mitchell (Joni Mitchell/Henry Lewy)
Wamor Brothers
QUARTER MOON IN A TEN CENTTOWN
EMI EMA784 (El
# NEWS OFTHE WORLD
4
Emmylou Harris (Brian Ahorn)
56 55
K 66443 (W)
33
Queen (Queen)
CBS 82265 (C)
I'M GLAD YOU'RE HEREWITH ME TONIGHT
CBS86044(C)
MENAGERIE
6
30
•
Neil Diamond (Bob Gaudio)
57
39
Bill Withers
Chrysalis CHR 112S(F)
Asylum K 53017 (W)
ENDLESS FLIGHT
^ THEIR GREATEST HITS 1971-75
1 o Loo Sayer (Richard Perry)
58
36
^■7 The Eagles (-)
CBS 88272(C)
CBS 10007 (Cl
HITS ETC.
MOONFLOWER
12
• GREATEST
59 32
Paul Simon
18
Santana
Sire 9103 328(F)
TALKING HEADS 77
RCA PL 12521 (R)
I WANT TO LIVE
Talking Heads (Tony Bongiovi/Tony Erdely)
60
25
John Denver (Milton Okun)
29
& John Williams
22 SANTANA
Lonnio
51 LAINE, Cleo
1,17.19 DONEGAN;
Leo
58
ABBA
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA. 24 SAYER,
DURY, Ian
12 LONDON
....10 EAGLES
SEX
PISTOLS
18
BEATLES
MANHATTAN
TRANSFER
20
28,39 MARLEY. Bob & The Wallers
Paul.
59
BE BOP DELUXE
11 SIMON.
EARTH WIND & FIRE
13 MATHIS, Johnny
STAR
IS
BORN
44
54
ALBUM CHARTS ARE CATEGORISED
LIGHT ORCHESTRA 5,46 MITCHELL. Joni
^^HO^RASTmCKBAND:::^ ELECTRIC
STATUS QUO
38 MW
25 STEWART,
ONE LISTING OF 120 RECORDS
FEELINGS
15
Rod
7 FROM
BREAD
MUPPETS
34.35
COMPILED
BY BMRB ON RETURNS FROM
FLEETWOOD
MAC
3
Donna
6 375 CONVENTIONAL
BROWN, Jackson
NEWTON JOHN. Olivia
31 SUMMER.
40
NUMBER
ONE
HITS
23
RECORD OUTLETS.
TALKING
HEADS
60
COUNTRY GIRL MEETS
PINK FLOYD
50 WEBBER, Andrew Lloyd
GAYLE.
Crystal
36
2 SALES THROUGH OTHER THAN REGULAR
COUNTRY BOY
^ GILTRAP, Gordon
26
40 QUEEN
WILLIAMS,
Andy
4
SHOPS
AND
DEPARTMENTS
ARE NOT
^-3
RAFFERTY,
Gerry
48
DARTS John
-o HARRIS. Emmylou
56
Bill
27 INDICATED. CHART COVERS LPs RETAILING
BOYCE
32 WITHERS,
DENVER,
„
JOHN, Elton
21,53 ROSE
0
WYNETTE.
Tammy
34
ROSS.
Diana
&
The
Supremos
47
AT £1.49 AND UPWARDS.
DIAMOND. Neil
42
3' JUDAS PRIEST
52
49 XTC
DISCO FEVER
KNIGHT. Gladys ft The Pips
33 RUSH
F - Phonodisc. R - RCA, S - Solecta, Z - Enterprise K - K-Tol, D - Arcade. B - Ronco, M - Multiple Sound — Y — Relay, Q - Charmdale
DISTRIBUTORS CODE A - Pye , C - CBS. W - WEA. E - EMI
DISTINCT CERTAINTIES
W00k

LIV£5Tlf

RELEASED IN MARCH
OUT NOW

- K.?<
KU.
AV
GET 1

TOO
NCEOocjr
CAKT
£W cwkt
ro fimcrt-

fczKlV.
BLACK 12"
SEEZ6

BROWN 10"
SEEZ B6
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forecast
o
MILLION (PLATINUM)
0
DISTRIBUTORS CODE
= V4 MILLION (GOLD)
Pyo, C - CBS. W - WEA, E - EMI, F
= V* MILLION (SILVER)
— Phonodisc, H - H. R. Taylor, L —
Lugtona, R - RCA, S — Selacta, X o
= SALES INCREASE
Clyde Factors, Z - Enterprise, CR —
Creole, D — Saydisc, P — Pinnacle. V —
OVER LAST WEEK
Virgin
MUSIC WEEK, FEBRUARY 25,1978
This Last Wks. on titic
ARTIST
Week Week Chart
^
PRODUCER
STAR BREAKERS
LABEL & NO. PUBLISHER
TAKE
A
CHANCE
ON
ME
Abba
4
READY
STEADY GO Generation X,
1
Epic EPC 5950 Bocu
B. Andersson/B. Ulvaeus
^ £ 1
Chrysalis CHS 2207
CLASH
CITY
Clash, CBS 5834
6
FIGARO
Brotherhood
of
Man
2
Pye 7N 46037 Tony Hiller/ATV Music
Tony Hiller SOMETIMESROCKERS.
02
WHEN WE TOUCH. Dan
Hill,
20th
Century
BTC
2355
COME
BACK
MY
LOVE
Darts
5
T. Boyce/R. Hartley WALK IN LOVE. Manhattan Transfer,
Magnet MAG 110 Carlin
©£ 3 4
Atlantic K 11075
PASS YOU BY ETC.. Tobi
7 WISHING ON A STAR Rose Royce
6
Norman Whitfield TIME
Warner Brothers K 17060 Warner Brothers
Legend.WILL
RK 1004
WHAT'S
YOUR
NAME WHAT'S YOUR
IF
1
HAD
WORDS
Scott
Fitzgerald/Yvonne
Keeley
Jonathan
Hodge
7
3
Pepper
UP
36333
B.U.
Music/RAK
05
NUMBER, Andrea True Connection,
Buddah
BDS
467
Jeff Lynne I LOVE THE SOUND OF BREAKING
5 MR. BLUE SKY Electric Light Orchestra
Jet UP 36342 United Artists/Jet
■ £ 6 8
GLASS, Nick Lowe, Radar ADA 1
YOU WANT MY LOVE. Real
Tom
Dowd WHENEVER
HOT
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Baby
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Powell
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EMI
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44F
Back My Love
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For
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This
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Phil
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Sky
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White
CBS
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3 FANTASY Earth Wind & Fire
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Want to work for a

MAJOR

RECORD CO?
Royalty Manager The successful applicant whilst having a sound
Phonogram Ltd., a leading major record and
knowledge of book-keeping, will be looking for a career which offers
tape marketing company and member of the
greater interest than the mundanity of routine accounting.
International Polygram Group of
Responsibility is for the payment and accounting of royalties both, to
artists and from licencees utilising a computerised payments system,
Companies wish to recruit...
together with a small staff.
Management Accountant Are your reports regularly filed in the
Despite the use of a computer it is essential that applicants have the
bin?
ability to commit to memory the minutiae of artist contracts as time
Do you suffer from job frustration? - Our Management Accountant's
does not permit constant reference.
opinion is highly valued at all levels within the company.
Experience in either Royalty or Copyright accounting within the
The successful applicant, male or female, will be a dedicated profit
Record or Book industries would be an advantage but is not essential.
hunter with the ability to sell their recommendations to executives
working in the fast moving environment of the creative and artistic
departments of a major record company.

Contracts Manager The successful applicant will probably have a
background in law, specifically of Artist contracts gained within the
Recording or related Entertainment industries. Knowledge of
copyright would also be useful.
As the responsibilities will include the effective administration of all
contracts with both repertoire suppliers and licencees, applicants
must be capable of liaising and negotiating not only with artists, their
managers and agents but our own legal and A & R personnel.

General Vacancies We have a small variety of positions within our
Finance, Copyright and Royalty departments.
Applicants aged 20-30, Male or Female should have a sound
background in accountancy and/or ledger work within a commercial
environment.
We offer progressive opportunities within an interesting and fastmoving company.

In addition to attractive commencing salaries, we offer 4 weeks holiday pa., L. V. 's, Annual
Bonus, Pension Scheme & staff purchasing facilities.
Applications are invited from Male and Female Applicants and should be addressed to:
MrCJ Ryman, Personnel Manager, Phonogram Limited, 129 Park Street, London WIYSFA

WAREHOUSE AJVD
DISTRIBUTION MANAGER
required by Pickwick Record Distributors for
their depot in Colindalc. The successful
applicant must be self motivated, aged 3045, with considerable experience in all
aspects of warehousing and distribution.
If you have the right qualifications to
join our young and exciting team contact:A. Frcdmun,
Pickwick Record Distrihutor*
The Hyde Industrial Estate.
The Hyde,
CoUbadalc.T
London, A .W.9.
Tel:-01 200 7000

PKkwiCK
RECORD
DiSIReuTORS
LIMITED >

EQUIPMENT
EMI Cassette Browsers,
Display more, Sell more.
CC6fb.3 120 CosvcMm

phonogram

POSITIONS

MANAGEMENT
Phonogram, a leading major record and tape marketing
Company and member of the international Polygram Group
of Companies, wishes to appoint a
MECHANICAL - COPYRIGHT PROTECTION
SOCIETY LIMITED
have the following vacancies in their licensing division
(Streatham area)
NEGOTIATOR
(aged 20-30)
An ability to compose letters 8- a good telephone manner
are essential as you will, by telephone and letter, be
advising generally on copyright matters and negotiating
fees for the use of music and records in films, television &
radio commercials etc.
ASSISTANT NEGOTIATOR
to assist a team of three negotiators
(aged 17-20)
Your job will involve telephone work, typing, filing and
other general duties.
For both these positions only general clerical experience is
required as training will be given.

CC8tb.3 160 CoHcMes
CC20tb.7 400 Coiusfd
136
assettes
per
toot
For Details
.
5-0"" Phone David Baldwin or Ron Bennetl,
•
01.848 4515
EMI Dealer Services
EMI Record* Ltd., Shopfitting & AccesBorles Division
1-3 Uxbndgo Road. Hayos. Middlesex.

PRODUCT

We also require an accurate
AUDIO TYPIST
to work for Commercial Operations Controller. At least two
years office experience required.
Salaries are negotiable — 34'/a hr week (flexitime)
For further details please telephone
MRSV. M. BAXTER
PERSONNEL OFFICER
01-769 3181

MANAGER POP PRODUCT DEPARTMENT
Applicants must have a successful track record in the
record industry. They must be able to show that they can
successfully negotiate and communicate with management
and artists of International stature whilst they must also
have the ability to administrate and coordinate effectively in
a fast moving business environment.
Applicants must have experience of planning and directly
marketing campaigns and should be capable of budgetary
management.
Demonstrable experience and ability in these capacities as
well as a thorough understanding of the commercial
mechanics of selling records profitably are of paramount
importance.
The successful applicant, reporting to the General Manager
- Marketing, will play a central and crucial role in the
Company's success. Salary will be commensurate with the
importance of the position. In addition, we offer bonus
scheme, pension, 4 weeks holiday p.a., LV's, and staff
purchasing facilities.
Applications to: —
phonogram
0
C. J. RYMAN,
Phonogram Limited, 129 Park Street,
London W1Y 3FA.
Tel; 01-491 4600.

WHEN REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS
PLEASE MENTION
MUSIC WEEK
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The Music Trades'
Association

DISC & TAPE
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sense. Bringing along the simultaneous screening of the
robots from the film had good film was indicated; as it was
publicity value. If this seems there was a certain shuffling of
over-cynical then it would feet.
WHAT JOLLY good sports certainly
be naive to regard the
For that the performance
they are in the London
as a serious musical was entirely without interest.
Symphony Orchestra, allowing evening
event.
One speculated on the
a robot to conduct them, albeit
To begin with, Williams' whereabouts of the invisible
rather mechanically, at the music
just
does
not
hold
Royal Albert Hall last together in bare performance. Ambrosian Singers, whose
ethereal ululations were
Thursday. The occasion was a Star
Wars is a film score, buttered thickly across the
performance of John Williams' constructed
in
a
series
of
soundtrack music for Star closely timed episodes, each score, finally espying them
Wars and Close Encounters of illustrating a specific sequence tucked away in the uppermost
the Third Kind, conducted by of action. It uses conventional tier of the gallery,
communicating with the stage
the composer and interspersed
with skill and by a system of mirrors. One
with excerpts from Strauss's orchestration
imagination, and has some enjoyed the skill of the
Also Sprach Zarathustra and good
moments, but timpanists, having an
Hoist's Planet Suite to make up there isdramatic
about as much overall unpreccdemedly busy evening
an entirely spacey programme.
as one might expect.
thanks to Williams'
Thanks to the Pye 20lh structure
Close Encounters is even predilection for martial effects.
Century double album's more
unsuitable for The Star Wars theme is
success, LSO finances must be concertglaringly
For long not quite another Dam Busters
in a state of health unique sections performance.
melodic
is virtually march, but it tries.
among British orchestras. This non-existent andlinethe
music
One enjoyed also the Strauss
concert, considered as product proceeds in a succession
of and Hoist. Under David
promotion, was presumably a gradual dynamic swells, like
more energetic
matter of simple business some slowly heaving beast. A Atherton's
baton the orchestra played with
noticeably more spirit. John
Williams is a notoriously
modest man, and only such an
Songwriters
unassuming composer would
have allowed on the
programme two pieces that
New Songs required for major production Co. Songs already
reveal so clearly the models he
released or RCA, Pye, Polydor etc.
has followed and the extent to
Send cassette only marketed with address & Telephone No. to;
which he has fallen short of
them.
MAJESTIC RECORDING STUDIOS
NICK ROBERTSHAW
146 Clapham High St.. London S.W.4.
For further details phone Wendy Bowman on 01-622 1229
between 11-12 am. (Monday-Friday).
Steeleye

& CONFERENCE
(organised by the GRRC)

MARCH

I'VE GOT THE WORDSHAVE YOU GOT THE
MUSIC?
Young Lyricist wishes to team
up with music composer with a
view to commercial
songwriting. Interested? ring
S. Brabazon 01-328 3687
(after6 p.m.).

OFFICE WTD

NEW OFFICES
required for Major
Theatrical Agency.
TEL: 01 493 0852.

6-8
BUSINESS FOR SALE

AT
The CUMBERLAND HOTEL,
MARBLE ARCH, LONDON W.I

LONDON

Opening Hours:
Monday 2.00-6.00pnn

Prime Record Shop in prime high strej
position.
No
multiple
g^il
Offices/living accommodation abo\

T uesday 9.30-6.00pm

Genuine reason for salei

Wednesday 9.30-1.00pm

APPLY:
BOX NO. MW'

Full details of the
conference and exhibition are
available from
THE MUSIC TRADES'
XjU

ASSOCIATION
5 Denmark Street, London WC2
Telephone 01-836 2059
The MTA Gramophone Record Awards will be presented at the Annual MTA
Awards Dinner which will be held on
TUESDAY 7 MARCH 1978
at
THE CUMBERLAND
The guest of honour will be Lord Donaldson, Minister for the Arts. Tickets are
available from the MTA secretary at the above address.

need Top ranking
SECRETARY/PA
at their Harrow Rol
Contacti
BRIAN H
on 01-96!
or 96<
Good salary for i|
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Span
THERE IS a tempting
romantic image of lights
winking out one by one all over
the country as a much-loved
band plays through a set of
farewell dates before splitting
up. The band heading for
oblivion is Steeleye Span, but
while the name may disappear
the individual members have
plans for robust and fairly
lucrative life after death. At
Hammersmith Odeon last we
Martin Carthy,
Kirkpatrick, Nigel
Tim Hart, Rick Ker
band's blyihe sj
Prior made thei
London,
which, ej
of
---...-Jg'
band's apj
venue a fei
was still lal
box office
standing tici
songs was mi
the skillful
perfectly-refinel
between folk
interchange of
unaccompanied .
harmonies
with unisol
t0
accompanimer
modern-electrified 1
ments; the happy juxtapi
of such different items
one-man Morris dance frv
Kirkpatrick and a song from
the Brecht/weill Threepenny
Opera.
Of these last conj
moments will re man
memory a
beautiful ui
of
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THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO RECORDED POPMUSIC AVAILABLE IN THE UK.

MASSIVE FOURTH EDITION
AVAILABLE NOW! £30

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
NEW *
*

Fourth, much enlarged edition
40,000 albums
13,500 cassettes-5,500cartridges
350 quadrophonic products
18,000 singles
5,500 prefixes
1,250 labels
250 record companies
75 distributors
Who's Who in the music business
PLUS all major companies' price lists
and all pop releases during 1978-monthly
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For Details
Phone Oayid Baldwin or Ron Bennett,
01.848 4515
EMI Dealer Services
EMI Records Ltd., Shopfltting & Accessorios Division
1-3 Uxbridgo Road, Hayes, Middlesex.

"a great catalogue^
HAS PROVED ITSELF INVALUABLE
IN ALL OUR SHOPS AND HAS PAID FOR ITSELF MANY
TIMES OVER. I'D RECOMMEND IT TO ANY RECORD
RETAILER, LARGE OR SMALL." .
V-ov-v-~-rC_c K
T
harlequin

